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TobaccoBecoming Bright
Spot in Local Farm Scene
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Dark fire-cured and air-cured
tobacco are emerging as a bright spot
in a rather dismal Calloway County
farm economic picture this year.
Agriculture officials here say that
despite an excessively dry summer
which sliced corn and soybean yields,
the dark fire-cured tobacco crop will be
on par with last year.
The dollar value of the crop this year
is estimated at $5 million to $6 million.
Growers here planted an estimated
2,530 acres of fire-cured tobacco this
year, up from some 2,160 acres last
year. Callaway County tobacco growers
will ptoduce from 40 to 50 perceneof the
estimated 9-10 million pounds of the
dark fired leaf grown in the western_
district of dark fired tobacco belt,
according to Holmes Ellis, general
manager of Western: Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, based in
Murray.
But both Ellis and Calloway County
Extension Agent Ted Howard caution
tobacco growers that bueers this year
will be more selective when buying the
dark leaf, which is used to make
smokeless tobacco in the U.S. and
cigarette tobacco in Western Europe.
"Because the crop was larger last
year, the exporters will be more
selective this year. There'll be a strong
demand for good, well-fired tobacco
with prices comparable to last year,"
Ellis said in a recent Interview.
Dark fired tobacco averaged $130 per
hundredweight on the Murray tmd
Mayfield floors, Ellis said.
Ellis said much. of the dmik Bred

tobacco grown here ends up as exported
pouch tobacco for "roll-your-own"
cigarettes in the Netherlands, France,
other Western Europe countries and
Egypt. Smokers there, he said, prize
the taste that firing with hard woods
produce.
Howard said that firing, which
growers are now doing, will be critical
in finishing the tobacco for sale next
January.
.
Local dark fired tobacco production
is on an upswing, Howard indicated.
Tobacco growers four years ago
produced just over 1,100 acres here
compared to the estimated 2,500 acres
out this year. Total allotment in this
county is 3,000 titres.
"This will probably be the largest
crop we've had in 10 years ...barns that
have not been used in several years are
being used this year," Howard indicated.
The upsurge in the dark fired crop
here has also led to the building of new,
efficient three-tiered barns which
require fewer workers than older
barns, Howard said.
How did dark fired tobacco emerge
from the dry summer that devastated
grain crops?
"Tobacco has a tremendous upturn.
It will just sit through dry weather and
then 'when the rains come it will
seemingly spawn overnight," Ellis
observed. He ackled,"The yield (Per
acre) here will probably be down
slightly over last year because of the
dry weather but not commensurate
with the grains."
Howard echoed Ellis saying,"Adversit/ doesn't.effect the outcome of

Squad
BaiteryDrive
To Continue

tobacco as much as other crops."
The county extension agent said a
"good" dark fired yield per acre is
about a ton. County growers will
average about 1,800 pounds per acre
while growers throughout the western
district, which comprises areas west of
the Cumberland River in Western
Kentucky, will average 1,675 pounds,
Howard said
Ellis, whose organization administers the price support on dark
fired and dark air-cured tobacco, said
tobacco growers today "do a better
job" firing tobacco than their
predecessors. "Fifty years ago they
cured with intense heat and firing took
a few days. Today the growers take
longer and do a better job, imparting a
better finish to the tobacco."
Although dark fired tobacco is the
principal tobacco crop in this county,
growers here produce dark air-cured
leaf and some burley, Howard said.

Sheriff's Office
To Remain Open
This Saturday
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
will be open Saturday from 8 a.m. to
noon to allow last minute taxpayers
a chance to take advantage of a two
percent discount.
That discount expires Oct. 31, a
EXAMINE TOBACCO — Holmes Ellis, left, with Western Fired Tobacco -department spokesman said today.
_Growers Association, and Ted Howard, right, county extension agent, are
The regular amount on tax bills will
shown heze_viiamiaisig tobacco with Clyde- Hale at Hale-VW-al on KV 94 east-be due and payable the first -of
of Murray. Tobacco is expected to be a bright part of a dull farm economic
November through Dec. 31. After the
picture this year, but Ellis points out the demand will be for good well-fired
end of the year, taxpayers are liable
for a penalty added to their tax bills. ' tobacco. The value of the dark fired crop here is from S5-6 million.

Officials To Discuss Late Delivery
Orghool Buses To This State
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Representatives of an Arkansas school
bus firm were to meet today with state
education officials to discuss the
delivery of 374 buses which are almost
three months late.
The state Board for Elementary and
Secondary Education voted Wednesday
not to take legal action against Ward
Industries of Conway, Ark., pending
futher negotiations for the delivery of
the bases, which were originalli due in
Kentucky by Aug. 1.
Representatives of the firm were to
meet today with Education Department
general counsel Ed Fossett and Paul
Jones, director of transportation.
The staff is to report back to the state
board at its Nov. 21 meeting.

Jones said a new production schedule
presented by Ward indicates that
manufacture of the last of the buses
should be started by Nov. 20. He said it
takes about 10 days to complete
production and inspection.
The state's original contract for more
than $4 million with Ward called for
delivery of 775 buses by the first of
August. Jones said the company continued to give assurances through the
spring and early summer that it could
meet the deadline, even though
department officials had- growing
concern.
Finally, in late July, the company
notified the state that it could not
deliver 374 of the buses. Jones said the
state agreed to a penalty of $154.50 per
undelivered bus and extended the
contract deadline through October.

"But they will definitely not meet the
Nov. 1 deadline," Jones said Wednesday.
He said the company blamed a
shortage of steel as a result of last
winter's coal strike on the delay.
However, he said the company built
and sold more than 200 buses to the
government of Saudi Arabia during the
same time and had completed an order
for Egypt last spring.
But Jones said he didn't know if those
orders had been placed before Ken. tucky's.•
He said another probletn is that all
bus manufacturers are swamped with
orders, largely due to the court-ordered
busing in Los Angeles. He said that city
school system ordered more than 2,000
buses from various manufacturers,
including Ward.

Carter Picking Up Support
For His Anti-Inflation Program
INMATE ART — Paintings done by inmates of the Kentucky State Penitentiary at Eddyville, such as this one,"Back Waters" by Robert Richards, will
remain on display in the lobby of the Capri Theatre for the rest of this
month. The display, consisting of nine paintings, has been exhibited at the
theatre for the past month. Penitentiary officials have now discontinued
the art program at the prison, and followingthe exhibit here, the paintings
will be returned to the inmate artists. The 10 members of the -Art Appreciation Club at the prison did most of the paintings on pieces of
corrugated cardboard since supplies, such as canvas,easels, paints, brushes
and pallets, depended on donations from outside contributors. An
associate warden at the prison has refused to comment on the discontinuance of the program. Other sources-outside the prison claim that
prison officials told them a state-operated art program was to be begun inside the prison with thestate providing the facilities, buying the materials
and providing the outlet for the sale of the artwork
Staff Photo hv Debbie Ni Lee

By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is picking up important support
for his anti-inflation program from
Federal Reserve Chairman G. William
Miller and business and labor groups.
Miller, in a speech Wednesday night,
called Carter's new program "a
balanced, concerted and sustained
program to fight inflation."
Miller's support was important to
White House inflation fighters, who
must avoid any collision course with the
independent Federal Reserve's interest
rate policies.
If labor and business will support.
Carter's program, Miller said, "it gives

us running room to eradicate inflation."
Some business groups have pledged
cooperation with the program, although
many of them had opposed the idea of
wage-price guidelines. Most of them
like Carter's promises to cut government spending.
-General Motors Corp. praised Carter
for "his recognition that government
must take the lead to slow inflation." It
also applauded his rejection of mandatory wage-price controls.
And Teamsters President Frank
Fitzsimmons said he would back the
plan if "adjusments" were made in the
wage standard and if the program
helped moderate price rises.

"If this
, program establishes some
credibility on the price side and adjustments are made on the wage
standard, I am sure that the 2 million
Teamster members and their families
will do their share to assist in resolving,
this difficult problem," said Fitzsimmons.
He said the wage adjustments might
involve health care, pensions and other
fringe benefits.
Initial response to Carter's plan in
world money markets was not good.
The dollar fell to new lows in West
Germany, The Netherlands, Austria,
Belgium, Denmark and Norway and
See CARTER,
. Page 14-A, Column 6

A Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad drive to collect used car and
truck batteries will continue through
the end of this month, a spokesman said
today.
The all-volunteer unit is collecting the
-batteries through the cooperation of
Interstate Battery in Murray. Money
from their re-sale will go to the squad,
the spokesman said.
Persons wanting to donate used
batteries can bring them by squad
headquarters on Coldwater Road or
Interstate Battery, located near the
Industrial Road-Main Street intersection.
volunteers
Also,
with
the
organization will pick the batteries up
when called. Their business number is
753-4112.
The spokesman said funds raised
from the battery drive will go toward
the purchase of a new fire truck, slated
for delivery early next month. That
truck, the spokesman said, will increase the organization's overall
firefighting capabilities.
In addition to a regular pump, the
new truck will have a high pressure
booster pump capable of spraying
water up to 850 pounds per square inch
(psi) compared a normal 300 pump
rating. "It literally fogs the water,
taking all the oxygen away from the
fire so that it dies down. What little
water you then have to put on a fire
works like smothering out a candle,"
the spokesman said. He. said the new
pump will use only 200 gallons of water
compared to a 1,000 an ordinary
pumper will use.

Saving Time
End Is Near
Tired of getting up in the dark?
For most, that will end Sunday when
the nation switches back to standard
time.
Under Uniform Time Act regulations,
Daylight Saving Time officially ends 2
a.m. Sunday. Using the "spring forward, fall back" rule, clocks should be
turned back one hour.
Under the Uniform Time Act, which
went into effect in 1967, all states, the
District of Columbia and U.S.
possessions, observe Daylight Saving
Time beginning at 2 a.m. on the last
Sunday in April and ending at 2 a.m. on
the last Sunday in October.
Any.state can, by law, exempt itself
from Daylight Saving Time observation.

today's index
Two Sections —22 Pages
Classifieds
5-B,6-B,7-B
Comics
3-B
Crossword
3-B
Dear Abby
'' 3-A
Deaths& Funerals
14-A
Garrott's Galley
5-A
Horoscope
2-A
Let's Stay Weil
2-A
Local Scene
24,3-A,4-A
Opinion Page
5-A
Sports
8-A,9-A, 10-A

rain
ending
Cloudy with light rain ending
this afternoon, slight chance for
thundershowers. Highs today
*today in the mid to upper 60s.
Clearing and cool tonight. Lows
from the mid 30s to around 40.
Moslly sunny Friday. Highs in
the low to mid 60s.

But Have Inferiority Complex

Kentuckians Optimistic About Future Of Their State,Study Shows

By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- Kentuckians have tremendous optimism
about the future of their state, unmatched by any other state in the
union, according to a new study.
However, Kentucky residents also
have something of an Inferiority
complex, believing that their state is
perceived by others as backward, a
draft of the study by Reiciunan
Research of New York Says.
The $87,000 reseatch project,
authorized by the state Public Infor-

mation Department, will help the
department develop a strategy for
projecting a positive image to Kentuckians and to the nation, a spokesman
for Gov. Julian Carroll said.
In remarliSlprepared for delivery
Wednesday at a travel conference in
Elizabethtown, Carroll said the perception that Kentucky is a backward
state trust be turned around.
"Each place must fight its own
negative perceptions: New York that it
Is a 'city in decay; 1Vlississippi, that it
clings to the racism of the past,"
Carroll said.

"Kentucky must shake off an image
that it is a place of a different century,"
he said. "Kentucky must orient its
image to the future while preserving
the reputation it has for an easy way of
life."
The letigthy report says 79 percent of
Kentuckians interviewed had a great
deal of pride in their state, while
another 18 percent had "quite a lot of
pride." "Nowhere have we come across
match for the genuine er'ithusiasm for a
state expressed by the people of Kentucky in this survey," Reichman said.

Residents
expressed
also
tremendous optimism" for the future
to Kentucky, which Reichrnan said is
rtually unheard of in surveys of other
atates. He said pessimism dominates
The national mood.
Kentuckians think their state
government is doing slightly better
than the federal government, but feel
there is considerable room for improvement.
However, many people living in
nokihern and eastern Kentucky feel
they get less attention from state
government than do other regions:

7-•

"There is clearly a call for steppedup attention to those two areas," Reichman said. "These are dangerous
numbers in a state where there is fierce
pride both Ph Kentucky and in local
communities.
"lb let these perceptions linger is to
Invite alienation and regional factianalia-rii."
Kentuckians rated most state
government agencies satisfactory to
4.mediocre, with the exception of the
"state Education Depattriiit which Is
regarded unfavorably, indicating that
"the need for a massive overhaul in the

quality of education is immediate,"
Reichrnan said.
Reichman's staff conducted interviews between April 28 and MO 13,
1978 with 603 adult Kentuckians; 608
visitors to Kentucky's state parks,
tourist attractions and information
centers; 320 residents of Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Michigan and Missouri, and 312
hotel-motel and tourist site operators.
Thok interviewed were selected
according to a scientific random
method which gave every Kentuckian
18 years or older an equal chance of
falling into the sample.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Fenton-Brooks Vows Are
Read In'Church Wedding

Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER 27, 1ra
late summer wedding of
_your resentment is obvious. TheKathleen
What kialk-of day will.
*file Fent
"lki
tomorrow be? To find out what soyoumight as well *peak Out—Mil*
daughter of Mr and Mrs.
the stars say, read the and clear the air Once you do, Edmund,a
Fenton, Murray,
forecast given for your birth things will improve.and Kevin Polk Brooks, son of
LEO
Sign
Mr. and Mrs. James P.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Brooks,
Jr., of Paducah, was
ARIES
You
back
in
an
the
have
idea
sve,
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
of your bead that's becoming solemnised at a two o'clock
, An important decision must • an obsession. Talk it over with mass. at .St. Leo's Catholir
be made. Pooning it only someone you trust.. You'll feel Church, Murray.
The Rev. Thomas Long and
delays the aellitter. Everyone better for it.
will be___
VIRGO
tik - the Re. Martin Mattingly
•
Aug. 7.4. to Sept. 23) 111P-71:-Olficiltsid at the -nuptial mass.,
up Your mina.
A good day for stiappialt. A program of wedding music
TAURUS
Your sure eye for a bargain'Was presented by Mrs.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
What begins as a boring could save you a large sum of Clarence
Rohwedder,
day, will take an exciting turn money on an important organist, and Mrs. Ed Fenton,
An unexpected invitation will putrha.e. '
violinist.
LIBRA
have you walking on air.
The altar was beautifully
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl decorated
GEMINI
with vases of
Dail let your desire to be majestic
/May 22 to June 21)
daisies and baby's
'Disturbing news may upset everyone's pal keep you from breath.
Jade foliage comtake an emotional_ voicing criticism. Whoa ,you pleted the setting with
go
nose dive. Think clearly and take a stand, a clone friend
sticks
candle
on
either
side
of
you'll she able to resolve will be disillusioned
the altar. The pews were
SCORPIO
_things.
CANCER'
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) neV marked with blue and white
A gloomy mood prevails, satin ribbons which encircled
( June 22 to July 23)
but vivacious companions can blue and yellow daisies.
Bride's Dress
dispel it. Don't solo tonight.
Escorted
by her father and
You need company.
given in marriage by her
SAGITTARIUS
parents, the bride was lovely
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )ilictil
°
Expect the unexpected. U in a floor length gown of white
you At.) out seeking adventure organza and chantilly. lace.
today, one thing is certain: Lace formed the slender fitted
sleeves and outlined the
You're sure to find it.
flattering deep v-neckline. A
CAPRICORN
satin ribbon caught the high
Dec. 22 to Jan: 20)
You've been cutting off the rise waist and dainty satin
important letters in your life bews trimmed the front center
Free Mickey Mouse
long enough. Write to distant and sleeves. A wide border of
Fan Cards(As
friends and relatives today. chantilly lace enhanced the
Long As They last I
AQUARIUS
full skirt. A chapel length veil
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
spashed with lace medallions
Wipe the social slate clean, fell from a matching headand stay at hii-me tonight. You piece.
needto rest and relax. There's
The bride's bouquet was a
a busy time ahead.
cascade of blue and yellow
PISCES
.
daisies and yellow rosebud.;
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
with satin streamers.
If you're planning on a
Miss Angela Rickman of
major investment, now could
be the time to act_ Wait too Murray was the maid of
long, and opportunity may honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs.
Lenora Goode, Paducah,
pass you by.
sister Of the groom. 'Mrs.
YOU BORN TODAY are Rebecca Pinkston, Lexington,
noteworthy
for
your and Mrs. Frances Haug,
progressive attitude, practical Desloge, Mo., sisters of the
mind and good head bar bride.
business. Your sense of • The maid of honor wore a
responsibility extends not only floor length gown of yellow
to family and job but to friends quitina and the bridemaids
and acquaintances. You're
were attired in gowns of blue
someone who can be counted quiana. The dresses were
on to lend a helping hand when fashioned with scooped
It is needed. You help even' necklines and an empire
when you know others may be
waist. They carried bouquets
taking advantage of your good of yellow and blue daisies with
nature. You could succeed in ribbons and streamers.
government, business,
The flower girl was. Miss
medicine, the law. Birthdate Theresa Haug, nice of
the
of: Theodore Roosevelt, bride.
She carried a basket of
politician; Sylvia Plath,
daisies and rosebuds. She was
writer.
dressed in a long yellow dress
overlaid
with flowered
organza.
David Haug, nephew of the
bride, was the ringbearer. He
was dressed in a dark grey
tuxedo.
James P. Brooks, Jr., was
best man for his son.
Groomsmen were Philip
Parkinson and Ronnie Goode,
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
Paducah, the latter. the
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Hasseltine Class
Has Monthly Meet

Helen Smith Leader Coldwatef Meet

Reception
Following the wedding az
reception was hosted by the
bride's parents at the Holiday
Inn.
The bridal :able was
overlaid with a white linen cloth over blue. Silver candlestick holders decorated
with greenery were on either
side of the three tiered wedding cake which was
decorated with summer
flowers.
Serving the guests were
Miss Jill Brooks, Hilton Head,
S. C., and Miss Jackie Brooks,
Gulf Port, Miss., sisters of the
groom, Miss Carol Montgomery, Miss Dana Shipley,
and Mrs. Clara Resig, all of

disposition of cases. A
question and answer period
followed.
Plans for the six home
mission studies to start Nov.
14 at the Hazel Church were
announced, along with the
mission study at Kirksey on
Oct. 8 and the sixth annual
UMW meeting in Jackson,
Tenn., on Oct. 28.
Mrs. Freeman, chairman of
the nominating committee,
preented ffte state of officers
which was accepted by the
group.
The hostess served refreshments to the fourteen members and three guests.
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dimensions..Free! Our Decorating Consultant will assist you in
selection and coordination. .

soCial hour was held with
A A'on
refreshments served by Mrs.
Mesdames

George

' Deacons
Baptist Chin
wives will ha
meal at the Sir
seven p.m.

Homemaker
"Making Silk]
at Calloway C
Office at 9:30 E

Chili supper
Murray Sc
program will
five to 7:30 p.r
School cafetei
Murray-Pack
game.
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installation extra

Save3a al.

OOP

StylePerfect
Interior Latex
STYLE.PERFECT'

eatiV aPv

Save on Mini
Painting
Pad/tit

4

• One Coat Coverage, when
applied according to directions
• Washable

Well
Paint

Satin
Enamel

SALE

SALE

Flat Latex

Kit includes pointing pods,

Tray. For interior exterior usr
with oil or latex paints.
SALE

$
701
°
a 9al.
reg $10.99

9Kit
reg.5349

Paint sale ends Nor 6

i

hosts.

Friday,

•
• Plan
:Still in I

,

these coatings or your purchase price will 6e refunded

Shoemaker, Lloyd Jacks,
Brent.Outland Keith Morris,
Eugene Tarry, and G M.
Knight.
Members and guests attending the steak supper held
In September at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tarry,
Lakeway Shores, were Messrs
and Mesdames G. M. Knight,
Horner Miller, Keith Morris,
Free decorating service. Use Master Charge, Vise, or our extend
Lloyd Jacks, Hugh Noffsinger,
Castle
Parker, George
Shoemaker,
James
C
Wiiiiams, Carlos Joneg, Mgt
Oakley,Deward Beatty-,-;.--George Gray. Mrs. Brent
Outland, the Rev. and Mrs,
Bill Whittaker, the Rev. and

111
,
1I

Gamma Gal
Beta Sigma F
the home of
p.m. All men
to attend am
goods for the f

Sale ends October 31. unless otherwise noted.

Sertisfect‘e CrarempAatel in the use

Red roses were exchanged
by the outgoing chairman,
Mrs. George Gray, and the
incoming chairman, Mrs.
Hillard Rogers, with the latter
-giving words of appreciation
to Mrs. Gray for her services
during the year.
Mrs. Hugh Noffiringer gave
the devotion On

Second rn,
.Western Kent
will be held at
Community 1
nk Branch,
Chestnut. Per
are invited,
having any ii
are asked to b
rneeting.
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and pattern combinations—
custom fitted to your exact

Third and
Halloween H
sponsored
Department
Woman's Club
A. Carman Po
e Farm Road,
Rine p.m. Al
MILS per pers(
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Custom decorate your windows
with over 85 elegant color

Zeta Depart
Woman's Club
club house at
Dorothy Rowl.
speaker.

Exhibits of
invitational
designers and
ceramics by
visiting pr
Eugene, Ore.,
Clara M. Eag
Arts Center,
through Nov.2
gessusiss•••■

OverS5color
andpattern
combinations in
,r At
ourPerfectTouch'
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Oakley Home\,Scene Of Meeting;

Mrs. Hugh Oakley was
hostess for the October third
meeting of the Dorothy Group
of the First Baptist Church
Women held at her tumne.

Thursday
Southwes.
Elementary
teacher (lot
seven p.m. at t

Treating A Thyroid Nodule

_Steak Supper held, Tarry-Home
41 N Central tit

•

One alternative in your had such demands made of
case is a needle biopsy. us before. We think that
When such a procedure is our rights have been chalproperly done, the result is lenged, particularly beregarded to be about 90 cause we don't believe in
percent accurate-so far as germs and so much unnattitagnosis is concerned.
ural science being forced
Another possibility is upon us and our children."
that you have a third physiA: Such -immunization
cian examine you, preferably one who regularly - requirements (usually
treats such cases. A physi- diptittreria, whooping
cian with adequate experi- cough, and lockjaw) at
ence can usually be found public schools are quite
at a large medical teach- common and are considing center or at a special ered reasonable and in ther
cancer institution such as public interest by the maM.D. Anderson Hospital in jority of citizens. Illness
Houston, Tex., or Sloan- and deaths from them disKettering Institute in New eases are markedly reduced when immunizaYork City.
Children's Immuniza- tions have been properly
done arid maintained. Meations
_•
sles and mumps also can
upset
K.J.
is
Q: Mrs.
over a disagreement that be prevented by approprishe and her husband have ate immunizations or
had with the public school shots.
system of the area into
While we need to be alert
which they have recently to losing our freedoms
moved. When their two unnecessarily, such reyoung children went to Auirements are no more
register several weeks unreasonable than traffic
ago, they could not attend Laws, those which apply to
class until they had had food handlers in restau"shots" against certain rants, and many other
The Ann Hasseltine Sunday diseases.
laws designed to protect
She adds, "We never the public.
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church held its
October meeting at the home
of Alma McNeely with Laura
Jennings presiding and
Helen Smith directed the Defense Against Temptation"_.
leading the opening prayer.
Modelle Miller gave the program at the October by Lorene Wilson; -There Is
Mr. and Mrs. herin Polk Brooks
devotion on "Happiness" with second meeting of the Cold- The Defense of Transition" by
her scripture reading from the water United Methodist Diane Tipton.
brother-in-law of the groom, Murray. .
book of Psalms. Pauline Church Women held at the
Other discussions were on
and Rochie May,Calvert City.
Rehearsal Dinner
Wainscott led the study on church.
"Defense of Those We Love
The ushers were James
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Miriam as a part of the study
Mrs. Smith read the and Who Love Us" by Jane
Fenton and Ed Fenton, Jr., Brooks, Jr., phrents of the on the Women of the Bible.
scripture from I Thess. 5:5-17, Lamb; "Defense of Presence
brothers of the bride.
groom, entertained the
Refreshments were served and June Glass discussed the of Jesus Christ" by Nancy
The groom wore a black wedding party with a. by Mrs. McNeely. Other lesson topic,:',Prayer."
Haneline; "Two Great
tuiedo with grey ascot. His rehearsal dinner at the members present were Lottie
Discussions
were
as Questions About Passion" by
boutonniere was a yellow Holiday Inn,' Murray.
Gibson, Maggie Paschall, follows: "The Character of Helen Smith.
rosebud. The -groomsmen
The. tables were decorated Willie
Garland, ,Zella Prayer" by Alma Cooper;
Also present were Elizabeth
wore dark grey tuxedoes with with arrangements of summer Covington,
and
Copha "Obligations" by June Glass;
black bow ties. - flowers. Places were marked Xrewson. A visitor was Edna "Do-We Really Want A Thing" Jones,- member, and Maria'
Mrs. Fenton, mother of the for 45 guests.
by Patsy Locke; "The Tipton, guest.
Krewson.
bride, wore a mint green dress
with beige accessories. Mrs.
Brooks, mother of the groom.
was attired in a beige knit
dress and matching accessories. Both had corsages
of yellow orchids.

Juvenile Officer Lovett
Randy Lovett, juvenile
probation officer for Calloway
County, was guest speaker at
the October third meeting of
the Hazel United Methodist
Church Women held at the
home of Mrs. Olga Freeman.
"The Case For Juvenile
Justice" was the subject of the
program with Mrs, Tony
Jones as chairman who read
the scripture and introduced
Mr. Lovett who gave an interesting and informative
discussion on ''The System of
Juvenile Justice In Our
State."
Mr. Lovett discussed the
dffreFent types of offenders,
and the, treatment and

Dr. F.J.L. BLASINGAME

Q: Mrs. R.C. writes that
she had a routine physical
checkup and was told that
she has a small nodule in
one side of her thyroid
gland in her neck. Her
physician recommended
that the nodule be removed to rule out the possibility of the nodule being
cancerous.
She continues,--"T' had a
consultation with a second
physician who says that it
is safe to watch the nodule
for several months and
that DO surgery is needed
at this time. What shall I
do?"
A: The thyroid nodule
problem is occasionally
troublesome for the patient
Vie physician, principally because of the outside possibility (about 10
percent that the nodule
contains cancer cells. Fortunately, the rate of cure is
high with appropriate
treatment.

.Speaks,At Hazel Meeting
7:20,
9:15

Let's Stay Well
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COMMUNITY
CAT ENDAR
Thursday,October 28
Friday,Dciober r/
Southwest
Calloway
Fall Festival at North
glementary School Parent- Calloway Elementary School
'teacher Club egll meet at will open ,with supper being
seven p.m.at the school.
served at 5:30 p.m. and events
to start at six p.m. Climaxing
Zeta bepartment of Murray the evening will be the
Woman's Club will meet at the crowning of the king and
club house at 7:30 p.m. with queen at nine p.m. Three
Dorothy Rowlett as scheduled country hams will also be
speaker.
t
given away.

•

ftw

Redick and McGinnis
Wedding Is Saturday

Saturday, October 28
Murray Moose Lodge NP.201I will have a trap shoot
behind the Moose Lodge
starting at eleven a.m.
Members welcome.
•
Dance for members of
Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011
will start at eight p.m. at the
lodge hall on -North 16th
DEAR ABBY: I suspect that my husband has been
Street. Bob Nanee and his
cheating
on me for a long time, but I haven't been able to pin
Third and final night of
Homecoming Alumni Band will provide the music.
anything on him. I even hired a private detective to follow
Halloween Haunted ,House, Coffee, sponsored by Murray
him, but he couldn't come up with a thing. It's just a feeling I
sponsored
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
by
Kappa' High School PTA, will be at
have. My husband goes out a lot and tells me he is going to
Department of _ Murray Murray High Schoolfrom 9:30 will have a brunch alien a.m.
such and-such a plitc.e,hut he's never where he says he'll-be,
Woman's Club, will be at the to eleven a.m. Graduates of at the home of Mrs. Lawrence
and that makes me suspicious.
I finally went to a lawyer, and he told me to grow
A. Carman Pavilion, College__ classes of 1950-56 trill be Philpot. The business meeting
up—that every man cheats on his wife at some time in his
Farm Road, from six to honored.
and program will follow. Mrs.
nine p.m. Admission is 25
Don Burchfield and Mrs. life. Is this true? I always believed my-father was a faithful
husband to my mother, and I've got brothers who I am sure
cents per person.
Reservations for Annual Larry Doyle will assist Mrs.
wouldn't
go out on their wives.
Day luncheon of Calloway Philpot.
My lawyer says I should quit trying to catch my husband,
Second meeting of the County
Homemakers
and accept the fact that all men cheat. Do they?
_Western Kentucky Rock Club Association at Colonial House
Land Between othe Lakes
CHICAGO TRIB READER
Will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the Smorgasbord on Oct. 31 should activities will include Fort
•
Community Room, Peoples be made by today by calling Donelson Trek with each to
DEAR READER! 141•1 There are plenty of married men
Bank Branch, North 12th and- E'ension Office7534452.
bring a sack lunch -at _Fort
who never cheat, and your husband could be one of them.
The only thing you can be fairly sure of ie that you lawyer
Henry Trail at ten a.m.;
Chestnut. Persons of all ages
cheats on his wife.
stitching workshop at Emplie
are invited, arid anyone
Baptist Women's Retreat
Far'm from nine a.m. to four
having any items to &spotty
will be at Jonathan Creek
DEAR ABBY: I just read the letter from CAN'T TELL
p.m.
are asked to bring them to the
Baptist Assembly opening
HIM;the girl who couldn't tell her -iiance that he had bad
Meeting.
with dinner this evening and
Alpha Department of breath.
I, too, suffer from chronic bad breath, and it's ruining my
closing with lunch on Satur- Murray Woman's Club is
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
life.
I'm a young, attractive, single girl and'a very clean perday.
scheduled to meet at the club
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
house at twelve noon „with son. My dental hygiene is excellent. I brush twice a day, and
the home of Liz Hill,at 7:30
Shopping for Senior Citizens program by Marie Taylor and floss, too.
Commercial mouthwashes are worthless. Please, Abby,
p.m. All members are urged
will be held and call 753-0929 Henry C. Bannon.
can you ask some of your doctor friends if I could have a
to attend and bring canned
morning
for
by nine a.m.
medical problem? Perhaps it's a vitamin deficiency.
goods for the firebasket.
Sunday, October 29
shopping to Northside and
Please answer in your column because I'm sure there are
The Women of the Murray many others who suffer from this terrible
downtown and by 11:30 a.m.
affliction.
Friday,October 27
Moose
Lodge will have a
for afternoon shopping to
DESPERATE
Halloween party for the
* Deacons of Memorial Southside and downtown.
children. Activities will start
DEAR DESPERATE: Bad breath could be a symptom of
Baptist Church and their
Exhibit in photography by at one p.m. Members are so many physical ailments that it would take a full column to
wives will have a fellowship
list them.
meal at the Sirloin Stockade at Laurie Waite, student from welcome.
It could be poor nutrition, a vitamin deficiency, or emoLexington, will be on display
seven p.m.
Open House will be held at tional stress. But don't assume anything. Start with your
in Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
physician. It's even possible that the affliction is only
the Murray Middle School
Homemakers' lesson on Fine Arts Center, Murray from two to four p.m.
imaginary, in which case psychotherapy is the answer. Get
help now and put an end to this needless suffering.
"Making Silk Flowers" will be State, through Nov.8.
at Calloway County Extension
Trumpet recital, tby Patty
DEAR ABBY:Someone signed CLUTTERED MAILBOX
Close Encounter, searching Smith, Owensboro, will be at
Office at 9:30 a.m.
IN L.A. wrote to complain because he had been finding a lot
the night sky, will be at Silo
two p.m. in the Recital Hall, -øf leaflets, advertisements, political propaganda, etc., in his
Chili supper for benefit of Overlook, Land Between the Fine Arts,
Annex, Murray mailbox.
Schools' Band Lakes,at seven p.m.
Murray
-State.
You said there was a law against using a mailbox for
program will be served from
anything except mail for which-postage had been paid to the
five to 7:30 p.m. at the Middle
October
28
Saturday,
Land Between the Lakes U. S. Postal Service.
School cafeteria prior to the
Singles Unlimited will have
Well, I own my own mailbox the U. S. Postal Service
activities will include stitMurray-Paducah football a potluck supper at 630
_ ding workshop at Empire does- eat! And if I want to-store--chapped liver -in-it4 wotild
game.
in the social hall of First Farm from nine a.m. to four like to see anybody stop me!
IRRITATED IN SAN ANTONIO
United Methodist Church.
p.m., and musical and,
Kentucky Lake Chapter of This is open to all single
photographic tribute to
CONFIDENTIAL TO J.C.: Yes, I know what one gets if
NARFE will meet at Kenlake adults, 18 years of age or
wonders and beauty of the he crosses a computer with an ape A hairy reasoner.
Hotel for luncheon at twelve older,
is
not
and
world at Center Station at two
noon, followed by cruise on denominational. For inp.m.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
-Princess" at 1:30 p.m. Other formation call Bob Farless,
pogulerlty, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
'chapters di the area will loin 753-3112:
'Bieadnuiking wOrtshop,led You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
the local group.
by Jan Hough, will be at First self-addressed, stamped 128 cents, envelope to Abby, 132
First Christian Church
Presbyterian
Church at 1:30 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Exhibits of a graphic design Rummage Sale will be open at
p.m.
invitational by prominent
the church at eight a.m.
designers and of art works indaylight saving time will
ceramics by Bruce Wild,
Bazaar by Dexter Senior end at two a.m. Set clocks
visiting .professor . from,
: citizens will be -at Dexter back one hour. - •
• Eugene, 5re., will be at the Community Center from nine
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine a.m. to live p.m.
Monday,October 30
Arts Center, Murray State,
Friends of the Library will
through Nov. 20.
Clean up day will be held at meet at seven p.m. at the
The Murray Business and Appalachian Regional
First Presbyterian Church at Calloway County Public Professional Women's Club Hospitals in Lexington, and
• nine am.
Library.
closed the activities for was dean of women and
National Business Women's assistant dean of students at
•
Adult - Great
Books
•
"Festival of Champions" Discussion Group will meeet Week with a dinner at Big Alice Lloyd College, Pippa
marching bands competition at the Calloway County Public Joe's Barbecue on Thursday, Passes, before coming to
Murray. She is the mother of
for area high school bands will Library at 7:30 p.m. Note the Oct. 19, at 6:30 p.m.
be at Roy Stewart Stadium, later time.
Guest speaker was Jo -two children, Page and Elena.
Activities for Business
Murray State. Preliminaries
Curris, attorney with Hurt
Women's week of the local
spoke
on
from eleven a.m. to five p.m.
who
Office,
Law
Special arts and crafts class
' planned by
and final competition will be for senior citizens will be at St. "Woman's Place In Society." B&PW Club were
.
-Gift
S
t
411
ond
Gar(tio
p
o
n
•
Doris
Rowland,
Carrie Beale,
IN
woman
at
seven
that
as
a
p.m.
said
Admission will John's Episcopal Church, 1620 She
•
•
of The LakelandsLarue Spann, Betty Lou Hill,
new
•
her
•
herself
for
be
$3.00
for
adults
prepares
and
$2.00
for
Main, from seven to nine p.m.
Jct kwys 68 8 641
•
•
role as woman, wife, mother, Opal Roberts, and Elizabeth
III
II students of high school age
5MI North of Benton
Call 753-0929 by three p.m. for
Slusmeyer.
•
• and younger.
transportation.
1••111•11••••••••••••••
November is the birthday

Woman's Intuition
Bears No Fruition

CHRISTMAS
CHICAGO (AP)- The

1978
-Christmas Around the
World" Festival will be held at
the Museum of Science and
Industry from Nov. 24 through
Jan. 7,1979.
The museum says the
Final plans have been guests.
completed for the marriage of
Presiding at the guest festival will be, the biggest
Miss Mitzi Redick, daughter register will be Denise Dycus. 'e'er with a record 38 nations
ethnic
groups
of Mr. and Mrs. BiltRedick, to Directing the wedding will be and_
represented."
Keith McGinnis, son of Mr. Maureen McKinney.
and Mrs. M. D. McGinnis.
The double ring ceremony
will be solemnized on
Saturday, Oct. 28, at seven
Home
•
p.m. at the Scotts Grove
Church
with
the
Baptist
Rev.
The home of Mrs. Henry She also read the scripture
Leon Penick officiating. Warren was the scene of the and gave the prayer calendlir.
Dan McDaniel, organist, October second meeting of the Prayers were led by Mrs.
will provide the nuptial music. Lottie'Moon Group of the First Purdom Outland and Mrs.
The bride-elect has chosen Baptist Church Women with Holland.
Patty McCuiston as her maid Mrs. Porter Holland, chairDuring the social hour Mrs.
of honor. Bridesmaids will be man, presiding and Dr. Warren served refreshnients.
Tammy Smothermon and Pauline Waggener, secretary, Also present were Mrs. James
Carole Winchester.
giving her report.
Ward, Mrs. LaVanch Turner,
William Vaughn has been
Special guests were Mrs. Mrs. T. C. Collie, Miss
chosen by the groom-elect as Hoa Dinah and her daughter, Frances Brown, and Mrs.
his best man. The groomsmen Huong Dinah, natives of .EglWarford.
will be Terry Cleaver and Vietnam. Miss Dinah gave the
Michael Duncan.
program on -A Trip To
The flower girl will be Vietnam" speaking of the
BLACK STAGE
Angela McGinnis and the home and community there.
NEW
YORK 4-AP)-11Black
ringbearer will be Cayree She and her mother also
McGinnis, both nieces of the discussed the work of Baptist American On Stage-," a
special exhibition and series
groom-elect.
missionaries there. of symposia, will be held at the
David,
and
Max
Van,
Miss Sue Fairless was in City University
Graduate
McGinnis, brothers of the charge of the program and
Center beginning Oct 25.
seat
the
will
groom-elect,
introduced those on program.

It omen From Vietnam Speakers At
Lottie Moon Meet, Warren

SIRMITS
.. Paducah 's leading
fashion store!
.a.

Local Attorney Speaks
At Murray B&Pfr Meet
Exercise
your fashion
creativity with
missy separates!

••
•
•
I• 1/2 Price.

•
•• Sale .
.
•
.
•
• Plantiand .
•
•
•
.
.Still in Progress•

month of the Murray club, and
plans for the celebration will
be announced later.

2301 Kentucky Ave

G,re your casual Fall dressing all the variables
Make it a 4ersatile play of the easy new mixers that
make your layered look o fashion masterpiece It's
going to be.° great new Fall season and you con be
a part of it with losh,ons from 8oght's
Select from Blazers from 2900 to 62.00; Yost,from
18.00 to 34.00; Pants from 18.00 to 34.00;Skirts
from 19.00 to 32.00; Sweaters from 11_00 to 3200;
Shirts from 18.00 to 26.00.

.yr

Luxurious Warm

Sleepwear
Our Entire Stock
Jo Curris
-Guest Speaker
and professional, there are
four areas she should ask and
evaluate herself. These are
realistic .self assessment,
perspective, attitude, and
education.
Mrs. CUITLS, wife of Dr.
Constantine Curris, president
of Murray State University,
earned her undergraduate
degree in political science and
economics at the University of
Kentucky. She passed the
state bar examination and
was admitted to the bar in
October 1975.
The Murray lawyer was in
public relations for the
University of Kentucky and

25% OF,
1.1.PP

Friday & Saturday Only
Oct. 27 &28

Phi/
63.39

'stores.

*Gowns *Robes
,

‘.6

Pajamas

..•

Open Friday
lit 8 p.m. :.,
•••••••5•••••••4•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••00000•••1
*;71•
•

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Jahn Darnell of Hardin has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Engtand's first 'public
museum;•the -- Astimelean
Museuth, opened at Oxford
University In 1683.

Junior fashions
center on warm
stylish wool!

An important item on the iuntor.tashion
,cene this Foil is the fashionable wool
oat Available in over 20 fashion colors,
these wardrobe toppers will carry you snuggly
ihrough the coldest days And, they're
rot'able in assorted styles, from the
iongle breasted wrap or double breasted
*wservesscree scarves' A wartobler its
/es 5t() 15 ot 110.00te 13/.00

IMHTS

_

54
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Furniture Market
Believed Strong
Despite inflation
HIGH POINT, N.C. (API — Inflation has raised furniture manufacturers' prices this yeat ::y 10 per cent, but
bothibUyers and sellers at this.year's ithern Furniture
Market still feel the market is strong
Retail furniture salts base been god this year al
though "there has been •'me-slowdown •r September a'
;Ott,head of the Southei
.factober,- wording 10 j.
.
r 2`Furniture Burng Synd ate which -purchases fo
S+OreS
. • -

District Judge Sid Easley hSpeakei For Methodist Women
District Court- Judge Sid
Easley was guest speaker at
the meeting of the First
United Methodist Church
Women held October third in
the Rale Chapel of the church.
He discussed "A Case For
Juvenik Radice.''
Judge Easley . was introduced by Inns La Follette.
Mrs. Reid Hale of the Ruth
Wilson Circle gave the
devotion from the book,
-Patches of JOy."
Modest Jeffrey, .president,
presided. Reports were gtven
by Freda Butterworth, Inez
Jones, Maybelle Byers, and

Pattie Mae Moody.
Announcements were made
of the •mission study at
Kirksey on Oct. 8 and the
annual meeting of the
Memphis Conference of UMW
at Lambuth College, Jackson,
-

Tenn.,on Oct. 28.
The closing prayer was by
the Rev. Dr. Walter Mischke,
Jr.
Refreshments were served
by the Bessie Tucker Circle in
the social hall of the church.

EDIM

Hurry! Only 3 dais left to save!
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Price increases ha cr,sted problems for retailers
who sell on installment plans and handle their own Iinawing, but Tobin said inflation still doesn't seem to be
discouraging consumers
"After a while you get numb to it," he said And many
.people figuxekthey don't buy today,it'sgoiug to cost more

q-

HUTCHENS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Alan
Hutchens of Murray announce
----the birth of a baby boy, Daniel
tomorrow...
Craig, weighing seven pounds
ounces, measuring 20
ten
Charles Milleader of White Parairare Co. agreed that
born on Thursday,Oct.
inches,
bosInPCS fl A1flc gond
19, at the Murray-Galloway
"This is true despite the fact that we don't have flaything new to show at this market," he said The reasonW
COunty Hospital.
this is that were too busy trying to keep up with-tile-The mother is the former_-.;-_
demand for what we are now making."
Gloria Jeanne Duvall of Mt.
Mallender said his company expects 10 per cent annual
Washington. ,Both the father
pnce increases for the foreseeable tutcre, but consumers
and mother are students at
will Continue to buy anyway for fear that high 411.41try
Murray State Univernty.
come harder to find as time goes on.
furniture will b,
Grandparents are Mr. and
"I expect business to be good the rest of the year,--he
said."I don't see how business can fail to be-strong for the
'Mrs. Ide Lee Hutchens of
rest of the year in light of the strength of the housing
Lynn Grove and Mr. and Mrs.
market."
Mitchel Duvall of Mt.
Aside from inflation, there were other.concerns apWashington.
parent at the anr ual market here, which ends tomorrow
*Talk continues of moves in Dallas to take the Southern market's place as the industry's top national attracHOSFORD GIRL
tion. The Dallas Market Center has announced_ plans to
Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth
open eight new floors of its World Trade Center Building
Hosford of Kirksey Route One
to home furnishings but three new showrooms are being
planned in High 'Point
•The Consumer Product Safety Commission is considGayle, weighing
Christy
ering flammahility sandarcLs for furniture. The industry
seven pounds seven ounces,
is pushing for a voluntary program it says would do the
measuring 20 inches, born on
same Job more cheaply.. Congress has enacted an amendOct. 19, at the
Thursday,
ment that allows the commission to work with an industry
County
Murray-Calloway
before making mandatory standards.
Hospital.
•Retailers also are concerned about possible industrianother
al wood dust standards from the Occupational Safety and
They
have
Health Administration awl a Federal Trade Commission
daughter, Acriy, three years of
plan to require energy efficiency labels for. 13 kinds of
age. The father is employed at
home appliances. Vanderbilt Chemical ComConcerning trends shows at thismarket. Buddhirtfatpany and the mother is on
ues, bamboo bird cages and Asiatic print upholstery are
leave from Murray State
evidence of artoye tow aid Oriental reproductions in the
University,
furniture industry, but Some companies are offering the
real thing.
_Qrancipar_ents_ .are litr, and
.
Among the most imPreSsive Oriental exhibits at the
Mrs. Kirby Hosford of Murray
show is a line of handcarved pieces in solid rosewood and and -Mr. and Mrs. Robert
teak, shipped front mainland China.
McCann of Kirksey. Great
grandparents are Mr, and
'The Chinese look is very much it by virtue of cur- Mrs. Brown Tucker QV
rent political aspects," said Evelyn Snyder, who runs SnyKirksey,
der of Carolina will her husband, V. G.Snyder.in Thomasville.
But it is difficult to get *parte from the mainland,"
she added
DOUGHTY BOY
Among the difficulties with the Snyder display, including frantic waiting when the shipment was "delayed
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Doughty
for three weeks on the high seas. We were about to commit
. of Farmington Route One are
ham -kin." she said - the parents or -a baby boy,The furniture arrived at 5 a.m. last Thursday, the
Britt Dewayne, born on
CC
morning the show opened. It includes carved altar bars,
Wednesday, Oct. 11, at the
low, - cozy tea tables with triangular seats, jade-inlaidMurray-Calloway -County
screens and a Chinese grandfather's clock.
Hospital.
Other companies are displaying detailed reproductions of Oriental designs.
Grandparents are Mr. and
America of Martinsville has an -Asian Tour" collecMrs. Fred Doughty of
tion of furniture based on designs"gleaned from museums
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs.
and archives" and fashioned of Brazilian rosewood, maps
LaMaurr
Britt of Farmington
burl, olive and ash burl and pecan solids.
Route One.

s you.

Two great new coats for this fall — All weather coats
with versatile plaid button-out liners-and-classic
wool blend coats.

Are bigger than ever! Creating new excitement
with their soft feminine- look, winning colors,-veett---and other great looks for an extra touch.
1/
3 tO 50%
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STEP OUT IN

HIGH STYLE
by

andiarno
f

MADE ,Nv

•

"A Nice Reflection On You"

•

16 look your best this fall, select from
'our complete line of stylish dress
boots Your image is well-dressed from
head to toe, and you're sure to find
lust the right style to complement
your new fall wardrobe. Your comfort
and good looks are assured.

YOUR
CHOICE
11

YOUR
CHOICE

Wide
Call

$56'"
Wine

SO
"

1 odestar
Beige
Suede

7

Ilrovm
16d

Swehttat 3Po &hotatemitai

S

ilitte, • Skirts, vests, & 100% lined jackets_
Traditional-I-OA—with-a soft touch.

3 Piece Wool Blend Suits
Regular 5999 y 6999

2999

For crisp fall days-these pants — stripped sweaters
make a great team.
Sweaters and Pants
to 1.899

- "Regular

899

Th

SHIRTS! SHIRTS! SHIRTS!
Long sleev'es. Great selection
of colors.
Reg. 15
PULL-ON PANTS
All colors of great looking
suFier fitting' pants.
- TRAt
ICEN

#/99
Reg. to 1299 ‘.0
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EDITORIAL

Two sky divers from Paducah are
scheduled to parachute into Carlisle
Cutchin Stadium at the Murray State
University homecoming football game.
Deaths reported include K. S.(Jack)
Miles, Mrs. Helen tifeCuistoce gad
_
Anderson Coe.
Eileen Figge, missionary to Africa,
to
now on furlough, will speak Sunday at
Locust Grove Church of the
the
;
Nazarene.
Z
e
Murray High School Tigers lost to
Hopkinsville, Class AA two time state
I winner, in a football game.
•• Wanda Nance, LaVaughn Latimer,
Mildred Hodge, Marilyn Parks, and
Betty Dixon had high individual
averages in the Magic I'd atwtiot._
League this week.
Twin black calves were born to a
Holstein cow, owned-by John Imes of
Alm°, this week.

-4----------

So What IL..?
t

So
your
hometown
newspaper just evaporated into
- thin air:-"So what, big deal,"
you say?
.
Okayabink abotWit
rdiell be on your own when
lind if you find out about all kinds of useful and pertinent in-formation.
Remember, you'll discover
your taxes were raised only
;I.hen the sheriff comes to see
..ffou.
You may have to _depend on
:your friends to find out about
election dates, who's- runriW,
the issue, candidates" stands,
and the results of the election.
If you get lucky, you might
find out about legislation affecting your farm or business
before you lose your Shirt.
You'll have to take a walk
down to the corner grocery
*ore and read about their
specials from the price tags in
the windows.
- Odds are you'll find out what
happened at the last commission or council meeting
dOwn at the lazy bench or over
the gossip fence.
Maybe the encyclopedia will
-tell you bow and when to prune
your shrubs or plant your garden peas.
Throw away your scrapbook
you've been keeping since
- Junior was six months old
There won't be any more dippings to keep -those memories.
4's.real difficult to cut.out and
paste a radio announcement of
your daughter's wedding or
- your grandson's birth.
Nobody's going to see that big
fish you caught except your
Wife. She'll have to wrap it in

the advertising circular and put
it in the freezer. What a shame!

it

What about that special4ittle

.
project
you wanted publicized

ests

Your
.and • promoted?
to
do
it,
glad
newspaper was
printhat
you
take
but why did
ting down the street or ad-

Ff!

Washington Today

vertise in the shopper when
there was money to be made? If
your newspaper does work for
you, shouldn't it get some of the
goodies too? You had a son or daughter to
make the Dean's List at
college? Call the TV station and
see if you can get some
coverage.
Is there much crime in the
county nowadays? It's hard to
tiell_without seeing the police
_ reportfcir ypurself tum.
That was some big ratties/M1616u just killed rii—the
-same patch with your 100 lb.
watermelon. Too bad nobody
will ever know about it.
It's a shame you didn't know
.
5
about the revival starting at the
church down the street, or
about that good .01e gospel sing
last Saturday night.
How did your favorite football or baseball team come out
last week? Whose editorials are
you goibg to fuss at now?
How are-you going to find out
about thousands of little useful
things about your community
and neighbors? It's a shame.
How much was that old
newspaper? Fifteen cents?
Yes, a hometown newspaper
is like so many things — taken
for granted. You don't realize
how much it means to you Until
it's gone. It's a part of -your
daily life. Use it. Support it.
—The Douglas (11a.)Enterprise

Funhy,
• Funny World
A writer lived above the apartment of
a well-known TV comedian, who was as
noted for his parties as his humor. One
night, when the noise of a celebration
,_clown below became unabearable, the
writer phoned the comic. "You people
are making so much noise downstairs,"
he complained,"that I eapl.eveu hear
myself type."
"That's easily remedied," replied the
TV star. "Type louder."
By RICHARD PYLE
Associated Press Writer

Margins Good,But Not
Much Help In Election

•

•

ers

199

rdr

WASHINGTON (AP) — In theory, a
candidate with an eye on the White
House can gain headway for 1980 by
rolling up a landslide re-election
margin at home this year.
In practice, forget it.
Victory margins may be good
national advertising for a few days. But
by the time the competition for the
presidential nomination begins, few
will remember — or care — how much
the candidate won by in 1978.
That assumes, of course, that the
presidential hopeful gets more votes
this year than his opponent. Losing can
spoit_yeer_whole presidential camBut winning big doesn't necessarily
advance it very much.
Take, for example, the case of Sen.
Henry M. Jackson of Washington, who
sought the Democratic presidential
nomination in 1972 and again in 1976.
His incredible 82.4 percent of the vote in
his Senate run in 1970 didn't do him
much good when he ventured into the
presidential primaries and started
losing.
Nor was there solace for Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, who won
with 61.7 percent of the Senate vote in
1970. That margin did him no good two
years later when his presidential
campaign came unglued.
Two prime cases of the offyear
margin theory in this year's elections
are Senate Republican Leader Howard
H. Raker Jr. of Tennessee and Gov.
James R. Thompson of Illinois.
etioth are all-but-declared candidates
for the 1980 Republican presidential
'nomination. Both are up for re-election,
and both won by landslides last time
out.
Democrats in Tennessee are
suggesting that even iithe challenge of
Jane Eskind, 45, of Nashville, falls
short of upsetting Baker, she will come
close- enough to put a crimp in his
presidential plans.'.
Baker won his • last Senate contest
with 61.5 percent of the vote, and under
the margin theory, anything short of

that landslide would be a less-thansuccessful beginning for -a national
campaign in 1980.
Thompson was elected governor of
Illinois with 64.7 percent of the vote two
years ago. He's not likely to match that
,landslide this year against Democrat
Michael J. Bakalis, the state comp'troller.
But if Thompson wins, he'll remain a
- prime prospect for 1980, whatever his
edge this year.
Circumstances are different for
Democratic Gov. Edmund G.Brown Jr.
of California, who seeks a second term
and never quite rules out the chance
that he might challenge President
Carter in 1980.
Brown was elected governor with 50.1
percent of the vote, and he'll have to do
at least that well to defeat Republican
challenger Evelle J. Younger, the state
attorney general.
•
The one declared candidate for 1980
presidential nomination is Republican
Rep. Philip M. Crane, heavily favored
to win a sixth term in his suburban
Chicago congressional district.
For the record, Crane won two years
ago with 72.8 percent of the vote.
• • .
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20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

Mrs. Florence Holland Hale Set
,To Observe Her 100th Birthday
Sunday will be a special day In the life
of Mrs. Florence Holland Hale. Few
ever experience a day such as she will
have.
With her family gathered around her
in her room at the Westview Nursing
Home on South 16th Street, she will
observe her 11_0t_h birthday. On the table
and dresser will be many cards and
letters, grettingsr from friends and
relatives, and if you look closely you'll
see one displaying the gold seal of the
President of the United States.
It will be the second year that Mrs.
Hale, who has been at Westview for the
past six months, has received A Birthday Greeting from President- and
Mrs. Carter. The first came last year,
their first in the White House, and the
year before, President and Mrs. Ford
had sent their greetings when she was

spreading branches that she, too, was
married on January 1, 1899.
She was to have five children, four of
whom are still living and who will be
with her Sunday. Her twin daughters,
Mrs. Carl (Jetta) Johnson of Akron,
Ohio, and Mrs. Ray (Bella) Boyer of
Johnson City,Tenn., will be here as will
Mrs. Cochran, the eldest of the
daughters.
Bradburn is her surviving son.
Another, Fred, died in 1958. Bradburn
retired in 1974 after 41 years with
Graham & Jackson men's store' on the
court square and in which he held a
half-interest from '1956 until his
retirement.
She also has five grandchildren,eight

13usinesillirror

great-grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren, several of
will be with her Sunday.

VI

+++
I wish I could have known Mrs. Hale
better. I would have relished the opportunity to visit with_her and to hear
her recall some of the historic events
which occurred at the turn of the
century and during her early years.
Can't you imagine all the changes in
our nation and our way of life that she
has witnessed and lived through! If
there
reis
it.such a guage as a full life, she's
lived
Happy 'birthday, Mrs. Hale! One
hundred years! Wont
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP BusinessAnalyat_

se.
But the thrill of the day for Mrs. Hale
will be the realization that she has
reached the 100-year milestone, a goal
in her life, and the joy of having her
family around here.
+++
,
adore wee.to weisestew, etes. Hale
spent three years at the Puryear
Nursing Home, and until she went
there, was remarkably active for her
years. Although she made her home
with a daughter, Mrs. Jodie Cochran at
Penny, she did housework, tended
flowers and wrote regular letters to her
scattered family.
She quilted until she was 95. It was
one of her specialties, and I was shown
two beautiful wedding ring quilts she
had made for Mrs. Bradburn Hale, her
daughter-in-law and who lives at 1506
Cardinal Drive. She also enjoyed
hooking rugs, and she loved roses,
working among hers and tenderly
caring for them well past her 95th birthday.
The years have taken their toll,
however. Today, Mrs. Hale can do little
more than sit in her wheelchair. She
has a hearing loss, and cataracts have
clouded her vision. She can no longer
pen her letters, nor can she read from
her tattered and heavily marked Bible,
although she can still quote scripture —
verse after verse of her favorites.
++4The only survivor of four children —
two boys and two girls — of John and
Ellen Nix Holland, Mrs. Hale was born
on a farm east. of Murray October 29,
1978, near Spoon Gold, a pioneer
Calloway County community between
Shiloh and Faxon.
Her family had moved to Spoon Gold
from a big farm on the Tennessee River
near the present site of the Paradise
resort on Kentugky Lake, LIne at the
river's edge didn't appeal a great deal
to her mother, and to keep her happy,
her father swapped the farm to one of
her uncles for the place at Spoon Gold.
At the time, there was a post office,
grist mill, blacksmith and a grocery
store in Spoon Gold, and everything in
the little town was owned by her father
and her grandfather on her mother's
side, Riley Nix. Some years later, a
man from Fulton bought the entire
town, tore down the buildings for the
lumber in them and tookit to Fulton.
Only legends remain of Spoon Gold in
that section of the county today.
As a small girl, Mrs. Hale.went to
school in Coldwater where her father
operated a grocery store and bought
and sold tobacco. He also was a deputy
sheriff, serving under her father's
brother, Walter, who was the sheriff —
both serving during some of the time
the legendary night riders terrorized
the countryside.
•
She often has told of hearing her
grandfather tell how he barely fed his
horses during the Civil War, keeping
them skinny ,and peorly so Yankee
soldiers passing through this part of the
country wouldn't'take theist
+++
The favorite "marrying place" for
the young folks of her day was beneatha huge chestnut tree between Puryear
and Paris, Tenn., and it was beneath its

ReportLooks At
Federal Red Tape
NEW YORK (AF).7 The task of the
National Commission on Neighborhoods, which submits an almost
certain to be controversial report to
President Carter in January, is
necessary perhaps but certainly not
enviable.
s *
It must determine how the nation's
largest political unit, the federal
government, can deal directly with the
smallest, a neighborhood, without in
the process damaging relations with
mayors and others.
It must seek ways in which a cumbersome federal bureaucracy can help
inspire development of a neighborhood's resources, skills, vision and

Consumer Comment

Consumers And
The Marketplace

creativity, without intruding upon and
destroying its spontaneity.
The delicacy of the latter task has
been compared to pushing a tricycle
with a bulldozer, and the former with
stepping on the paw of a lion and then
patting the enraged beast in an effort to
make It smile.
Joseph Timilty, chairman, knew
from the beginning that he faced a
challenge, including molding a report
from the views of 20 ethnically,
racially, geographically and politically
diverse members.
But the White Hoisle wanted action
because of the suspicion that federal
urban programs might be helping to
build impressive municipal skylines
and beautiful suburbs that merely hid
the scars.
Inner city residents, for example,
complained that federal funds went for
downtown business development instead of community projects, and that
other money, such as for roads,
speeded the exodus to suburbs.
Timilty, an attorney, university instructor and Massachusetts state
senator, believes that "government is
more help when it supports what the
neighborhood wants to do rather than
imposes programs on it."
And what the neighborhoods seem to
owned
includes locally
want
businesses, home ownership, strong
local institutions and, as the commission has stated, "a place where the
scale is human."
On inspection trips throughout the
nntty, theurnuilittee — which includes commrnunity activists, mortgage lenders and four members of
Congress — has found pockets of
energy, imagination and vitality alive.
But members wrote in their Interim
report that "people in every city told us
they are sick of centralized, alienating
institutions that respond to human
needs in remote, bureaucratic
fashion."
They saw "neighborhoods turned
over wholesale to a developer, with
needless displacement of hundreds of
families," and "miles of public housing
where the design obliterates the
possibility of community."
They frequently found individual
Initiative buried by red tape and by
difficulties in obtaining insurance or
home mortgages, and simply dying or
lying unnurtured because of the neglect
and ignorance of officials.

By ROBERT F.STEPHENS
Attorney General
It is close to election time and
everyone going into a voting. booth has
at least one thing in common, they are
all consumers! Probably the most
effectual vote the consumer has is in
the marketplace, when he or she buys
or doesn't buy a product, but that
should not discourage consumers from
letting their political voices be heard.
Consumers as a group have a lot at
stake in the political arena and contrary to some thoughts, have a large
_
impact ih...the world of
Each individual should familiarize
themselves with their local, state and
(la tionol lawmaking representatives.
You should let your elected officials
know your feelings on consumer
matters. One well-written letter may
make the difference in how a legislator
or congressperson votes.
You sluld also know what laws
effect yo day-to-day consumption of
goods. For example, do you know what
agency regulates your utility company,
and thus your utility bills? Do you know
what agency licenses the people who
sell real estate,fix your plumbing, etc.?
Consumers should let their voices be
heard either collectively (such as
consumer groups and neighborhood
petitions) or individually (for exampte
-letters or votes).
Complaining to consumer affairs
agencies is encouraged but should not
(11scourage consumers from voicing
their complaints in political arenas as
well. If you feel strongly on a matter
write your representative, senator,
mayor, governor, or president. Be a
0 God, how long shall the adversary
politically active consumer!
reproach? Shall the enemy blaspheme
If you have an inquiry or an
thy name forever? —Psalm 74:10
emergency consumer complainrplease
Isn'tit wonderful that God is not as
call the toll-free hot-line number at 1impatient as we? If He were not patient
800-372-2960, or write to Office of the
we might have been destroyed before
Consumer
Genera),
Attorney
:
we were converted! Or are you still
Protection Davision, 209 St. Clair,
trying His patience?
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

Bible Thotight

Boy Scouts of the Chief Chennubby
District of Calloway, Gravea, and
Marshall Counties recently delivered
7,000 copies of the civil defense booklet,
"Handbook For Emergencies," to
homes In the area.
Walter L Apperson has been appointed field representative for the
.Kentucky Division of Accident Control
by the Public Safety Commissioner Don
S. Sturgill. He vsill serve a 15 county
area including Calloway presenting
safety talks and doing safety
organization work.
Doyle Karraker of Middlesboro is the
new minister of the Green Plain Church
of Christ
Officers of the Beta Club at Almo
High School are Raymond Cope, Norma
Elkins, Peggy Cleaver, and Patricia
Lovett. Mrs Myrtle Jones is the Beta
advisor.
Miss Annette Crawford, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joel A. Crawford of Lynn
Grove, was married to Robert R.
Wyckoff of Hillsboro, Calif., at the
Stanford University Memorial Chapel.

30 Years Ago
An armed convict who escaped from
the federal prison in Atlanta, Ga., was
captured near Hazel at eight p.m. last
night by the Kentucky State Police,
Calloway County Sheriff's Department,
and the Hazel Police.
Popcorn took another tumble on the
Murray
, Market yesterday afternoon,
buyers reported today. The prices now
being paid are $2.80 and $3.00 per one
hundred pounds. The price paid last
week was $3.25 and 83.80.
Deaths reported include Dr. L L.
Jones and Vinson Crawford Buchanan.
The Rev. John R. Flynn of Henderson
will be the speaker at the revival services at the Memorial Baptist Church.
John Stanley Shelton will be song
leader and Mrs. Ola Mae Harrell will be
pianist.
A joint meetingtf the four units of the
Parent-Teacher Association in Murray
and Calloway County will be held
tomorrow at Murray High School,
according to Mrs. Ottis Patton,
Calloway County president.
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WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
-Murray—T.iaia.s
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H.Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Va.Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the GeneralAssembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway-County are:
Sea. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
Mayfield, Ky._ 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
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MOSPITAL NEWS 1
10-12-78
Adults 132
Nursery 8

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Herbert
Batty
Boy
iDeborah), Southside Manor
Apt. E Murray, Gibson Baby
Boy tDorothy, Rt. 1 Hazel,
Laird Baby Girl (Deborah),
Bz.14,Puryear, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Betty D. Scott, 903 N.
16th, Murray, Mrs. Lorene
Webb, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Linda N. Guthri_e,1006 N.
180, Murray, Glenda J. Duke,
Rt. 8, Bx. 265, Murray, Mrs.
Bobby lindspeth RL ft, Bx..
184-A, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Patricia F. Childress, Rt. 1
Box. 23 Springville, Tenn.,
Mrs. Phyllis D. Henson, Ftt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Jennifer L
Woodlawn,
Bailey, 306
Murray, Mrs. Marlane R.
Sewell and Baby Girl, 1706
Ryan, Murray, Mrs. Wallace
L. Sutton and Baby Girl, 109
W. 1st Benton, Tamra D.
Dowdy and Baby Glit Rt. 1,
Alm°, Mrs. Mable Nicholas,
Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs Gloria K.
Mardis and Baby Boy, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Laura B.
Shields and Baby Girl, 103
College Ct. Murray, Mrs.
Arlene W. Scott, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn., Orlan R. Hurt, Rt. 5,
Bz. 2221, Murray, Mrs.
Marion G. Brown, Rt. 1,
Benton, Ellis I. Wiley, Rt. 1,
Murray,
Charles
M.
McFarland, 821 Farris, Paris,
Term., Mrs. Florence V.
Meador, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Frances E. Roberts, 306 S.
11th, Murray, Mrs. Virgina 0.
Sakelsott,- RE, 7, Br. 92,
Murray.
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10-13-78
Adults 132
Nursery 9
Newborn Admissions
Baby Boy Gordon (Joyce),
0* Brookhaven, Murray.
..'.taby Girl Edwards ( Belan2: cfii), Rt. 1, Bx.215,'Murray.

-7t1hremployet
Gan 27th co

Remington

Dismissals
Mrs. Elizabeth M.Holcomb,
_ Manor Apt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Linda F. Brown
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Term., Dante P.
Vittullo, 1152 Lane, Garden
Grove, Calif., Mark H.
Balentine, Rt. 1, Box 92 A,
Almo, Johnny D. Rowland,
William B. Hobbs, Rt. 8, Box
850, Murray, Mrs. Linda C.
Marcum, Pine Point Tr. Ct.,
Paris, Tenn., Joseph B.
Alderdice, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Katby A. Calhoun. 1501 Oxford
W. Murray. Mrs. Janette
Byars, Rt. 2, Hazel, Toni M.
.Jewell, No. 67 Lone Oak
Village, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Tammy Holt, Rt. 4, Benton,
Lee A. Rayburn, Rt. 3, Box
384K, Murray, Mrs. Jo A.
Humphreys, 1519 Henry,
Murray,Joyce A. Peoples, 923
South 7th, Mayfield, Mrs.
Lillian F. Wells, Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Term., Mrs. Lula H.
Alexander, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Annie 0. Sanders, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. 011ie E.
Hamlin, 215 Irvan, Murray,
John L. Culver,Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Dorilinie D. Cleaver,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Mrs. Louise Scarbrough, 1305
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray,
Scottie Hart, Murray Plaza,
Murray, James B. Frazier,
Rt. 1, Box 134, Kirksey, Henry
Lubben, Rt. 1, Box 484,
Springville, Tenn., Maynard
Ragsdale, 503 N. 6th, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia A. _ Robertson,
U.S. Highway 641 North,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Ruth S.
Reagan, Fern Terrace lodge,
Murray.
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Cookies
Squares
97
2/$5009

1116-20-Ga.

Reg.$2.77

$199

Raisin, Date,
_ Oatmeal,
Chocolate
Chip "
Reg. 870

ea.

PLANTERS
tato
Chips

Twin 8 Oz. •
Pack
Reg. 77•

9 A.M.to 11 A
Only

Planters

otato Chips

Cakes, Oatmea
Raisin

38c

Reg.77e

Model 2112

Yarn

Desk
Set
Reg.$37.78
Save $19.81

99"
Peters 16"
Vinyl Sport

masier.charge
TN( INTERBANK

CARO

Gym Bag .

USE

TOSES

.Similiar To Illustration

Reg.$2.77
Save $L39

LAY -A - WAY

11-

•

Roses Brand

Red Heart
4 Ply Knitting

_DiTheft Ring
In Illinois Is
Uncovered In Barn
BELLEVILLE, Ill. (AP)A car theft ring apparently
operating between Belleville
and Evansville, Ind., has been
uncovered, according to
Sheriff Paul Klincar of St.
Clair County.
Investigators said Tuesday
they were told by an informant that in three weeks,
he repainted and changed
identification numbers on 163
cars in a barn at Evansville.
Officers said some of the
cars were claasic models.
•
They said that Dan Stark,
30, of Belleville, was being
held in Kentucky on a theft
charge after four cars were
recovered from his home Oct.
16.
Stark was on parole from a
1975 theft conviction in
Olinois.
He was being held on the
• *tett charge in the Henderson
County, Ky., jail in lieu of ca.
liond. Bob Miller's St. Clair •
County detective, said Stark
s as arrested in a stolen car in

vials!
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Costume Contest

In (ids dress up for Rose's Halloween Costume connste4 and come on put...
WHERE: Roses
WHEN: Friday, Oct. 27th
TIME:8 p.m. ages6 to 11 are eligible
1st Prize - $25.00 Gift Certificate
2nd Prize - $15.00Gift Certificate
3rd Prize - $10.00 Gift Certificate

Metal
Utility Table

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A *44 by a Washingtonnvtronmenta
taxtt'arypwilation says Kentucky's
members ot Congress had a
disbud voting record on environmental and energy
issues in the 95th Congress.
According to a report by the
League of C,onserva tiOn
Voters that will be announced
Sunday, Kentucky's two
senators voted "correctly" on
--11V - percent of 34 key environmental and energy votes
m 1977-78.
The state's seven members
of the House of Representatives fared even more
poorly in the league's
assessment: They voted
correctly on 30 percent of
important votes in 1977.
Analyses of the 1978 voting
,recordi for House members
wth not be available until nest
spring,- according to Ruffin
Harris of the league.
Among the votes analyzed
by the league for niembers of
the House were votes on the
Clean Air Act amendments of
1977; the Clinch River breeder
reactor; the National Energy
Policy Act; water projects,
and strip mining.
Members of the Senate were
scored on amendments to the
Clean Water and Clean Air
acts; offshore oil drilling;
species
endangered
legislation; mass transit; the
National Energy Act, and the
breeder reactor, among
others.

--mAhrtemployees will be dressed in costumes Friday,
Oct)27th come on out. There will be plenty of
aargials!

"Freeze!" yelled the policeman
as the burglar climbed out of the
supermarket window. But instead
of freezing, the burglar started
running away. Unable to catch up,
the policeman finally brought him
to a halt with a bullet in the leg.

One of the consequences was a
damage suit filed by the victim
against the policeman. In a court
hearing, he argued as follows: "At the time I was shot, I, hi&
not yet been convicted of any
crime. Therefore, shooting 'Me
down was a 'cruel and unusual'
punishmeat — forbidden by the
Constitution."
However, the court found'no constitutional violation and .denied the claim. The court said the
policeman had fired, not for the
purpose of inflicting punishntilit,
but for the purpose of making in
arrest.
A.-'-a rule, the law allows,:-a
policeman to fire at an escaping
felon—at least. some courts acid,
if he is likely to be dangerous.
However, the liceman must *twit
shoot if lesser means will do.
Inssimilar case,another offline,
also pursuing a fleeing burgllit,
fired a shot. But here the fugitive
was running down an alley, at ilk*
. end of which the officer's paitrier
was ready and waiting to catch
him. The court held the officer
-liable —for- xasiutisoka,to. .gunfire
when it simply wasn't necessd*.
And if the crime is a ;Ailsdemeanor rather than a felony,
shooting is generally forbidden,
even if this means the fugitive will
get away. Thus.
A deputy used a ,,gun to bring
down a man he had been trying to
arrest for illegal fishing. In'clue
course, a court upheld the victitn's
suit for damages, rejecting'Ake
deputy's excuse that 'otherwise
he would have escaped."
As one judge put it
-It is better that he be perm#ted to escape than that hiA life. be
(endangered) for such a tritqlil
offense,"
11,
A public service feature, of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar Association.

FILM, FLASN CRIES,
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Murray High Seeks To Extend Win Streak Against Tilghman
winless TOW County Central
ilk TON Y.W 11SON
wóüld stand between that
Sports Editor
Both teams are "up." The goal.
Tilghman and Murray have
question may be which team is
only one common
played
up the most.
Murray High hosts Paducah opponent this season —
Tilghman Friday in the Hopkinsville. Tilghman lost to
Tigers' 8 p.m. Homecoming the Tigers 10-7 five weeks ago.
"That makes os optomistic
game at Ty Holland Stadium,
and each team enters the about our ball club," said
Murray coach John Hine.
contest nding victories.
"But we would be optonustic
. Murray. after a 1-4 start eves • -if • we hadn't _beaten._
that included four consecutive Hopkinsville."
lames, has since won its lost
Tilghman whipped the
Iwo, including a 14-7 triumph
over 4A power Hopkinsville Tigers 25-6 last season,
enabling the Tornado to break
last Friday.
a four-game long streak, its
Tilghman, another. 4A longest
1959.
since
school, prior to last week had Nonetheless,
Murray
been shut out three straight outgained Tilghman in total
weeks, and was mired in a 2-4 offense yardage. 319-186.
year.
But the-Blue Tornado edged_ Prior to last SPA"rn,the last„
Madisonville 12-10 Friday', meeting between the two
giving Tilghman its first teams was 1973. Paducah also
chance of the season for a two- won that one 28-0.
"Everyone that I've seen
game win streak should it
tells me that Tilgman's record
defeat the Tigers Friday.
Murray High also now has i3-5 is almost unbelieveable.
tlip incentive of a winning They have tremendous talent
*won to look to. Should the on that club," said Hine.
The Tornado opened their
Thrers top Tilghman, only

season with a 46-6 mauling of fullback, has ground out 575
Lost Oak, then split the next yank .on the ground; followed
two — losing 19-18 to Owen- by Lawrence "Chon Cboo"
sboro and topping Marshall Lee, a 5-11 junior, with 396.
Murray's leading groundCounty 14-6, That loss has
been the only one for the gainer is Bo Reed, with 507
Marshals, who stand 7-1 on the yards oh 119 carries. The only
year.
other Tiger back with more
than 100 yards is Thomas
Tilghman's fortunes fell Kendall, with 165 on 47 atquickly, as it began it's tempts.
dubious streak. Following it's
"I've said it before, but I'm
defeat by Hoptown, the going to say it again," said
'tornadoiiere shut oat -three' Hine. We've lost four games,
straight times — 7-() by Cape but not to any team that
Central, and 14-0 and 13-0, wasn't-a-fine ball club."
respectively, by 4A powers
The Tigers have fallen to
Bowling Green and Christian Lake County, Tenn., Mayfield,
County.
Heath and Caldwell County.
Statistically, Tilghman Mayfield nipped Heath 7-2 last
holds a decided edge over week to virtually knock the
Murray in rushing. It has ran - Pirates from playoff confor 1172 yeds oh 219 atteingt tention. The , Cardinals mut
146 a same_,..compired to 674 defeat Caldweil, 3-0 in district
play, to assure itself of the
onle tries for Murray,96.3.
The Tigers have passed for district title.
-Our players should -really
57.7 yards a game (24-62-8);
far ahead of Tilghman's 21.0 i be up for the game, not even
considering the fact that it is
,
game I 14-56-2).
First downs? — Murray the homecoming game," said
Hine. "Just the fact that we
-trails61-68.
.Massive Richard Abraham, are playing Tilghman should
be enough to motivate them."
a 6-3, 235-pound senior

Picker Says Arkansas Will Edge
Houston, But Kentucky Will Lose
By WILL GRLMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
It was a theory of Bill
Murralr, the former Duke
football coach, that when a
team riding a victory crest
suddenly stubbed its toe it
plopped on its nose — not once
but twice.
"The emotional letdown is
tremendous," Murray said.
-After such •a loss, it'S virtually impossible for a coach
to get the team up the next
week. If the foe is tough, count
on another upset."
This rule of thumb is put to
test again this week in the
game between Arkansas,
beaten by Texas, and rugged
Houston. The Razorbacks are
favored, but look out for the
"Letdown jinx."
Last week's score: 39-13,
.700.Season: 227-85, .731.
Oklahoina 48, Kansas Rik*
The Sooners have had their
little "sleep-in" — the Kansas
squeaket — and may be unstoppable.
Penn State 33,,West Virginia
14: Coach Joe Paterno is in
danger of making QB Chuck
Fauna balloon-headed from
syrupy Praise.
Alabama 35, Virginia Tech
7: The Tide's cover boy, Jeff
Rutledge, needs a fast finish if
he covets the Heisman
Trophy.
Nebraska 27, Oklahoma
State 7: The Conitiuskers
won't match the 641 yards
gained against Colorado but
should prevail.
Maryland 27, Duke 14: The

Terrapins, counting the Hall
of Fame Bowl,are gunning for
No. 12 in a row.
Southern Calvin, California
14-: The golden Bea
se.
still be dazed over arilirt
turnovers in the UCLA game.
Southern
30,
Texas
Methodist 21: • The Longhorns
refuse to be hypnotized by the
Ford-Tolbert razzle-dazzle of
SMU.
Michigan 28, Minnesota 7:
The Wolverines imbibe freely
from the Little Brown Jug.
Houston 25, Arkansas 20:
The sharp-toothed Cougars
put the bite on Lou Holtz'
sense of humor.
UCLA 33, Arizona 20: Better
keep the kickoff away from •
UCLA's Theotis Brown — his
return average is 29.5 yards.
Washington 25, Arizona
State 19: The Sun Devils have
had an extra weekTo savor the
Southern -Cal upset and grow
soft on adulation. *
Missouri 31, Colorado 25:
Phil Bradley, Earl Gant and
James Wilder look like too
tough a trio to stop.
Pitt 14, Navy 9: The Midshipmen yield yardage and
touchdowns grudgingly, but
Pitt should grunt to a pair.
Georgia 18, Kentucky 15:
Friendly home surroundings
for the Wildcats should make
this a closer game.
Purdue 25, Iowa 10: Mark
Herrmann's got an arm that
should be preserved in bronze.
Notre Dame 28, Miami, Fla.
7: Even if Miami plays as it
did against Auburn,it won't be

-7; ilarCrard 19, Princeton 15;
enough in this one. -•
Clemson 20, North Carolina Rutgers 23, Columbia 7.
SOUTH
State 18: The Tigers anxious
Auburn 24, Wake Forest 6;
to get the ACC title, as the
song says, "back where it Georgia Tech 20, Florida 17;
Louisville 22, William & Mary
belongs."
13; South Carolina 15, North
The others:
Carolina 9; Florida St. 26, S.
EAST
Army 21, Colgate 17; Holy Mississippi 13; Tennessee 20,
Cross 21, Brown 14; Cornell 17, Miss. St. 14; Tulane 19,
Dartmouth 10; Yale 23, Penn Memphis St. 13,

Murray
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that's rig
• altirt for
season on
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They wi
hardwood
wheelchair
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Kentucky
Rehabilita
Thelma, at
Gymnasiun
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The cont
second yez
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close th4
—again
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Bo Reed (32) and Kevin Wright (66) pursue a fumble in last Friday's 14-7 victory goer Hopkinsville. The turnover was the only one
for the Tigers as they posted their second-straight triumph. Murray faces Paducah Tilghman Friday in the Tigers' 8 p.m.
Homecoming game at Ty Holland Stadium.
Staff Photo by Ton) Wilson

Hapless Bengals Are Struggling--iBy the Associated Press
CINCINNATI — Opposition
National Football League
teams, recognizing . Cincinnati's almost non-existent
running game, are hanking
back on pass defense shutting
oft the once heralded aerial

attack.
Wide receiver Isaac Curtis
says he's frustrated. "On a.
scale of 10, I'm about at 9.5,"
said Curtis.
In 1975, Cincinnati moved
the ball nearly at will through
the air. The passing attack
that set a club record 3,241 net
yards,
The 1978 club Isn't
averaging 40 aerial yards per
quarter in its 0-8 start.
Curtis, the Bengals' all-time
receiver, is without a touchdown pass. He is averaging
only 10.9 yards per catch. His
average per catch throughout
his career reads: 18.7, 21.1,
21.2, 18.7, 16.9 and 19.4.
Why the drop?
"A lot of passes to me have
been possession passes, where
we needed a certain number of,
Air yards — five or 10 — to get a
first down. We haven't taken
many long end zone shots."
Why?
"I don't know," said Curtis,
whose longest reception of the
season is 20 yards.
How many long passes were
edonine.las, week's 5-0 loss to
,.N
ca11
the Buffalo Bills?.

"They roll up on Isaac a
lot," explained -coach Homer
Rice. "And last Sunday they
gave us a lot of deep zone
coverage, so we tried to go in
front of them. This may sound
ridiculous, but the new rules
have actually helped shorter
patterns.
Curtis leads the Bengals
With 22 receptions, two More
than running back Archie
Griffin, a non-starter.
Fellow wide reciever Billy

Brooks, who led the American
Football Conference last year
with a 19.8 average, has 18
catches for a 12.3 average.
One problem has been
quarterbacks Ken Anderson
and John Reaves. The two
have been intercepted 18
times already.
Meanwhile, the Bengals
ground genie eentinues to
falter. Cincinnati has yet to
score a touchdown by rushing
and is last in the NFL.

Place your order for tree ripened fruit, juices
& nuts from Florida. Shipped direct to Murray,
December 11-18.
CONTACT CAILOWAY COUNTY FARM BUREAU
Plisse 753-4703
3'.
Navel Oranges
Pink Seedless Grapefruit .
Orlando Tangelos
Hi-Density Orange Juice
Hi-Density Grapefruit Juice
Lemonade Concentrate
Pecan Halves

$7-50 4/5 bu.
, $6.25 4/5 bu.
57.00 4/5 bu.
523.50/24 can case(nog-)
515.35/24 can case mos.)
$8.50/24 can case i nes.i
53.50 pound
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The Rowdies' Mike Muehleman kicks while teammates lee McManus (left) and Jon Muehleman
watch. In the background is the Cosmos' Scott Foster. The two teams tied 1-1 in Murray Soccer
Association play last weekend. In other action, the Marvels topped the Rams 61, and the Flyers
Motu by Jean George
took over first place with a 6-0 triumph over the Kentucky Kickers.

You liked our Moonlight Madness Special so much
before, we're doing it for you again!

Happy Hubert Green
After Pensacola Title
make the year's top 60 and be
By the Associated Press
PENSACOLA, Fla. -- exempted from Monday
Hubert Green is about down qualifying in 1979.
Currently in 65th place, he is
off the cloud that acthree younger players
battling
companied the birth of his son
Patrick on Oct. 17 and ready to on the borderline, Danny
go back to work in the Pen- Edwards, Keith Fergus and
Peter OoSteetiu18.
sacola Open starting today.
"I don't think there is as
"I'm going to play as hard
as I can," Green said, adding much pressure on me as the
with a grin, "There's one younger guys. I have 17
more mouth to feed. But tournament exemptions
seriously, I'm a professional already for next year. But it
and I hope to win everywhere! certainly is uppermost in my
play. I'm a greed3+ tnt— thoughts. If I come to the last
hole and could be second with
dividual."
miraculous shot or fifth with
a
He feels like one of the home
crowd and made a point of a safe shot, I'll lay up for the
thanking Bob Hope for playing safe shot and get in the top
in Wednesday', pro-am and 60."
This a the first year for the
drawing a big crowd. Green's
home in Birmingham is a tournament at Perdido Bay
fivehour drive and his alma Country Club, a 7,133-yard,
par72 layout. with wide fairmater,
Florida
State
ways and large greens- in
University, is even closer.
"I feel this is my area and a contrast to the tight Pensacola
player should play the tow-- Country Club course where it
naments in his area," Green has been previously.
"If the wind blows, it's going
said.
be exciting," Green
to
He cut his schedule since
winning the 1977 U.S. Open, predicted. "If not, the scores
but said it didn't change what will be low."
Charles Coody, on early
he calls his May-June slump.
in the pro-am while the
starter
Green has a chance of
finishing the year. ab No 4 weather was calm, shdt an 8money winner He has $247.408 under-par 64. Green, a late
and needs 88,267 to pass Jack starter when the wind blew up,
hect41...14ost_of the other good
wboase4 wired.
----p in— the esrty
But defendlim,_ champion_'
Including . Fuzzy
grad),
Leonard. Thompson has a
bigger incentive. He .must Zoeller, Tom Purtzer and Bill
finish near the top again to Kratzert with 66 each.
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When you realize what It worth,there's no placelike home.
Your•home's worth money to
you. Big.money. And you can get it
without selling;.because yoi
have equity.
As your
- property value increases,
so does your equity.
And the bigger your equity, the
more you can borrow from us in a
large Homeowner Loan.
With the cost of homes going
up and up, chances are your equity
is a lot more than you realize. And
you're probably good for a much
larger loan than you imagine>:

If it's big money you're after,
remember:
There's no place like home.
And there's no place like our place
to get your large loan.
itIst give us a call. Today.
A mtru ra
f mane.4

hilont141,
Pa.onent

Month*
1, Pe,

tuts! Uf
Pa monis

A,,'

73 17

46 13,512 16 17 80%

$3,000 $ 87.63

48 64,206 24 1769%

$3.600 $ 60 41

#10 $5,424 60, 18,80%

12.500

$

$4.000 $10323 60 $619360 16766,
•

In gel-Air Center
— Phone 753-5573
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Scheduled For Saturday

an

Murray State University's
basketball Ragers will roll —
that's right.
— onto the
marl for the first time this
season on Saturday evening,
Oct. 28.
. .
They will be trying their
hardwood
skills
in
wheelchairs as they play the
Eastern
Kentucky
Roadrunners, a wheelchair
team from the Eastern
Kentucky Comprehensive
Rehabilitation Center in
Thelma, at-8 p.m. in Beshear
Gymnasium of the Student
Center.
The contest will mark the
second year the two teams

have clashed in a wheelchair
basketball game sponsored by
the
. Mur ay_
_
Stale
Rehabilitation Club, in eonjunction with the Murray
Jaycees. The Racers did not
fare so well in 1977 as they
dropped a 97-25 decision.
In fact, the score a year ago
was so one-sided that the
floadrunners will be spotting
the Racers points in the
Saturday evening face-off.
An added highlight of the
fun will be halftiine competition in wheelchairs among
fraternities and sororities.
The winning fraternity and
sorority will be awarded

Laker-Murray High
Freshmen To Battle
Both the Murray High
and Calloway County
freshman football squads
close their seasons tonight
—against each other.

The Laker-Tiger clash is
set for 6:30 p.m. at Ty
Holland Stadium. Murray
is 2-4 on the year;
Calloway, 2-6.

Woolard Just Misses
Again For LA Lakers
nly one
8 p.m.

g

I

the American
nee last year
rage, has 18
average.
has been
en Anderson
es. The two
tercepted 18

Remember Grover from the roster.
Woolard?
Woolard, who averaged
The former 6-8 Murray 15.2 points a game his
State guard-forward was senior season in 1976, has
recently cut from the -signed to play in a
roster of the National professional league with a
Basketball Association's Reno,Nevada,franchise.
He was the only Ohio
Los Angeles Lakers,
marking the second- Valley Cenference player
straight year Woolard was to be chosen in the '76 NBA
the last man to be trimmed draft.

Murray State Netters
Competing In KWIC
'BOWLING GREEN —
The Murray State ivemenls
tennis team is scheduled to
begin play in the Kentucky
Women's Intercollegiate
Conference championshipson- the Western Kentucky
University campus today.
Teams entered are
Kentucky, Louisville,
Eastern Kentucky, Northern
Kentucky,
Morehead, Western and
Murray.
Kentucky is a solid
favorite for No. I, with
Western, Eastern and
Murray expected to fight

the Bengals
continues to
ti has yet to
by rushing
the NFL.

,juices

Murray,

1 REAU

/5 bu.
/5 bu.
5 bu.

for the second spot.
The lop,_twn teams ant
the top three singles
players from each spot —
no.'s 1 through 6 — will
advance to regional play.
Karen Weis, who competed in the regionals last
year, will play No.1 singles
for the Racers; followed by
Bitsy Ritt at No. 2; Lynn
Martin at No. 3; Anne Ress
at No. 4; Yvonne Utley at
No. 5 and Becky Jones at
No.6.
Murray was 12-4 in
regular-season competition
this fall. ,

Racer Club Schedules
Meeting For Tonight

Catalina
n Case tncin
Cate 17202
pound

The meeting will include
The Racer Club will hold
its regular weekly meeting - a tapetinterview with Roy
Kidd, head coach of
Eastern
Kentucky,
in the Racer Room of Roy
Stewart Stadium tonight at
Saturday's Murray State
7:30 p.m.
football opponent.

Bald ridges' Newest
Addition Is A Girl
Murray State assistant
football coach Bill Baldrige
and his wife, Janie, are the
parents of an eight-pound,

plaques.
Proceeds from the game
will -be donated to Special
Olympics. Admission is 81 for
adults, with children under 12
admitted free. Tickets may be
purchasird in advance from
Rehabilitation Club members
or members of the Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority.
pledge class. They will also be
on sale at the door.
Players in ,.wheelchair
basketball must remain firmly seated. A player with
possession of the ball who
pushes the wheels more than
twice without dribbling is
called for "traveling."
Players are allowed five
seconds instead of three in the
freethrow land.
On tip-offs and rebounds, it
is positioning rather than
altitude that players strive
for. Players are classed I, II,
and III according to their
disabilities,
and
the
Roadrunners may not put a
team on the floor at any time
with classifications adding up
to more than XII.

The Roadrunners are a
member of the Bluegrass
Conference of the 115-temm,
21-conference
National
Wheelchair
Basketball
Association. Among other
members of the Bluealls
Conference are the Louisville
Rollers, the University of
Kentucky Wheelcats, and the
Kanawah
Crusaders of
Charleston, W. Va.
Muffy Ftaque, a Louisville
senior who is president 9f the
ftehibilitation Club, said
several
and
firms
organizations in the community have become involved
in the effort to make the
wheelchair basketball game a
success.
Donations include complimentary tickets from the
Cheri-Capri Cinemas, pizza
from Pagliai's, a Saturday
brunch in Winslow Cafeteria,
and a Sunday morning
farewell meal sponsored by
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Members of Alpha Omicron
Pi will also serve at a banquet
before the game on Saturday.

Vitale Loses Cool,
Pistons Defeat Cavs
By the Associated Press
Dick Vitale finally injected
his vibrant personality into a
National
•Basketball
Association game — and was
handed his first ejection.
Vitale, in his first season in
the
league,
suffered
physically and mentally-as his
Detroit Pistons lost their first
five games of the season. He
was on the bench for the first
two games and in the hospital
— because of a stomach
disorder:— for the last three.
He returned to the bench
Wednesday night when the Pistons handed the-Cleveland
Cavaliers their first loss of the
season, 110-105, but didn't last
through three quarters.
With two minutes remaining
in the third period, Vitale, who
has promised to "revitali7n"
the slumbering'Pistons, Went
wild after incurring his second
technical foul of the game,
resulting in automatic ejec-

We'll show
you how to
broaden your
homeowners
contents
coverage to
replacement
value. See how
we compare.

Bob Nanney
Insurance Agency
-

101N. 4th lawny
753-4937

Representing:
FEDERAL KEMPER
INSURANCE COMPANY

nine-ounce girl.
Jennifer Lynn, their
second daughter, was born
at 6 a.m. this morning.

tion. The technical 'was
assessed • when
Vitale
protested a personal foul
against the Pistons' M.L.
Carr.
-—
The excitable Pistons'coach
chased refeee Tommy Nunez
around the floor, threw down
his jacket and threatened to
fight the official.
In some saner NBA games,
the
unbeaten
Seattle
SuperSonics trounced the
Washington Bullets 121-92, the
Philadelphia 76ers nipped the
Atlanta Hawks 118-117, the
Denver Nuggets defeated the
Phoenix Suns 108-104, the
Houston Rockets downed the
New York Knicks 106-101, the
San Diego Clippers topped the
Milwaukee Bucks 125-116, the
New Jersey Nets edged the
Golden State Warriors 121-118
and the Kansas City Kings
beat the New Orleans Jazz 114109.
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THERE'S
MORE TO
LUV.
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LADDERS
Spring-loaded lock; rope and cen-

•••••

ter pulley on 20-ft and larger
sizes. "0" rungs and Molt
joints make than Twist-Proofa
04/01116/20/4/8-2
WORKING LENGTH IN
PARENTHESES
16-Ft (13-ft.)
VIA
20-Ft.(17-ft.)
47.111
24-Ft (21-ft)
57.11
28-Ft (25-ft.)
17.99

REMINGTON

25.95

ELECTRIC CHAIN SAW --11
/
4-hp, double-insulated motor.- &in.bar cuts trees up to 16 inches thick.
Balanced for easy operation. Caged
roller and bronze motor bearing Saw
weighs only 4 bs. 04/15481

Nut Coast Prices
Sligktly Higher

5-Ft

Be Sure To
Take Advantage
of Murray
Home & Auto's

1929

s.

lliuminani Stepladders
For cleaning, painting, repairs,
etc. With safety-tread steps.
Pail Shelf.
S.Ft 04/365
22.77
6-ft 04/366
27.77

4/
1
2-Ft. Platform ladder
High-strength, heat-tempered
aluminum ladder with pail
shelf, rag rail, tool holder.
Molded plastic feet. Folds flat
for easy storage. 04/264

Bridal
Registry!

Its a foldaway.
portable workcenter.
giant vise and
sawhorse all in one!

ftaiVatat
eiAROvirWRE STORES

1•11.

Features a 2-9 vile lane and
holds materials up to 10 wide
• A pow power tool wont center
• Destruct to erg, tubular
objects rigidly
• Secures irregular or
circlets, shapes
• Mature cutting easier. uter
more accurate.
• Holds large, ruins-to-Minot*
Pieces
• Vise bars adjust to take
wedge "NW*
tallu
• Strong and ngioixrit
and completely

•••••••••

li•••••••......

••••:.,•

$89
9
Special

WINCHESTER MODEL 94
20" Winchester Proof-steel barrel. Winblue finish. New
loading port with improved cover. Solid walnut stock
and fore-end. Stury machined design. 30-30 caliber.

Sql
79-001

REG. $2918

BlacksDecker
Dual Height

Workmate'

'24
"
/14.
CORDLESS
REVERSING DRILL

Drills, drives and removes
screws. Cordless. light
weight Wcharger

All-purees work center and vise

988

Black & Decker
IS YOUR
BEST BUY!

CORDLESS
ELECTRIC
TRIMMER

FALL
Nisig CLEARANCE

tHA
BARGAIN
M
STORED
.001‘111e
HARDWARE

of the MONTH
While Supplies Last
WEST BEND

••••

SPY% $3500

teezetiv6ETANY
,1

* -1

S

e

GREAT USED CAR VALUE !

orth,

;-1973 Mercury
Marquis Colony Park
1-1973 Ford
Torino Squire
Station Wagon

i're after,
home.
Qur.place
('day.

Local, one owner
new car trade-in
NICE.

.

1976 Pontiac
Lemans

1976 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme
Black, black top and
interior. !Vag wheels,
loaded
with accessories, new car
trade-in. . . a beility.
39,000 miles.

2 door, silver mctaUitwith full leather
burgundy
interior.
wire wheel covers,
cruise, tilt wheel. 6
way power seats,
many other ac1975 Buick Regal
cessories. local one
White. white vinyl owner new car tradetop, houndstooth in- in 30,000 miles.
tenor, loaded it ith accessories.
ono
1973 Buick
ler car

2 door, local new car
1974 Chevrolet
trade-in. 27,000 miles,
red matching red Monte Carlo Landau
vinyl top, wag
door. dark blue.
wheels, factory air, '‘k hite top. G,0110
excellent condition.
Iry al trade-in
sv

1976 Chrysler
Cordoba

arroli

VATIP

Regal

CORDLESS
WEED
EATER
34 MPG HIGHWAY
24 MPG !MY.
Figures are EPA estimat •
with standard 110.8 CP
engine and manual tra!
mission. Your mileiw,
depends on hovk you drive.
your truck's condition.
tthere you drive, and your
truck's available equipment Plus, a new 7 -ft
long pickup box is fl
available. Conic see tl,,
new LUV today'

If you've thought of
buying n smell pickup,
now ;the time to buy.
We hove slot of 1975 luv
Pick Ups In Pork

ige vinyl top, 25,000
ctual miles.. Factory
ir, poArer steering
nd brakes.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc,
641 S

.•km••••••••••..
0/
,

FOR TRIMMING
LIGHT GRASS —
NO EXTENSION
CORD REQUIRED!

Cuts a riv-in path. Battery recharges overnight.
Handle adiusts for cornfortable trimming
108

5-Pc. Aluminum Bakeware Set
x 5-in, loaf pan, 151/2 x 12-in, cookie sheet,
12-cup muffin pan and 9 x 9-in. square cake pan—
at with non-stick finish for exceptionally easy cleanups; plus 12-in. pizza pan Perfect starter set or
replacement set
6-177

HARDWARE STORE

door coupe, brown,

-Mazda

With
Rechargeable
B-Volt BATTERY

SALE

QUANTITIES LIMITED

Murra Home
& Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
"left ,r,-71

153 2611
s
•••••••••••••...••••••
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TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Norinally, a coach doesn't
speak of luck when referring
to his cross country team. But
after checking the. Murray

Pat Chimes (14th), David
Rafferty (22nd) and David
Warren (29th).
And the addition of Barry
Atwell, a freshman from
Surrey, England figured- to
bolster the Mulvey squad.
Add to that the fact that
East Tenneasee, a perennial
cross-country powerhouse
which captured both the OVC
and regional titles last year,
opted to drop from the OVC to
the Southern Conference, and
Murray figured to be a strong
favorite for the league title, its
first since-1969'
But the team wasn't even
assembled this-fail before the
the Racers — and Atwell
literally received a blow. In New York, heading from the
airport to the bus station to
come to Murray from his
home, he was mugged and
suffered a severe knee injury.
He never fully recovered,
and now Cornell hopes that the
freshman, at best, will be
ready for -the indoor track
season in January.
Other assorted injuries that
have hit the Racer squad this
season in
ankle injuries
— Odlin, Charleston — and the

,By

-

State roster,'Ws easy .to-see
why Racer coach Bill Cornell
uses that term when speaking
of his squad.
"This year has been the
worst in terms of luck that I've
every had," said Cornell,
preparing his squad for the
Valley
Ohio
Conference
championships Saturday in
Murfreesboro; Tenn. "We
haven't had the entire team
healthy--itr-any -meet-- - all
season."
This fall has probably been
a disappointing one for Cornell. He lost only two runners
from last year's squad that
finished second in the Ohio
Conference
Valley
championships, fourth of 27 teams
in the regionals and 14th of 29
in the nationals.
Lost by graduation were
Martin Brewer (seccind in the
OVC last year) and Brian
Rutter (10th), but returning
were Jerry Odlin (fifth ),
Richard Charleston (12th),

Jerry Odlin apparently healthy after a leg injury, will lead his Murray State cross country team
into the Ohio Valley Conference championships in Murfreesboro, Tenn. Saturday.
Staff photo by Ton) Wilson

"Tetet

Former Rookie-Of-Year A Padre

Rangers Deal Mike Hargrove
By the Associated Press
DALLAS — Former Texas
Rangers first baseman Mike
Hargrove, sent to the Padres
in a five-player deal,says he is
-surprised and hurt, but
looking forward to playing in
San Diego.
-They probably did a good
thing to trade me to the other
league," Hargrove said. "If
they hadn't, I'd come in with a
crowbar, a stick of , dynamite
and a shotgun and would have
eaten first base if I had to to
. help beat Texas."
Rumors of a trade cir-

-cutzted ior

Weekf,—Wr-The
American League Rangers
'made 'ft official Wednesday.
Hargrove, infielder Kurt
Bevacqua and catcher Bill
Fahey_wilLgo to San Diego of
.the National- League for
"outfielder
Oscar
Gamble,

catcher Dave Roberts and an
undisclosed amount of cash
which was estimated at
between•$250,000 and $300,000.
knew it would come
someday, but I'm surprised
anti hurt it happened this
soon." said Hargrove, the AL
Rookie of the Year in 1974 with
Texas. He finished 1978 with
seven homers and a .251
average.
Hargrove got the word
Tuesday night during a dinner
with. Rangers owner Brad
Corbett, the Dallas Times
Herald said.
"I'm not mad at ailyone but
Robinson (General Manager
Eddie Robinson). I cannot
stand
that
man," said
Hargrove, adding that he
thought Robinson was the
force behind the trade.
Gamble
expressed
his

Prices Good Til
Nov. 9th

overshadowed by anger for
Coach Bobby Kromm, whose
Detroit Red Wings bested the
Colorado Rockies but lost
forward Dennis Polonich.
Polonich was sent to a
hospital after having his nose
broken by the stick of Rockies
right wing Will Paiement in
the second period of the Red
Wings'5-4 triumph.
He Paiement) swung his
stick like a baseball bat,"
fumed Kromm. -He should be
suspended for it least a year.
He has done it before — he did
it in Europe — and there is no
room for actions like that in
hockey."
Paiement,
Colorado's
roughand-tumble
team
captain, was chastised for his
chippiness when he was part
of the National Hockey
League team that competed in
the World Championships at

2 LITER

PEPSI

Bowling
Standings

6

Diller or Dollar
Friday Morning
Bowling League

.1

UIC[K

Wan venience STORES
FAST SERVICE - MAN STORES
OPEN6A.MTiI11 P.M.
OPEN 365 Days
Km BIG della•

Ranger Manager Bill Hunter.
But Hunter was axed with
just one game left in the
season, and now the player he
prized has been become the
latest bargaining chip in an
apparent economy move by
the Ranger's wheeling,and
dealing owner.

The Hargrove swap is the
second trade for the Rangers
since the end of the season.
Earlier, the team dealt
slugger Bobby Bonds and Len
Barker to Cleveland for Jim
Kern and Larvell Blanks.

"I've had some time to get
over the shock and I'm looking
forward to going there," said
Hargrove. "But I didn't want
to leave. I don't understand it
other
than
maybe
the
economics involved."
The Rangers had
considered pennant
tenders. But it was a

W
Team
Ky lake Oil Co
22
Shoemaker Seed CO
21
MS..L.laaHarpoie Grocery & Hardware 19
Astro Car Waidt
16.4
McCIlistan Auto& Elm.
15
Par
14
Kennels
Key C4rs
13'4
East YGrocery
13
Lucky Seven
10
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
MeC'uiston Auto & Flee
Shoemaker Seed Co
M A . Ins
HIGH TEAM GAME(BC)
McCulaton Auto & Fier
M.F A.Ina
Shoemaker Seed Co
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
McCuiston Auto & Flee.. .....
Shoemaker Seed co
Ky lake oil ca
HIGH TEAM SERIES(HC)
McCuiston Auto & Flee
Pardise Kennels .
M F . A. Ins
HIGHIND.GMitEt1C1Pat nett
Carolyn Pyle
Ann area
HIGH IND.
• GAME(Ito
Jeanettellullivan
Fran Gardner
Mary Harris
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
Grem
foie Smith
Carolyn Pyle
HIGH IND SERIES NC)
Vita Koss
Kay Warren
Fran-Gardner.
HIGH AVERAGES
Into Smith
Ann Riven
carolyn Pyle .
eat sum
Hilda arintrin.
bilMRMAINWMO
v
ease
w,ais(sari
Tears Wain
Fvelyn Burkeen

10
11
13
1544
17
1$
16.4
19
22
626
002
576
922
no

711,

lin
alat
1621e
2113
31116
2174
181
181

Murray opened its season by
pasting Arkansas State in a
dual meet 16-43,
fell to
Western Kentucky a week
later — a team it was to lose to
twice more this season.

but

The Racers followed with a
fourth-place finish in the sixInterteam
Kentucky
collegiate, a sixth-place in the
17-team Indiana Invitational
and a split in dual matches,
losing to SIU-Carbondale and
defeating Southeast Missouri.
Western Kentucky, based on
its regular-season mafk, is
definitely the team to beat.
The Hilltoppers are undefeated, having won all their
dual matches and two invitaionals.
Western's No. 1 runner is
John Graham. Odlin has
competed against him several

pointing season for the
Rangers at the box office, with
losses approaching 82 million,
as well as at the diamond. And
team management apparently
has backed up thebus in a cost
cutting drive:

almost wish I didn't have
so many good friends on the
team," said Hargrove."Then
it wduld make it a lot easier to ,
hate the Rangers."

bee

times,

but Graham 'has held
the upper hand the last few
times they have met.
Western returnees include
Canadian Ron Becht, who
plated 17th in the OVC

"Everything we've dole
this season has been primed
toward Saturday," said
Cornell. "The men usually run
90- to 100 miles a week in
practice, .butt they've cut. it

championship Mat year, and
Mike Clay, who was 40th.

down to 80 this week. Weigint
everyone healthy Saturday."

Seattle Slew Will Run
Final Race On Nov. 11
tucky.
"It would be nice to run himn
as he is
another year as
right now, but an agreement
was made in the spring to
retire him as a 5-year-old and
that's what we're going to do,"

NEW YORK (AP — Seattle
Slew,. .the 11177 Triple ,Crciwn
champion and Horse of the
Year, will make the final start
of his racing career Nov. 11 in
the Stuyvesant Handicap at

good

Aqueduct.
That announcement Wednesday
was
surprising
because Slew had an opportunity to run in the more
prestigious Washington, D.C.
International Nov.4 at Laurel,
but his owners decided to
bypass the 14-mile race on
grass, a surface on which the
4-year-old colt never has run.
-"New York's been good to
us and we'd rather go out in
New York and retire him
here,"
coowner
Mickey
Taylor said.
Taylor said that after the
Stuyvesant, to be run
on the main surface, Slew
would go to stud Dec. 1 at
Spendthrift Farms in Ken-

said Taylor.
Slew will become a 5-yearold Jan. 1, the official birthday
of every race horse.

In
ecognition of Slew's
appearance in the Stuyvesant,
the
New
York
Racing
Association announced that
the purse for the race would be
raised from $50,000-added to
8100,000-added.

PEAK
PA!R...

PEAK ANTIFREEZE
AND COOLANT

When it conies to
protecting your engine
against rust,r.orrosion, and
sub-zero winter cold,
nothing tops PEAK. Nothing.

St
21
20
19
17
17
16
16 /

Team
Little Demons
H &H
Big Joe's BBQ
D& H
Near Misses
Sinitt's Gang.

Prague, Czechosli-vakia, two
years ago.
Red ,Wings goalie Rogie
Vachon just had stopped a
shot by Paul Gardner during a
twoon-one Colorado break.
The rebound bounced to
Polonich, who cleared the
puck out of danger but swung
high on the follow-through —
clipping Paiement in the face
and drawing blood.
Paiement responded with a
swing of his stick to the forward's face — knocking him,
bleeding, to the Olympia
Stadium surface.
Polonich needed a dozen
stitches to close facial wounds
and was sent to a hospital,
where doctors diagnosed the
broken beak and kept him
overnight for observation.

SuPersP0r1
15
5
Bunkies .
14'is
Superstars
10
Eastsiders
10
Go-Getters
19
0,,
The Misfits.
Hungry Bear
$
C& J
6
Untouchables
High Team Game(SC)
Little Demons
D&H
... /.
Big Joe's BBQ
High Team Game......Little Demons
The Misfits
Big Joe's BBQ
High Team Series(SC.'
Little Demons
Big JoeB
's EIQ
D&
High Team ibisAinc)
Big Joe's BBQ

I.
7
8
9
11
11
.12
12

NHL Roundup
In the other NHL games,the
Montreal Canadiens and
Toronto Maple Leafs tied 4-4,
the Pittsburgh Penguins and
St. Louis Blues tied 6-6. the
rBoston Bruins and Minnesota
North Stars tied 2-2, 'the
Washington Capitals and
unbeaten Chicago Black
Hawks tied 2-2, and the New
-York Rangers dawned- -the
Vancouver Canucks 6-2.
Canadlesis 4, Maple Leafs 4

Don StanfillRon Pace
Garry Evans
Woman
Pat Scott
itr
nman
y
Miod
arg,4Hv
Fuse Ind. genes 71.C1
Don Stanfill
Ron Pace
Tommy McClurewomen

114
40
617
_813
SOS

Vicki Oliver
Kathy Smith
Judy Parker Hie,

Guy Lafleur, amidst rumors
he would leave the team if his
contract wasn't renegotiated
by Wednesday night, set up
two goals to help Montreal tie
Toronto.

'

627
594
596

Don
Charlie Ha
niirgrove
Women
Lola Smith

That game also saw a stick
attack. Maple Leafs defenseman Dave Hutchison was

182
179
179
176

W"alinelrOWn
Mildred Hodge
Marge Hinman

assessed a five-minute major
penalty for spearing the
Canildiens' Mario Trenihlay
in the face. ,

171
164
162
159
156

akannIned al yekor

- FREE

GATES COOLING SYSTEM MANUAL
WITH PURCHASE
OF ANY
GATES PRODUCT.

PARTS
GATES COOLING SYSTEM
belts and hoses
Tailored specifically for your car Gates
are designed to last longer give you more for your
money Replace now, and change to a Gates
winter-stat to keep your car warm all winter

DUPONT"DRIVE AND
CLEAN" GASOLINE
DETERGENT

SUg 1st 5138

Powerful new formula cleans fuel
system while you CrIVE Helps prevent
rough king staling gasoline waste

Now1.19

*3596.4

DUPONT COOLING
CLEANSER
SYSTEM
Dissolves rust Cuts grease loosens

Sug 1St 52 90
-

scale helps StCV overheating
11
11

402131N

DUPLI-COLOR
..--!'OUCH-UP SPRAY_
eupicates origmai cows on MOST
tate model US cas imports and
Ight trucks Dries In minutes
Pie Delivery
At This Price

re-3

sug.1st $229

‘Mi.
Maio
,

Penguins 6, Blues6
Brian Sutter and Rnrnie
Federko scored
goals 17
seconds apart in the last M
503
seconds to give St. Louts-ha tie
465
against Pittsburgh. The
40
Penguins had expanded their
619
lead t(76-4 with an empty cet
410
1110
goal after the Blues pulled.
their goalie in
173
last-minute
157
effort to tie, but St. Louis.
104
156 'tared beck
147
The young Blues _line ot
---Tederlio ind &iift
142 . choice
Wayne
Bettye+
142
produced all six goals
142

132
222
219

250 TABI

tVib.. JJ
• *laC014'.
OS

1
49
•

NOW
egoigN

WIX FILTERS

FREE
SKI CAP
$4.00 value

•

copy of llto Norm loimm
ramby 530 p.m. Moorboy•
Friday or by 3311 p.m. on SewAtty. or• ergo/ to eon 753-1914
Apotwomo Sill p.m. mod 6
esediry•Mary,
'et 326 p.m.
mod 4 p.m. Saturdays, to low,
thievery of the wirwapapar. Calk

WITH

FREE WM SKI CAP
.14ours by Ma when you buy any 2
MK ON sir Cr Transmission FIRM

-Does not Maude

ernissoon control...ten

amedays of • p.m. Sofonlityo
to guerootoo doilvory.
KM

WI l

NOW WHAT YOU_ MI AN WHEN YOU'RE TALKING PARTS

NOW

COMPARE
LEDERLE'
STRESSD
8 SAVE'

CC

wurvm
HANI
, LOTI

VITAMIN

1109 Chestnut Street
Murray - 753-8311

most bo *cot; by 6 p.m.

STREE
COMP
IRON
60's Reg

Motor Parts
& Bearings

MISS YOUR PAPER?

NOW
SUPER

$4.00
Value

Solnalbots aim hove sot
received thek Meme-delivered

VITAIY

" I'%"Missoiro

Good at-CAROUEST Auto Parts Store., and participating dealers ttiru Oct 29,1978

180

Li
Ta
Opp

I _

Averages
Men
ron
EDi
vuer
ans
vILypian
argu
rryse
G

MERKA,
one-year
today to see
the five
ravage the
dawn of hi

Ii

743
SW
166

3318
nu;
2300
iHlli
ttitiDernces
High Ind. Game(SC)
Mm
217
Ron Pace
William Vance
213
213
Jahn Hill
Women
101
Pat Scott
In
Betty Dixon
Parker199
Judy
High Ind. Game(HC)
- Men
.
236
William Vance
237
John Hill
235
Ron Pace
Woman
in
Judy Parker
227
Vicki
216
Pat Scott
niga bd.swims(3C)

By BRL
Associat

antifreeze& coolant

Vilirirolowl al ,vaal conk,

20
22

1950
1917;
1197

On

PEAK

antifreeze & C

2 gallons reg. price
-2.00 refund by mail from Peak
$4.38 you pay for 2 gal
($219 per gal)

1.6.38

13
3
13%
18
18
19
8„,

065
819
803

lobergei
Charles

1.

refund)
4
vI
0 gallon fwitt
2
119

Thursday Couples

use of a
. are (cloi

IMIW
.
.1
PAR SSTORES
111.111M

BOWLING
STANDINGS

SPECIA
about a I
a guest 5

He was sidelined early in the
season by injuries, but inspressive victories in
the
Woodward and the Marlboro
have made him a strong
contender for Horse of the
Year.

4;.
‘NL

Detroit's Polonich
Has Rocky Nose
By the Associated Press
The thrill of victory was

HUCK'S

eastrrmrs wane

pleasure with the trade.
hit
better in the American
league," said Gamble in a
telephone interview from his
home in Montgomery, Ala.
Gamble powered 31 home'
runs with the White Sox in
1977. But ,last season he
finished with just seven
Amers and a .275 average
with the Padres.
"Yes, I'm happy because
they didn't want me to play
here," said Gamble. "It got to
the point where I had to fight
to get into the lineup."
Hargrove
was
once
dedasr T
kindoT guy
you like to build a team
around" by former Texas

flu— Rafferty, Warren.
The
10,000-meter championships Saturday will be
held
at
Veterans
Administration Golf Course,
four miles north of Murfreesboro beginning at 10:18
8.M.
One factor Cornell figures to
be in his favor is the layout of
the course. "It is relatively
flat, so that should help us.
Most of my runners, except
for °dim,are not really tailormade distance runners. They
are half-milers and milers."

ThEr7Tios
Locoor4

I.
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031 to be here with my son
MELBOURNE, Australia and his family while his latest
(AP) — A diabetic British child was being born. But I
grtrdrnother traveled half- haven't seen the baby. All I
way around the world to see can dole bold her and have a
her.
fargilf in Australia Bia'few cuddles," Helen Attwooll
woke up blind the day after said Wednesday.
she arrived.
"It. is heartbreaking," she
We had planned this trip said. "There's no other word.
since the beginning of the year ft:or it."

Hwy.641 South-Murray, Ky.-753-9491,
afizideaull

Somalia Beg' ins_Countdown
On Smallpox Eradication

imures

'WU
4..elZtV46,>/:"

""

Inliar,

tl1W%

good.
By BRIAN JEFFRIES
of infection would be from
If by Oct. 26, 1979, no new virus stocks stored in
Associated Press Writer
cases are reported in six
MERKA,Somalia k AP)— A nations in East Africa and the laboratories.
As recently as 1966,
one-year countdown starts Middle East, the World Health
today to see if smallpox, one of Organization will declare the smallpox accounted for
the five killer diseases to disease wiped from the face of between 500,000 and 1,000,000
deaths a year worldwide.
ravage the world since the the earth.
Ali Maow Maalin, who has
for
dawn of history, is licked
The only remaining chance the dubious distinction of
being the last man known to
catch smallpox naturally,
lives in this small town on the
RP'lajifs•
edge of the Indian Ocean.
6;4
-year-old
"MaisIK a -11F
hospital cook; was infected
Oct. 26, 1977 during a threeminute ride in a jeep that was
fl
it
carrying two children with
smallpox.
If there are no new cases in
Somalia, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Djibouti and North and South
Yemen by the secnpd.-.am
niversary of Ali's infection,
medical experts say they will
consider the disease beaten.
am fully confident that in
one year's time we will be able
to confirm that the disease has
disappeared,'! soya pr. Liao
Arita, head of the WHO
smallpox eradication campaign.
"Smallpox is carried by the
in
success
Continued
breath so anybody close to a
-*heir new business
victim can catch it," said Dr.
Zdenek Jezek, who organized
Thanks for lettiog us
the campaign• against[ the
disease in Somalia.
help in the construction
WHO doesn't count the
of your new building
infection of two people in
Birmingham, England, in
August, apparently from virns
stored in a laboratory.
Jezek, who was in charge of
the program that eliminated
smallpox in India, Bangladesh
Route 4
and Pakistan, says he is
753-7833
confident the Somali hospital
cook will be the last person to
catch the disease naturally.

44.17Atok‘1111

71/11il
/

if‘

Prime
Northern
Grey
Goose
Down
Filled

Cannon Netting

'

Best Duck Blind Material
Ever Invented. Limited Supply

'39"

Size 14'x29'

EVaturektade;

17'x35' $5495

Vest

HERMAN

Boots that never sciy die.

Duck Blind
& Boat Paint
Olive Drab
No Glare
gallon

CARRY-LITE
GOOSE CALL

Work

Play

Boot

SALE $249
a

Hiking Shoe

Ranting Boot

Full Leather Lined, Vibram
Sole.
Sale

20' Insulation
Full Leather Lined
100% Water Proof
Vibram Sole

20° Insulation, Full Leather
- Men's
Lined, Neoprene Sole.

$
Sale US

Women's

!:

'545° Pr

SUPER VITAMIN SALE!
t

SEE YOUR PHYSICIAN WHILE DIETING & READ LABEL CAREFULLY

44.6::•
•

16 oz.
Reg, 9.9

VITAMIN
500 mg.
250 TABLETS Reg. 6.29

NOW $3.29
SUPER SPORT*

STRESS
COMPLEX

NOW $3.45

4fitter

COMPARE TO
LEDERLE'S
STRESSTABe
& SAVE!

WITH

ONLY

YSTER SHELL
CALCIUM

e

• NOW $1.69

COMPARE TO 0S-CALIr& SAVE!

with Cider Vinegar
MO'S- Meg7574"NOW $2.99
FULL 33 DAY SUPPLY

DAILY COMBO
with Iron
MULTIPLE VITAMINS
PLUS IRON

14.38

ALL
NATURAL

WITH VITAMIN D
100s Reg 2.69

KELP-LECITHIN B-6

25 mcg

COMBINED FOR MAXIMUM BENEFIT
Reg 6 63
60 CAPSULES

hft_

WITH IRON
60's Reg 5.18

V any 2

NEW
VITAMIN E
SELENIUM
400 I U

...—

NSW $6.95 EXTRA STRENGTH

365 TABLETS
Reg. 6.8D

B COMPLEX
H

Pickup or Station Wagon
Fits over rear glass and back of
seets-infickups, fits over side pings
in station wagons. Holds guns snug
at all times. Has adjustable clips for
proper spacing.
Holds 2 Guns
Sale

RecoirPad
RED

COMPARE TO
WITH C
ONE A DAY*
CAPSULES
WITH IRON
& SAVE
100's Reg 4.99

NOW $2.99
COMPAIIE TO ALL BEewith C & SAVE

t
VITAMIN B-12 500 mcg. VITAMIN C
500 mg.
HAND & BODY
WITH ROSE HIPS
22 NOW '4.63
00's Reg
LOTION 8 oz Reg 2 50
500 mg 100's Reg 4 98 NOWs2.99
NOW 61.49 GINSENG
50's Reg 7 ‘s4
NOW 54.47
Anil I
30 mg.
VITAMIN E SKIN CREAIW LECITHIN GRANULES ZINC
2 or Reg 249
NOW '1.79 8 oz Reg 5 72 NOW '3.49 1005 Reg 2 75 NOW S1.88
REGO AR RETAIL PRICES ARE MANUFACTURER SUGGESTED RF TAN

Clinic
Pharmacy
10414 5111

Me VW

NOW $3.99

NUM

Scotts
Drugs Chestnut Stile

SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH 11-1-78

99
seaway
Gun Racks

Sale

READ IMPROVED SLIP-ON

195
Remington

SEAMED
EDGES

For Long Life

10' x 12'
REINFORCED
GROMMETS
$1095
Sale
New From Game Winner
Nylon Faced, Blue Denim
"Brush Handler" Pants.

SALE

We

Matching Gam e

Army Style

Vest Also Available

Cold Weather

165°
Vest $1150

Guns

Pants

Socks
Olive Drab Color

Ducks Unlimited Banquet
Nov. 16th
Tickets Available Here

Special

99pr.

Areas Largest

GoodsRID 00'6 SPorfin9
4_753-9491

Mac's

Hwy.641 South-Murray,

"Discount Is Our Middle Name"
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday

Clay Targets Sale Ends
cpse of 135, $1/479
lir

Pr

Tarpaulin

Bag of12
Wow

All in One Dietary Aid to Weight Loss
Compare to other Protein Plans & Save
10 Day Weight Loss Plan

Sale %tip

Heavy Duty,
Army Style

Decoy-Snap Swivels
Sale

K50

$4550 Pr

CARRY-LITE

Size 5/0

SHAKE & SLIM..

tek

Made In U. S. A.

-Jade site

Vite Would
Like To
Take This
Opportunity

Lenice Coles
Concrete Finishing

6

A

4‘.

INSULATED APPAREL

U.S,
Army
Surplus

I

V*1111
*k141$ 11100111°

16 OZ

1978

4.41114 Ca•C

'

B8

11101'S

master Chatge

Ictoct114,1 SOa4kbcPROPe

VISA*

Large Brass

9

guarantee Mrs. Attwooll, who
returns home Saturday, will
regain her sight.
am hoping my sight will
come back after I have some
treatment in England. If the
family sends photos regularly,
I will be able to see Katherine
then," she said.

She and her husband
what had hit me."
arrived here last month. After
Doctors found her eyes had
playing with their other
been bleeding internally,
grandchildren, Jotyon, 3 and clouding the fluid inside. The
Josephine, it months, they' condition, reversible in some
went to bed. She awoke to a cases, often occurs in
world of darkness.
diabetics like Mrs. Attwooll,
"I didn't kngy if it was night who is in her 60s.
or day,"she said."I wondered
But doctors say there is no

Sporting

SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER
After completing a story called "Sterie's Other Eyes,'
about a blind child who used Braille to read, Judy Baucum's third grade students had as
a guest speaker, Kelly Prescott. Itelly, a second grader who is blind, demonstrated the
use of a Braille writer and discussed other methods of learning for the blind. Shown
are (clockwise) Megan Cappock, Donna Dougan, Bob Rice, Mickey Brown, Leslie
Loberger. Robert Weatherly, Mrs. Baucum and Kelly Prescott. At the lower lett is
Charles Hampton.
Photo by Kaye Peebies
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OLEO SUGAR
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COME FIRST.

Phone
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Purchase Excluding
.
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Z
mi Tobacco & Dairy Prod.
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left congratulates
WILLIAMS HONORED — Army Chief of Staff Bernard W. Rogers,
of-Murray, Ky., at
N.C.,
PEC Cinch %%illiams, Soldier of the Year, HHC, USAG, Et. Bragg,
held October
Army,
States
Unitedthe
of
n
the 24th Annual Meeting of the Associatio
of the
conference
the
attended
delegates
6,000
than
More
D.C.
n.
16-18, in Washingto
Rogers
General
as
leaders
Army's professional oegaraization, hearing from such top
and Secretary of the Arm'. Clifford L Alexander.
_

RITZ CRACKERS

and
Palestinians
the
Jerusalem. Begin was briefed
on the U.S. reply by Undersecretary of State Harold
Saunders, who irritated the
Israelis by holding talks with
Palestinian leaders and
Hussein on issues the Israelis
said were still open to
negotiation.
Informed sources-- said
Begin was now considering
moving his immediate staff
and Dayan's office to Arab
East Jerusalem to show
Israel's determination to keep
the city united as the nation's
capital.
The idea appeared to be a
slap at the United—States,
which officially ignores the
annexation of the former
Jordanian sector of the city
which. Israel captured in the
1967 war.
The Washington talks,
which recessed Saturday so
both sides could consult with
their governments, are to
resume Friday.
Egypt also seeks amendments. and Cairo's chief
negotiator, Lt. Gen. Kemal
•,Hassan All, told Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance in
Washington Wednesday, "We
hope the following days will
achieve another success"

f

89c

VANILLA WAFFERS

II oz. 55'

Newsprint Prices Are

To Increase By Spring

)Toba

Crunchy or Smooth

PEANUT BUTTER
rmour
Test Tender Boneless

8 or

99c

None Such
28 oz

MINCEMEATBakers
CHOCOLATE CHIPS

12 or

99'

Bakers Angle Fldke

COCONUT

7401

S119

Libby

PUMPKIN PIE MIX -

77: 30 or.

Libby's Solid Pock '

UMPKIN

/6 oz

. J4ffy

CORN MUFFIN MIX

5/5100

8 or

69

—PANCAKE—SYRUP
Planters

-

DRY ROASTED PEANUTS

39'

24 oz.

Barna

5229
79C

GRAPE JELLY
—
STRAWBERRY JAM

Libby's Halves or Slices

32 oz

Boma

32)2

Q9c.
0

Stove Top

PEACHES

29 oz

59e

38 or

5169

Crisco

OIL
Green Giant Niblet Whole Ke.-.1e1

STUFFING

6 oz

69' CORN-

12 32

-

4/T°

Bush

BAKED BEANS

16 or.

Lorsens Veg Al!

FBI Director Recommends
Commission On Spy Secrets
WASHINGTON (AP) —FBI secrets has imperiled .the records of such sensitivity and
Director William H. Webster Justice Department's plea- such national importance that
wants a scholarly commission bargain agreement with they cannot be disclosed,"
to recommend when the Westinghouse Electric Corp. Webster said. "It's going to
government should sacrifice in a foreign bribery case and take some kind of commission
secrets to prosecute spying the prosecution of a former with members who enjoy the
and other crimes, and when it official of the International respect of the legal comthe Telephone and Telegraph munity and constitutional
abandon
should
prosecutions to save the Corp., Robert Berrellez, scholars to come to grips with
secrets.
charged with perjury and this problem."
In a two-hour interview with conspiracy involving ITT and
He said the bureau and the
Associated Press reporters CIA conduct in Chile.
and editors, Webster also said
"I would hope there might CIA, the chief guardian of
FBI agents are volunteering be some commission that such secrets, have not
to go under cover for two would come up with some disagreed on the disclosure of
years or longer in dangerous proposals that would protect information at trials, although
missions to penetrate crime the right to a fair trial and, at there have been disputes for
syndicates and other major the same time, recognize other reasons about whether
criminal enterprises.
there are in fact secrets or or not to prosecute cases.
Webster, 54, spoke with the
calm demeanor developed
over eight years as a federal
judge. He stated his positions
with firmness, but seemed
more Willing than his
predecessors to tolerate
alternate views, even those
critical of the bureau.
In eight months as director,
NEW YORK I AP) — Recent higher prices wouldn't take
Webster said, "I think I've
announcements by effect until March 1.
price
done a reasonable job of
I
:
"By March of next year
of newsprint
producers
major
squeezing the rhetoric out of
the $25 increase toAae.
expect
an
in
result
to
expected
are
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by
ton
a
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at Merrill Lynch Pierce
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a
increase
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winter and spring when major
1.
Jan.
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effective
a
$345
we
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no
have
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said,
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Dayan To Revise Draft
Today In Washington
"not been serious
JERUSALEM i.API — discussion
not gone into imit
had
and
Moshe
Foreign Minister
issues.
meritorious
portant,
Dayartesaid he is taking -new
lot in the
a
was
there
"But
Washington
instructions" to
it was
when
agreement
today to revise the draft peace
gat the
which
us
to
brought
they
treaty with Egypt but
whole
the
of
approval
won't "overturn the apple
."
government
cart."
Tzunir said the proposed
He told an Israeli TV inwere "vital- to..
revisions
_
terviewer that he and Defense
"I belFriitMinister Ezer Weizman would' _Jared but added,
them."
accept
can
Egypt
to
according
negotiate
The revisions were believed
guidelines approved by the
at ensuring the peace
aimed
Cabinet Wednesday.
too tightly linked
•'Whatever we achieve will treaty is not
future of the
political
the
with
be brought back to Israel and
s in the IsraeliPalestinian
gover,Israeli
the
what
only
"West Bank of the
nment finally approves will occupied
River and the Gaza
Jordan
—_final
the
constitute
Strip.
agreement." he said.
Some ministers apparently
the
that
convinced
are
''We
snags in future talks over
fear
guidelines we received can
West Bank could delay
the
reaching
for
basis
a
serve as
arrangements with
peace
an agreement with the
once_ Israel
especially
Egypt,
no
gave
He
Egyptians."
military pulback
its
begins
specifics.
Sinai Peninsula.
Neither did Justice Minister from the
said Begin was
Radio
Israel
Shmuel Tamir, one of 15
proposed
his
outlining
apwho
Cabinet members
to
message
a
in
revisions
Minister
proved Prime
and that
Carter,
President
amendMenachern Begin's
cabled Israel's
ments after three days of Begin also
to
a. message
objections
Two
.
closed-door discussions
King.
Jordan's
to
sent
Carter
Cabinet members'abstainkl.
Hussein.
suggestions
Tarnir, whose
Hussein had asked for
also were adopted, said the
ns of U.S. policy on
clarificatio
talked
Cabinet wouldn't have
the West Bank,
of
future
the
for a total 17 hours had the

1 lb box
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Purchase Excluding
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MIXED VEGETABLES
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Dove Dishwashing

DETERGENT
Dixie Cup

Hyde Pork
Kroft

MAYONNAISE
'etFOOD All Varieties

Twin1

32 or

Sl 25

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

15 oz

6/1°°

BREAD DOUGH

gal 5191

Hyde Pork

CHILI

w 'beons

""

81`

Hyde Pork

C

HILI w'beans

Del Monte

PINEAPPLE
SLICED CHUNK OR CRUSHED

* MEAT MAKES TIE MEAL
THERE'S NO FINER MEAT THAN OWENS BEST

vo, po,
1 LB BACON-

'HEAD sLETTUCE

89

LIVERS
irkp

14

der

CHICKEN FRY STEAK
PORK CUTLETS
Boneress

BiATON.BUTT

22 oz

700 ct

5 or

49 or

Merico Quick Wheat or White

Hyde Pork

MILK

Ig

-?‘

REFILLS

3/l°°
87'
99c
99c

II,

Sl 98

CARROTS
ONIONS

51 69

APPLESAPPLES
BANANAS

16 oz

49'
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Ome items not exact as ictureii

Style Shampoo

10 Os Goelitz Junior Size

bailee, lain hereof, May
IS Os.

Vlasic
Sweet Pickles

Padget, Coady

Reed's 16 Oz Bat 125 Pieces Butterscotch or
Cinnamon

St. Joseph
Aspirin

T ASPIRIN
JOSEPH

•

Trick orTreat Specials

as Pieces Individually Wrapped

Sale Yoir Choice
life Savers Assortment
Beeches Cancb, Coated Guff)
Lollipops, Bubble Yum,
1.ife Savers Minutttre Rolls,
Sour Bites Averted Candies,
Fruit Stripe Assorted Guns
Sale Your Choice
Wrapped Pieces

100% Pore pain reliever
Bottle of 100

69'
Four Star Moe'N'Trod
Melon
OS Pieces

New Economy Size

Ban
Roll-On
Anti-Perspirant

Jergens
Lotion
Regular or litre
Dry Skin Formula
10 Os.

169

Sole

Girls Fashion

Reg. $14.99
sew $1188
Reg. $16.99
Sale $1288

Up to 11 hoar relief From
compostion

79

Tops

Jeans

Your Choice
Of 4 Styles
Short or
Long
Sleeve
Reg.
$3.99 & $4.99

By Wrangler
Your Choice,
of Grey,
Blue, Navy
Reg.$16.99

Jerseys
100% Cotton
Large Asst. of Colors

Priced

•

With Legs

Sale Price

Now

398w
Clear Plastic Storm

Stove Polish

Window Kit
Includes Tacks & Paper Strips
1-2& 4 Unit Kits

24"
27"
30" Sizes

$1a
From

—E9
Fireplace Accessories
Pokers - Shovels,
Tongs - Brooms
etc.

$1°0
39'

1100

Log Holder

81'
99'
99'
49'

Large Size
With Legs
Tubular Steel

6 oz. Paste

Royal Ambassador

Stemware.
Asst. Styles

kliour Log
California Cedar

Socks
Ventilate and
Regulate Heat
Reg.$1.29

Boots

Sizes
5/6 to 13/14

Cast Iron Grates
169

929

Genuine Leather
Uppers, Water Repellent
Reg.$44.99

$1 333

At Only

59'

Men's Thermal

Men's Insulated Work
Sale

nasal

Master Charge
Visa, Lay Away

Boys Numbered

Sole

Rust,
Camel,
Black,
Cherry

Duration Nasal
Spray

Package of 10

Ladies

Boots

Super
Cricket
By Gillette

Regular or Unscented
1 5 Os

99'

119

Gillette Afro
Cartridges

87c

Large 250 Sq. Ft.

New Shipment

Plastic On Roll

Pictures
& Frames
DISCOUNT PRICES

4 Mil. Thick
10 ft.x25 ft. Roll

$497

Check Uncle Jeff's all new Sporting Goods Department for the lowest prices anywhere on
guns, ammunition, hunting clothes, archery accessories and bows, athletic equipment, down
jackets, vests, insulated WALLS camouflage coveralls in coiors, bright orange, o.d. and
blue.

f',aril cushion
& hack rest, vinyl
covered,assorted
colors
t1/4 ith

Firesets

Black Wrought Iron

4 Piece Set

Trivets

Available In Colors
Of Antique Brass, Black,
Gold and Black

Artic Comet

Just Received New Shipment
Carry Lite
No. 3020 Super
Magnum

Boots
•Top grain is.,
upper
•Valuanized quilit rublwr to,ttuo
..Speed
of ug sole & heel
.Steel Shank
.Removable shearlir

Decoys$230

,,-Turtles

v Owls
v Butterflys

Discount Prices
Marble Top

With Moisture
Wrap Material
25 Ft. Roll

Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store S50.00 or more frcm 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rotes, with approved credit.

39'

Decorative

Lay-Away Or
Finance.

Inside Windois

Flower Pot or
Waste Can

Reg.$169.00

5C
L

99C

Felt & Foam

•
111("vIII
.
m
a

Easy to use, pinch off desired
amount, resists hardening. In-

dividuallyBoxed
uwa

_

° Door WeatherStrip Kits
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Funerals 1

Manuel Cope Dies
Wednesday; Rites
Here On Saturday
Manuel Cope, formerly of
the Dexter community, died
Wednesday at eleven p.t, at
the Miller Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. He was84 years of age.
Mr. Cope was at the time of
his death making his home
with a son, James Cope, 109
Elmo Avenue, Madison, Tenn.
He was a member of the
Madison General Baptist
Church there. Born Nov. 11,
-1893, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Cope. His wife,
Mrs. Dora Thorn Cope, died
April S. 1973.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. hell Dorotha
Mae) Williams, Chicago, Ill.;
twa__sons. James Cope.
'Madison,
and
Tenn.,
Raymond
Mt.
Cope,
Washington; nine grandchildren; eight great grandchildren
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Henry
Hargis officiating. Burial will
follow in the Stewart
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight Thursday,.(

Final Rites Today
For Pat Falwell

iO
Carter
'
T senø Virn'Cre'
To Geneva Next Month

Kirksey UMYkWill
Collect For UNICEF
Sunday Afternoon
United
Kirksey
The
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
under the direction _of *air
officers, will conduct a
"Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF"
in the Kirksey community on
Sunday, Oct, 7S, between the
hours of 2:30 and 4:00 p.m.
The youth will have special
identification when calling at
the homes.
an
"UNICEF •
is
organisation which has gained
world-wide recognition for its
service of involving childr-en
helping children,kround the
world. Money colricted in this
way is directed toward the
medical and nutritional aid of
children in underdeveloped
nations; because this program
has access to surplus commodities, a significant impact
is accomplished by a
relatively small amount of
funds," a church spokesman
said.
Following the collection, the
Youth Group will prepare for
a seasonal celebration at the
church, to
which the
congregation is invited. This
will include a period of
thanksgiving and devotion for
the community support of our
children and youth, said a
church spokesman.

By
By BARRY SCHWEID
. Associated Press Writer

PLAQUE PRESENTED — D. lames B. Graham llefq Superintendent of Public InstruCtion, presented Dr..Donald Hunter of Murray State University a plaque and certificate of appreciation for his service as president of the Title IV advisory council the
past two years. Title IV of the federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act
provides funding for innovative programs, library resources, equipment and
remodeling, and guidance counseling and testing serskes

Vernon Presley in
Stable Condition
At Hospital

arter .. •
LContinued From Page One)
also was sharply down against the yen
panies that do not follow its terms.
. in Japan.
To lead the program, Carter selected
Announcing his plan Tuesday, Carter
Alfred E. Kahn, chairman of the Civil
set guidelines limiting wage and benefit
Aeronautics Board. Kahn gained
increases to 7 percent next year for all
prominence with his success in
workers except those making less than
reducing airline prices by increasing
$4 an hour. The plan aims at limiting
competition.
price increases to 5si. percent across
Kahn will take over from Robert S.
the economy, excluding food.
Strauss, who will continue in his job as
If the program works, Carter said it
special trade representative, but who
will lower the inflation rate to between 6
said he was too busy for the expanded
percent and 6.5 percent in 1979, comprogram.
pared to more than 8 percent forecast
The program must work, Kahn said,
for this year.
er
or it will lead to "ever tighter fiscal and
The program is vol,untary, but the
monetary restraints" that could lead to
government could withhold contracts
.....a recession .or _result . ..mandatory
or use other sanctions against coincontrols.. '

sie
ARTHRITIS DRIVE — CoHecting in the residential area of Murray for the Kentucky
Chapter,of the Arthritis Foundation were members of the Calloway. County High
School Chapter of the future Homemakers of America. Pictured, left to right, seated,
Shirley Elkins, Joy Kelso, Karon Walker, Sharon Walker, chapter president, standing,
Jane Greer, Cathy 'Crawford, Laura Morgan, and Kelly Pritchard.. Also assisting in the.
residential drive for Arthritis were the Murray High School Chapter of the FHA and the
Calloway County 4-H Clubs. The business and industry dri%e is being conducted by the
Theta Department- of the Murray Woman's Club; Thelma Warlord, chairman, and by
the Hazel Woman's Club, Carolyn Parks, chairman.
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...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...

• Stet elm.° by Debbie NLee

Mother Maybelle Carter's
Music Is Swig At Her Funeral
By RICHARD LOWE
Associated Press Writer
HENDERSONVILLE,
Tenn. (AP) — Country
music's
biggest
stars
remembered
Mother
Maybelle Carter with her
music as they sang and
/drummed their farewells.
It was the funeral of country
music's first lady,-and some

MTY BRUSH PICK-UP
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500 people swelled the First Baptist Church. its walls lined
with hundreds of floral
arrangements.
Dressed in his familiar
black, Johnny. Cash led his.
wife, Julie Carter Cash, in a
black gown and veil,and other
family members into the
church Wednesday as his
mother-in-law's rose-coveted
casket was rolled down the
aisle.
His voice cracking, Cash
said, knew her as a friend,
worker and fishin' buddy. In
the 18 years I knew her, I
never heard an unkind word
spoken against her and I never
heard her speak an unkind
word, even to me, and there
were times she could have.
She showed me only love. I
owe her my very life."
Mrs. Carter, a Country
Music Hall of Fame member
and part of the Original Carter
Family, died Monday at age 69
of Parkinson's disease.
Strumming his guitar and
singing "Keep on the Sunny.
Sid
'1 Mother Maybelle
classic, Tom T. Hall asked the
congregation to sing and clap.
Chet
Aktins
played
"Wildwood .Flower," best

known of Mrs. Carter's instrumentals, and the Oak
'Ridge Boys sang "That's Just
Like Jesus."
Among the counry
music_
greats at the service were
Minnie Pearl, Grandpa Jones,
Ear1&ruggs, Chet Atkins,
Rank Snow and Roy Acuff.
Hall and Cash read
telegrams
from
Kris
Kristofferson, Dolly Parton,
Tammy Wynette, Jimmy
Dean and President Carter.
Closing the service, Cash led
relatives around the open
casket, singing "Will The
Circle Be Unbroken." another
of Mrs. Carter's hits.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service Oct.
26. 1771
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act. 475 Est. 450 Barrows &
Gilts .75-1.00 lower Sows steady to .50
lower instances$1.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
$50.50-50.75
US 2 200-240 lbs
$550 00-50.50
I'S 24 340-250 IN
540.00-00_01)

Sows
US 1-2 2704501UL

-

US 14 300-5001dr
I'S 1-3 450400 lbs.
US 1-3 500450 lbs.
US 2-3 3100-500 lbs
Roars 33.00-36.50

$43 00-44.00
$41 00-43 00
$43 00-45 00
$45 00-46 00
$40 00-41 00
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A story on Page 14-A of the Wednesday edition about
Murray School System grade cards could have left the linpression Murray Middle students are bringing home nonreturnable report cards. That is not the case, according to
a school official. Middle students are to have their parents
sign the cards and return them to school. .
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The Murray Ledger & Times tries to cori•ci pmmptly any errors
in fact or clarity any misleading inlorrnation appearing in news articles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need

Jr

for clarification please all 753-1918

To Have Your
Brush Picked Up:

Ky. Lake Music Barn

I Have your brush by the street before first day of area's pick-up(Nov. 1i
2. Limbs must be sicked With cut end at street side, and no longer than 5
ft.
3. Logs. No larger thanI6 inches in diameter or longer theft-tfect.

Ralph Sloan &
The Tenn. Travelers
Fri. Oct. 27
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MEMPHIS, Tenn. !AP) —
Final rites for Pat Falwell Vernon Presley, 62-year-old
are being held today at 2:30 father of the late rock and roll
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H. star Elvis Presley, remained
Churchill Funeral Home with
in serious but stable condition
the Rev. Lynn - Walker, the at Baptist Hospital.
Rev. Dr. Jerrell White, and
hospitalized
was
He
the Rev. Jack Jones of- Tuesday after suffering
ficiating. The music is being
dizziness and a rapid heartpresented by the Sugar Creek beat.
Baptist Church Quartet with
Relatives said Presley was
Jack Miller as organist.
resting comfortably. "Vernon
active
as
Serving
is undergoing tests and they
Tminvparers are Otis. Luther,.
keeping him on oxygen,"
are
and James Geurin, and John
his brother Vester said
R., Otis, and L. B. Falwell. Wednesday. "We don't know
Honorary pallbearers are
how long he will be in the
Lowell Jones, Milton Walston,
hospital right now."
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WASHINGTON)AP) — President
Carter plans to send Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance to Geneva next month
for another round of strategic weapons
limitation talks with Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko, according to U.S. sources.
The ides-is to try to complete a treaty
and have it signed at a summit meeting
by Carter and Soviet President Leonid
I. Brezhnev- before the ena of the year.
The treaty would limit each country to a total of 2,250 strategic bombers and
intercontinental ballistic missiles. Soon
after completion, U.S. and Soviet
negotiators would get to work on a
follow-up treaty with further cutbacks.
After the last round of talks, in
Moscow earlier this week, a number of
key issues remain unsettled. They
include the range limitations to be
placed on land-and sea-launched U.S.
cruise missiles and the details for
restricting new weapons on both sides.
Still, U.S. officials say they have not
lost hope of completing the treaty by
Christmas.
Vance's meeting with Gromyko will
mark their ninth round of weapons
talks in less than two years. Overall,
the Americans and the Soviets have
been working on a treaty for six years.
On Wednesday, the Soviet newspaper
lxvestia said "definite circles" in the

United States that cling to cold war
attitudes are trying to impede'the arms_
limitation talks.
The article also accused the unnamed
groups of "artificially" tying up tAe
negotiations with other questions of
Soviet-American relations.
,The lzvestia article noted some
progress was made at the latest round
and "a relatively small number of
--questions...still remain outstanding."
It said use of the word "constructive"
by both sides to characterize the talks
"means that the stands on issues under
discussion have further become closer.
There remain certain differences in
approach. Further contacts will be
necessary for reaching a final
agreement on how to overcome these
differences."
The article was the first sign from the
Soviets that issues unrelated to armaments could be holding up a new
SALT treaty.
During the negotiations, U.S.
spokesman Hodding Carter told
reporters that unspecified other issues
were discussed during Vance's threeday visit.
On the homeward flight Tuesday, a
senior U.S._ official said there had been
"a frank exchange" over President
Carter's decision to begin production of
neutron weapons.
This was a diplomatic way of saying
the Soviets had registered their objections forcefully.
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WASHINGTON (AP) --'- Area Transit Authority for
President Carter left here barring advertising space on
briefly for an unannounced buses for a poster carrying the
visit to the late President slogan, "Someone in your life
Herbert Hoover's fishing is gay."
camp on the Rapidan River in
The group says the transit
rural Virginia.
agency violated a District of
During crisp autumn Columbia human rights law
weather Wednesday, Carter prohibiting discrimination on
and wife Rosalynn went by the basis of "sexual orienhalicopter from the White tation." The transit authority
House for the afternoon jaunt says the sign was barred
to the Blue Ridge Mountains under advertising guidelines
about 100 _miles west of that call for ayoiding ads
Washington. Camp Hoover, ."which
might be obnear the Appalachian Trail, jectionable to a substantial
was picked by the late' segment of _ the compresident in 1929 as a trout munity...."
fishing retreat after a search
for a wooded, mountain
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
retreat with trout streams but
no mosquitoes wiihin 100 miles conservative organization
says it is planning to organize
of Washington.
millions of American of
Eastern European descent
into a unified political force to
WASHINGTON (AP) —
elect conservative candidates
President Carter has signed a
and influence government
bill that requires the government to obtain court orders
"East Europeans comprise
for virtually all wiretaps on 15 percent of the American
telephones of foreign agents in
people, and although their
the United States.
high concentration in several
The law, formally known as of the larger states should give
the Foreign Intelligence them a decisive voice in the
Surveillance Act, provides domestic and foreign policy
"enough secrecy to ensure making process...
•
that intelligence relating to
national security can be
securely._ acquirTr_
revieirby courts and
Congress to safeguard
citizens' rights, Carter said
Wednesday.

WASIIINGTON AP) —
Risks of having sources
disclosed by the news media is
"the number one threat" to
U.S. intelligence gathering,
says CIA Director Stansfield
Turner.
Turner said Wednesday
intelligence leaks have caused
U.S. allies to lose confidence
in America's ability to keep
secrets and has prompted
friendly nations to withhold
information. He said, "The
real danger is that we will be
unable to conduct necessary
operations because of the
risks that they would be
disclosed."
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Gay Activists Alliance, a
group defending the interests
of homosexuals, says it has
filed a $10 million suit against
the Washington Metropolitan

For Lease-Oct. 1
15th and Main
Established Location
Solid Potential
Call Texaco Plant
753-2321

NOTICE
A 10% penalty will be added to 1978 City of
Murray Property Taxes if not PAID PRIOR TO NOVEMBER 1,
1918. Payments made by mail must be post-._
marked NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 31, 1918 to avoid the 10%
penalty, Payment should be made at the city
clerk's office, City Hall Building, 5th and Poplar'
Street, Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. and on SATURDAY OCTOBER 28 8:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.
4
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Board To Appeal Ruling On Church Schools

1th

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer

dd war
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A legal battle over whether
the state has a right to
regulate private, churchrelated schools will shift to the
slate Court of Appeals.
The state Board for
Elementary and Secondary
Education voted Wednesday
to appeal a circuit court ruling
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which held that the state
cannot regulate the Christian
schools.

The regulation limits a
junior high student to only one
year of competitive athletics
per grade. It is aimed at
redshirting, " in which a
prurnising athlete is volantardy held back one year —
generally in the sevinth or
eighth grades — to give him
an extra year of competition
and to give him an edge in
high school.
Education
Department
general counsel Ed Possett
said there was feeling thatthe
regulation
be
would
discriminatory ,A -,if
implemented in the middle of a
school year.
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS — Two freshman recipients of S200 scholarships awarded
Also the decision to hold
by the Department of Recreation and Physical Education at Murray State, University_
schools reopened that fall, the back a child was made last
chat with the departmental chairman. Shown (left to right) are: Pam Ambrosch of -w
board directed that legal spring before there was talk of
Clarksville, Tenn., Randy Auler of ft. Knox, and Dr. Chad Stewart. Miss Ambrosch, the
action be taken against the regulation," Fossett said.
presented the Pete Panzera ScholarThe state board also refused • daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Shepard, was
parents sending their children
ship in Physical education, while Auler received a departmenta: award. A recreation
to
proposal
for
approve
a
to the schools.
major, he is the son of M 'Sgt. and Mrs. Donald E. Callecod.
..
In other action, the board accrediting school nurses.
While
proposal
would
the
voted to delay until July.1, 1979
the implementation of a not require such accreditation
regulation aimed at stopping before a school nurse could be
the
hired, some board members
the practice of redshirting.
and
Superintendent
of
Public
The
was
regulation
scheduled to go into effect Instruction James Graham
upon approval by a legislative expressed concern that it
-Page One
Thu rsdiy, October 26,1978
review subcommittee, would eventually be made Section B
mandatory
by
the
Legislature.
probably in December.

The board indicated it would infringement, on religious
fight the case all the way to freedom.
the US.Supreme Court.
The board voted to retain
Board chairman Henry former Gov. Bert Combs and
The board also voted to ask Pogue Jr. said Tuesday that other
who
attorneys
other state education groups, he didn't see any way the case represented the state in cirincluding- the Kentucky wohid not go to the nation's cuit court to continue the legal
Education Association, the highest court because of the fight.
Kentucky School Boards basic issues involved.
Wigs`ruling was the result
Association and the Kentucky
Franklin .Circuit Judge of a suit filed in September
Association
of
School Henry Meigs ruled Oct. 4 that 1977 by the Kentucky
Actministrators4o join in the the state's attempt to regulate Association of Christian
appeal to the higher court.
the Christian schools was an Schools, several individual
schools, ministers ,and
-parents.
The suit was an outgrowth of
action.,by the state education
,
board, which refused to acls in
ti 20.Chrisatiamnaastchafooth
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PRINCETON, Ky.(AP) — both sides of the tanker, which
A one-mile radius of the
Officials
hoped
„
- - that some 20 has been burning since 18 cars derailed cars had been
rural western Kentucky of an 82-car Illinois Central evacuated since the accident.
families kept from their Gulf Railroad train derailed About 40 homes within two
homes for more than a week Oct. 17.
miles of the site were
Work crews removed three evacuated shortly after the
by a train derailment would be
more derailed cars Wed- derailment. The evacuation
able to return today.
Work crews detonated nesday, leaving only the two zone was extended one day
charges Wednesday night to burning vinyl chloride cars at last week to three miles, and
hasten fires in two derailed the site.
some 100 families, but then
The Memphis-to-Louisville reduced to a mile when the
chemical tank cars — fires
which kept the evacuation in line was reopened to traffic burning vinyl chloride tankers
Monday.
force for almost nine days.
appeared stable.
One of the Vinyl chloride
tankers exploded and burned
after the initial detonation, but
it took another to touch off the
second tanker at about 9:30
p.m. CDT.
"We'll try to open up the
evacuation area, probably in
Many people in the west Therefore, workers should
the morning, and get the folks
Kentucky
area do not seem to plan to supplement their
back home," Rob Baby of the
state fire marshal's office said be fully aware of the extent of Social Security benefits with
the protection they have under income from investments,
Wednesday night.
The fires in the tankers were Social Security, according to a savings, insurance or similar.
Social
Security forms of income.
expected to burn out by today local
Mbre information about the
and work crews hoped to spokesman.
Almost everyone knows that value of Social Security may
remove the tankers from the
Social
Security
pays be obtained by calling the
site, he said.
A large cloud of black retirement benefits. However, Social Security office in
smoke rolled from the first many workers are not aware Mayfield at 247-8095.
•
tanker after 'the blast and that Social Security includes
officials notified residents survivor and disability,
living north and east of the protection as well. There is
derailment,.A. the 3011604ln, also Medicare health. ina esA
surance.
Baby said.
The value of this protection
Persons sensitive to the
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
,chemical were told they could grows as the workers' ear-,
The problem of enforcing laws
relocate or stay in their flings grow. For most
prohibiting liquor sales to
homes. Most chose to stay, workers, the value of their
Social Security protection is minors is bigger than enRaby said.
forcement officers Can cope
The blast from the second probably greater than any life
insurance they have. For with, participants at the
tanker produced less smoke.
National Conference of State
"We have EPA (Environ- example, benefits payable to
surviving family members Liquor Administrators,
mental Protection Agency
Southern
Region, have
and state air quality people when a father dies can total as
agreed.
chasing the smoke, and they much as $200,000 over the
Illegal saes of alcoholic
get no toxic readings, which is years, according to the
beverages to minors was one
all very good," Ben Eason,an spokesman.
There are many people well of the major topics of
EPA spokesman at the scene,
discussion Wednesday. as
said after the second ex- below retirement age getting
representatives
of eight
Social
Security
checks.
Of
the
plosion.
southern states gathered here
Eason said there were two 34 million people now on the
,
2 million for the two-day meeting.
complaints
from
local rolls, more than 8'
residents after the first blast are under 62. This includes
that persons suffered minor disabled workers and their
skin irritations. Officials families and the survivors of
believed that was the result of deceased workers.
The spokesman added that
' the vapors mixing with rain
and causing a slight acidic another important item to
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
solution, Eason said, but remember is that Social
added, "We don't think that Security is portable; that is, The Owensboro-Daviess
County Hospital Board of
the protection stays with a
*situation was serious."
By late Wednesday night, person when he or she changes Governors has approved a ;1.7
million renovation and conofficials reported that the jobs, unlike many private
struction program that will
flame in the first tanker, pension plans.
As workers plan for include a new intravenous
which they believed contained
more vinyl chloride than the retirement, they should therapy room, dietary center,
that
Social storage area and morgue.
second, had subsided to about remember
Also included in the work
Security is only intended to be
the size of a torch.
approved
at Monday's board
a
partial
replacement
of
inOfficials continued to
come. It was never intended meeting will be a new 100-seat
monitor the air in the area.
. A witness to the first blast that benefits fully replace pre- coffee shop and expanded
income. pharmacy center.
said flames shot 70 feet from retirement
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Home Mike-1601 Broadway
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Owensboro Hospital

Expansion Approved

Dr. Fred W. Cox joins staff of
Broeringmeyer Chiropradic Center, Hwy.
94, 4 miles east. Hours am, to 5
---14Onday thru Thursday, Friday 9 a.m. to
noon. Other hours by special appointment.
...c.f.
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SACKGROUND
Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Mich. 1949-1952.
National College of Chiropractic, Lombard,Ill. 1963-1967.
Basic Science Certificates in Iowa and Utah.
Diplomat of National Board of Chiropractic Examiners.
Member of the-Missouri State Chiropractic Ass'n.
Member of the American Chiropractic Ass'n.
Member of the National Health Federation.
Ass'n
Member of, and instructor in CPR for the Am. Heart
Cardiology.
President of the Council on
Internists.
Fellow of the American College of Chiropractic
of Chiropractic.
College
Logan
Cardiology,
*Director of the Dept. of
QUALIFICATIONS IN CARDIOLOGY AND ECG
Course in lassie ECG at National College of Chiropractic.
Private study in ECG under the late Dr. Jacob Rosen, Osteopathic
Cardiologist of Kansas City.
Post graduate study in ECG at Kirksville Osteopathic College.
Post graduate study in ECG and diagnosis at the University of Missouri
School of Medicine(by invitation).
•
AUTHOR OF:
A Manual of Practical Electrocardiography for the Chiropractic Physician
•
A Manual of Office Cardiology for the Chiropractic Physician
Fundamentals of Auscultation (cassette tape). .
&Clinical Guide to Nutrition-and Herbs.
An Index of Herbs.
An Index Of Clinical Cardiology.
Tuking„the Myste_a_outLig
.
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The. TWINS are the newest additions to our family

1urrayBranch-1201 Main St.
Ph. 759-1639

• La Center Branch—U.S. Hwy.60
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"The place where thousands- are saving millions''

HOME FEDERAL
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH,KY.
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'•wetcome shower" for Sharon
and David. "M) first real
party," he said as he opened
up the gifts. Since then, he has
been guest of honor at farewell
parties at Hazelwood and at
the Cerebral Palsy School.
The Meyers packed his
clothes and toys while David
attended his last day at the
Louisville School. They left
one toy, a chess set, at the
tospital.,_ waiting _for him _aL_.
home was another, better set.
"He's become pretty good in
the -"hurt time he's-played the
game," Tom says.
The last how- at Hazelwood
was spent saying goodbye to
his friends. Ai Sharon Meyer
lingered. over a soft drink,
David became a little impatient. "Let's go, let's go
home," he urged.
It's a new life for David.

Rabies infected Cornea
Causes Death Of Woman
Hospital in Boise Aug. 5.after
By QUANE KENYON
paralysis and other symptoms
Associated Press Writer
—
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — A worsened.
.The man :died Aug. 20. The
Boise woman died after apparently contracting rabies next day, after an 'autopsy
from a transplanted cornea, found . no communicable
and about 150 people who may disease, a cornea was tranhave come into contact with splanted into the woman,
the woman and the cornea • Dixon said.
The woman was discharged
donor may have to undergo
painful rabies-shots, an Idaho three days later, but was
readmitted Sept. 27, when she
.
health official says.
State and regional health became ill. She died Oct. 10,
officials said they had not • ,tow..,,xon said.
Specimens. from both vicheard of previous cases of
someone contracting a serious tims were sent to. National_
disease from an organ tran- Institutes of Health in
Bethesda, Md., which consplant.
The victims were described firmed Monday that she died
as a 39-year-old Oregon man of rabies.
"We're assuming she
who died in August and a 36year-old Boise woman who contracted it from the corneal
died two weeks ago. Health transplant," Dixon said. •
Tests on the Oregon man
officials refused to release
have not been completed, but
names of the victims.
AtIout 150 persons, including there is "a Strong probability"
doctors and nurses, family that he also died from rabies,
members, ambulance Dixon said.
He said organs have to be
operators and others who may
have come in close contact alive to be transplanted, and,
.all
You can't wait until
with the victims are . being
possible tests are completed.
contacted about vaccination.
Authorities said some were They (doctors) proceeded in
to start im- their best judgment." • /
expected
munization today.
"It will depend on the
.
GEORGE GROSZ
significance of exposure
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
whether they will need the
-ItGeorge—Gsoasi...— vaccines," Dr. Fritz Dixon, The Hirshhorn Museum and,
director of the Central District Sculpture Garden Collection"
Health Department, said will be on display at the
Tuesday.
Hirshhorn
Smithsonian's
A new rabies vaccine, Museum through Jan. 14, 1979.
requiring only five injections
The museum says the 37
instead of the traditional 21 works on display span the
shots with two boosters, will career of the German-born
be available, he said.
satirist. It is the first public
Dixon said the Oregon man showing in its entirety of the
being treated in Baker, Ore., museum's collection of
for some sort of disease of the Grosz's work: 16 watercolors,
central nervous system was 17 drawings and four oil
transferred to St. Alphonsus paintings.
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CITIZENS OF THE MONTH — Citirens of the Month
Citizens of the Month for the month of September at
Calloway County High School are laDonj?owdy and
Ricky Cunningham. This honor is awarded ekh month by
the Student council to two outstanding seniors._ Miss
Dqwdy, the daughter of Mr. an d Mrs. Donald Dowdy, is
president of the Student Council and captain of the sarpity chei•rleaders. The son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Cunningham, Cunningham is president of the FFA., a regional
FFA officer and president of the senior class.
Staff Photo By Debbie Klee

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Dalkon W. Harrison, commissioner of the state Bureau
of -Energy Management, has
denied that "intrigue" or
disrespect on the part of his
office resulted in the cancellation of a $75,000 personal
service contract with a
Lexington advertising firm.
Mark Halleck, who helped
mold Gov. Julian Carroll's
-image--in the 1976 primary
race while working with a
Louisville ad firmrtriade the
charges and requested cancellation of the contract in a
July 7 letter to Harrison, The
Lexington Leader reported
Wednesday.
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The
said
newspaper
Halleck's firm; Bass &
Halleck Advertising Inc., had
completed six months of work

and Oardrn'Sixrtot —
FiWys 68 8. 641 S Miles North of. Benton
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totaling $22,000 at the time of Stapleton, who monitored the
contract, said they were
Halleck's letter.
Halleck declined all com- satisfied with Halleck's work.
"The product was exment on the letter, citing a
confidential "client and cellent," Stapleton said, but
agency" relationship, but Halleck and the department
Harrison allowed Leader. differed over the direction to
reporter Ray Cohn to read it. - be taken by the television ad
State records show Bass & campaign.
Halleck received the contract
Halleck wanted to emto "formulate a statewide
phasize the need to conserve
promotional campaign for
fuel during an energy crisis,
conservation
energy
bikthe department wanted to
'•
awareness:**
conlong-range
stress
denying
Harrison, in
ly
epid.
it tleentonrsa
ation,
a wSrtap
servation,
Halleck's charges, said
to
"communications" problems
Halleck's letter on July 17,
arose from Halleck's inexHarrison said,"I cannot agree
perience in "dealing with the
sometimes frustrating .but that you were not shown trust
nor respect. True, we exernecessary terms of state
contracts and our sometime cised out rightful option to
insist on what we wanted, but
rigid attitude."
Both Harrison and his this was not because of lack of
deputy commissioner, John-- --trust or t

11111.1.

MU*
ALLERGY
REUEF
MEDICINE

Fruit Treesr Shade Trees,
Dogwoods, Hollys, Azaleas,
Yews

•

Harrison Denies That Intrigue
Had Part In Pact Cancellation

Special Boy Gets New Home
Through Department Program
LOUISV111E.Ky. — A very disturbed children. Also,
special boy got a new home training for foster parents who
recently., thanks to a new will care Kir children. with
Department for Human developmental disabilities or
is
handicaps
Resources program ' for physical
scheduled to begin shortly.
handicapped children.
•'Foster care for children
r not his real name )
.
bits never had a home of his With special needs is a part of
Own, in all of his 12 years. He the department's "New
"lias given up for adoption Directions' effort, started last
:Shortly after he was born, but year," explained Human
:no ?lime could be found for Resources Secretary Peter
- want--te preside
Lc-severely -Certn-:
impaired by cerebral palsy. alternatives to institutional
For the past five years, he care for those like David who
has lived at Hazelwood .can benefit from it. There will
-Hospital in Louisville. He has bernorg_stories like David's in
been attending the Cerebral coming months."
Palsy School, riding to and
Hospital personnel who
from the hospital on a bus have worked with David say
equipped to handle his that he needs the kind of in„wheelchair.
dividual attention hell gel
'... Now David is the foster son with the Meyers. Sharon
ef Tom and Sharon Meyer of Meyer is aware that the boy
'Xenton County. Under the "needs to be pushed a lot —
Department for Human he's a little bit lazy." But she
'Resources' specialized foster points out that David can use
care program, the Meyers can one hand, and when he's in a
expect that David will remain swimming pool he can kick his
in -their home until he's 18 and legs. "I feel there's something
no longer eligible for foster there to build on," she says. "I
care.
believe he can eventually
The Meyers will be reim- make a life for himself." ,
bursed at a special per diem
The decision to match David
rate for the care they give
David and the Meyers was made
Because
David.
requires a good deal of after careful deliberation on
assistance, the special rate is the part of both Human
higher than the per diem paid Resources personnel and the
in the regular foster care Meyers themselves. The
program. Also, Human Meyers and the other families
Resources will provide the involved in the pilot project
special equipment David attended a series of training
needs, a new wheelchair and classes to learn how to care
lift to help in moving him from for handicapped children.
The Meyers made several
bed to chair or chair tcr
trips to Hazelwood to get
bathtub.
'The specialized foster care acquainted with David and
program is a first for Ken- also had him to their home for
tucky. It is a pilot project weekend visits_ After a. few
involving 10 northern Ken- visits, David himself extucky families. The depart- pressed the wish to live with
ment has another specialized Tom and Sharon. OR the last
foster care program which visit before David moved to
se.ev_i_c.e_s emotionally his new homes relativesgave a

a
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What's it Like For A Teacher To Go To Jail?
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By MARK SULLIVAN
Associated Press Writer
MILFORD, Conn. (API —
Jim Santo tbld his three young
children he was going to camp
— the kind of story many
parents come up with to explain to a child something that
Just can't be explained.
Santo did, in fact, go to
camp. He spent six days at the
National Guard's Camp
Hat-tell, with some 260 other
Bridgeport teachers jailed
last month for ignoring a
back-to-work order during a
19-day strike.
It was the. largest mass
jailing of striking teachers in
American history but only one
episode in a widely fought
labor battle of the 1970s.
The National Education
Association says there have
been 130 teacher strikes in 21
states this fall. Last year,

. there were 152, and in 1975-76,
203. And,• says an NEA
spokeswoman in Washington,
--What we are seeing more of
than ever is increased jailings
of teachers."
What is it like for a teacher
who has always led a lawabiding life? What pushed him
to it? How did his life change?
• The strike left Santo with a
rocky family budget, a
temporarily alienated 3-yearold — and a sense of accomplishment.
Santo is a math teacher at
the Blackham Middle School
Biidgepeff!-Ile- is not
union officer, but if court
appealt fail, he faces personal
fines of $2,100 — $350 for each
day he defied the order.
He thinks the NEA and its
Conpecticut branch will help
pay any fines, but Santo says
the salary he .lost was
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UJNAT AM I GOING TO
00;CHARLIE BROWN? I
BLANKET'
CAN'T GET
AWAY FROM THAT CAT!

U)HY PONT 40U SURPRISE
HIM ?PROP DOWN ON
E-(IM FROM A 1-iEL1COPTER

"devastating." the board."
the extent we allowed our- with some bitter feelings,- he abuse" of his authority, no where there are
60 or 70 people
"We won't starve, but we're
And, of course, there was selves to be used "He said the -•
feelings toward the "jailbird" catcalls.
who wouldn't hurts fly who
hurting," he said. "I called all salary. But Santo says the 13.5 leadership
could not have board. "We'll go by the ward
And his initial fears about are willing to go to jail. You
my creditors. They were very percent wage increase over
stampeded the teachers. And of the contract now. There's going to jail, he said, didn't didn't feel alone."
for
accommodating
ac- two years won't make up
—
when it was over, he said, the going to be a lot of animosity," last.
The IMP'he went to was no
commodating, but I still have the pay he lost. Under the new
strike had drawn the teachers Santo said.
"What broke my ner- maximum-security
prison,
to pay."
average together
the
contract,
— "like fanuly....a
One thing Santo says he did vousness
was
the but Santo rejects Bridgeport
And his family paid another Bridgeport teacher makes good
feeling."
not find is disrespect from ridiculousness of the whole Mayor John Mandanici's label
price, especially 3-year-old $15,800 a year, up from just
The teachers also emerged students — "no flagrant thing. You walk into court of "country club."
Rebecca.
under $15,000, school ofl1a
"She wasn't affectionate," say.
said Santo. "She wouldn't sit
"I wanted more; I can't
on my lap. Cold, surprised, I survive on what I get now,"
don't know what."
Santo said. He teaches night
He and his wife, Veronica, school and his wife teaches
had told Rebecca and sons adult classes part time.
Aaron, 5, and Matthew,
INSIMANCE- BONDS—REAL ESTATE-10$ E. 121N ST., BENTON
Santo admits the possibility
-lignoSt 2, that Daddy "was at that the 11E-A stressedcamp." Santo said that each militancy this year • for
day he phoned, Rebecca asked reasons that were not
if that was the day he would Bridgeport's
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
alone
—
come home. When,he did, it nationwide resistance to tax
took a couple of weeks for her increases, for example, or
to warm up to him.
organizational battles with the
But Santo said the issues American Federation of
were important to him, and to Teachers.
the 22,500-pupil school system
"We were very possibly
— whose heart, he feels, is used.by the CEA (Connecticut
teachers "in the pits," not Education Association) and
administrators
downtown; the NEA," he said, but then
whose chronic ill, he feels, is a ,added: "We were used only to
lack of equipment, supplies
and
specialists;
whose
operations, he feels, are
"totally political."
Santo believes the strike
showed school and city ofLONDON (AP) — The
ficials that teachers won't be
t
Your One-Stop Shop for Electronic Toys
second-class citizens, and dollar nosedived on foreign
exchange
markets
today,
gave teachers "the feeling
that we were able to stand up reflecting continuing foreign
dismay over President Carto the board of education."
"They run a school system ter's anti-inflation program.
that I can't believe survives," The U.S. currency hit a
postwar low of 179.575 yen in
he said.
For years teachers, PTAs Tokyo, dropping below the 180
and others have complained mark for the first time.
Gold, the traditional. hedge
about crowded classrooms in
decaying school buildings in inflationary times, was
without adequate gyms and fixed at $233.30 art-- ouake in
libraries. Teachers say they London, compared to $230.125
FUN FOR ONE
A GREAT GIFT!
must buy their own paper and Wednesday. In Zurich, it
opened
at
$233.625
an
ail
ounce,
PLAYERS
TWO
crayons.
OR
4-IN-1 TV GAME PRACTICE
Santo doesn't live in compared to $230.625 WedScoreboard°
TV
TV Scoreboard
Bridgeport, and his son nesday.
by
Shace
Radio
by Radio Shack
Early
dollar
rates in
doesn't attend school there. In
Europe:
his kitchen in suburban
SQUASH
TARGET SQUASH
Frankfurt-1.7645
West
Milford, Santo displayed a
95
aeht. 21.41
brochure from Aaron's school German Marks, compared to
Reg.
Reg.
— half the size of BlackhainT---1,7845 Wednesday,
•
Paris-4.08625 French
•••
-39"
29"
but with twice the specialists
HOCKEY
PRACTICE SKEET
francs,
compared, to 4.13.
otlie•
in music, physical education,
11.
Wednesday.
guidance, and athletics.
All the frustrations, he said,
In London, it took $2.0537 to
14 WWI
TENNIS
crystallized for him in Sep- buy a British pound, comHOCKEY TENNIS
tember. "I think that hap- pared with $2.02725 Wed1.,••110
Compete with
Have year round
pened for a lot of teachers," he nesday. It was the first time
kids at 4 sports
fun with hockey,
said. "They just got sick and since November 1975 that the
games and 2
tennis, squash
tired of taking garbage from pound jumped over $2.05.
shooting games
or practice ReWith pistol. Reg
mote control
(A HELICOPTER?
6 "AA" batts. or
Reg 6 'AA
SC CAIRO^1101
v scosesommj
AC adapter.
batts or AC
i aurae nas_a_fa
60-3061
adapter. 604060
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SAVE
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Why not start your weekend
We realize that weekends are for relaxing and en
So why not take a break from cooking and dishes and come e
We have a great choice for that steak-and-potato
or quiche for those with different tast

Just take a took -at our menu-nowCUB SCOUTS — The first Pack activity of the year for
Pack 73 of Southwest Ciloway Elementary School was
the Murray State University Homecoming Parade on
Saturday. The Cub Stouts are, left to right, front row, Rick
Smith, Christopher Paschall, Wesley Dean Warren, Larry
- McClellan, Mitchell Nesbit(, Joe Willett II. Back row, left to
right, are Sarnmy Smith, Tommy Vance Jr., Brad Houston,
'Dustin Darnell, Troy Turner, Joey Foutch and David Cap_
Ps-
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- WASHINGTON ( AP) — centrate on wearing down the
'Vietnam has sent 10,000 to smaller Cambodian forces
15,000 reinforcements to •ts with steady pressure.
There is virtually no support
army facing Cambodia amid
among
the analysts for the
• 'expectations of intensified
fighting within the next feW ..idea that the Vietnamese
weeks. U.S. intelligence might attempt to drive deep
into Cambodia, possibly
. sources say.
toward
the capitol of Phnom
These sources, who declined
to be named, estimated that Penh.
U.S. officials said the
Vietnam now has about 100,000
have
been
fighting men in position to Vietnamese
push deeper into Cambodia if training and organizing
Hanoi decides on such a move. Cambodian refugees into
The reinforcements are said military units and they expect
to have arrived in southern these exiled soldiers to help
Vietnam from the north within fight against Cambodian
government troops. There are
the last month.
reliable
estimates,
are no
The
Vietnamese
reportedly in effective control however, of. the number of
of _ an irregular strip of refugees involved.
territory- on the Cambodian Intelligence specialists said
side of the border. However, there is no evidence to support
most of their units are reports that China has supdeployed in five Vietnamese plied the tiny Cambodian air
provinces within striking force with MiG jet fighters.
distance of Cambodia, the
sources said.
-Fightik between the two
one-time Communist allies --after
their
it
began
Indochinese victories of 1975
BEREA, Ky. (AP) — An
— has slowed during the rainy
season. but U.S. intelligence 8,000-foot well is being drilled
on the W.J. Hamilton Sr. farm
:sources say the Vietnamese
have been conducting bat- near here in a searEhlor oil.
Patrick Gooding of the
talion-sized sweeps while
-Cambodian troops have Kentucky Geological Survey,
,staged small hit-and-run based in Lexington, said it is
the deepest well ever drilled in
attacks into Vietnam.
In one recent action, the Madison County.
Four
crews
from
Cambodians were reported to
have made an unsuccessful Appalachian Drilling Co.,
effort to recapture the town of Charleston, W.Va., are
Snuol, which the Vietnamese working around the clock at a
4 captured earlier this year.:-- cost of $5,000 a day, said Tony
With the onset of the dry Rivera, a petroleum conseason. U.S. analysts predict sultant from Fairfield Glade,
some Vietnamese battlefield Tenn.
"If oil is not discovered at
initiatives in coming weeks.
The consensus among in- the site, the land will be
telligence specialists is that leveled and restored and the
the Vietnamese will con- hole will be plugged with
concrete," Rivera said.
Mineral rights on the -farm
have been leased by Texas
West Bay Co., Houston, he
said.
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Search For Oil
Berea
Begins At

Wiey or FKENCH ONION SOUP
with rne[tec. cheese crouton. .
1.50
QUICHE -with ham .
1.55
Seafood-QUICHE...
115
SHIVMP COCKTAIL.
2.15
SAUTEED MUSHROOMS. .2.50
Served in the skillet

NEPTUNE CUPES. . ...5.95
c'nuriks- of- sh rimp and lobster
in a crearnj seajood sauce

STKOGANOFF-CKEPES...495
-tender strips of beef terierloirt
simmered in seasoned
sour cream sauce

cSaladhar maybeadded
for only 95perperson

BURGER served with tomato

,
sthe
lettuce&- pickle ,-)
/21b, beforeccoking (..0?

Abducted Woman
Escapes Wednesday
,
GARRISON, Ky.(AP) — A
young woman abducted in her
home city of Dayton, Ohio,
escaped from her captor
Wednesday in Lewis County,
Mate police Said
_
A dispatcher at the
Morehead police post said the
woman; 22, was abducted
Tuesday night in Dayton and
driven to Kentucky. Police
said the woman had been
sexually assaulted.
She managed to escape
from her abductor's car about
8 miles from Garrison in
Lewis County and ran to a
nearby home where she called
police, officers said.
State Police said the investigation was continuing.

$OIOLDS

T

State Taxes
- To Increase

FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) —
The federal government may
be giving, but the state plans
on taking — up to 6 percent —
away.
The federal income-tax cut
recently voted by Congress
will mean an increase of at
least $5 million..a year in the
amount of state income tax
Kentuckians pay, according to
state Reitenue Department
officials.
State tax law allows the
subtraction of federal tax
payments from income before
state payments are computed.
Thus, as federal taxes go
down,state taxes go up.
State
Revenue
Commissioner Maurice Carpenter
estimated Wednesday that the
gain in state income-tax
revenue would be $5 million a
year.
Depending on a taxpayer's
income bracket, the added
state- payments will range up
to 6 percent of the federal tax
savings, said Paul Tanner, the
department's
research
director.
The increase in state
revenue will start coming in
next Feb. 15 when employers'
withholding returns are due,
Tanner said.
As the money saved in
federal taxes circulates 4,in
7. Kentucky, there will be some
increases in revenue fropi
other.state takes'suck as the
sales tax, Carpenter said.
However, no estimate of
---that-altuainthas.beets mask—
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Intensified Fighting
Predicted In Vietnam
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Mushroom; BURGER

2.85

mushrooms sauteed in sherry
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EBUKGEk vvilAtriAN 32'
CHEESEBLAUE.ft tiNDRE5sp...2.85
CHEPESURGE aussED.1.15
(tomato, lettuce,Oniorl & pickle)

VERSAILLES, Ky.(AP) —
Woodford Fiscal Court has
voted to entec,into a contract
with the Woodford County
Humane Society for use of a
new animal shelter.
The shelter is to be built on a
half-acre donated . to the.
humane society by the
Sylvania Corp, and will
replate,the county dog pound.
The peund has been I
criticized for having no heat,
automatic water system or pet
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Portions arefor little tionmks

71otPRIME RIB SANDWIN
Served on Pucrip8rnickel
Includes Salad Bar.......495
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BURGER WIi h steakfries,
GnI0P7, lettuce, tomato and pickle
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Fried CHICKEN three pieces

with steukfries 273

x IIED&BRRI

Animal Shelter
Set In Woodford

,

QUEEN FILET with baked potato....

3:15
415

PRIME 111B with bakedpotato..
PEANUTBUTTER AND JELLY
SANDWICH.
.
....PRICELESS
You'll be itnazed aiwfiA.
tour
chefriocsftr

this American cle/icacy. ItSjust like
Mother tAsed to make on the Dakota plains.
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kend in Dakota?
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elaxing and enjoying.
S and come eat with us Friday night?
•
ak-and-potato person
h different tastes.
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• 1- NOTICE

1. LEGAL NOTICE
I WILL NOT BE responsible
for any debts other than my
I own, as Or October 19, 1971.
Kennett+ H. W•son.
2. NOTICE
6th ANNIVERSARY SALE
in
• now
progress Special
savings pn china, earthware,
stainless and crystalWe just
might have your pattern. 65.
discount on sterling flatware
in stock. Towle and Oneida.
The Side Door.
ATTENTION SINGERS,
Song Writers and Groups,
Allied Productions is looking
for new artists end new
material in all fields, for
record labels. If you think
you qualify call 615-255-8184
or 615-255-6912, or wife

.••••••.

Allied
Productions,
Division

If You
Need Thom:
'Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rem
7534952'
Wain
753-9332
Hospital
153-5131
.11591980c2
Nue
Wier
759-4141
Cimeerehensire
Care
7534622
Pena Ceeksi . . 753.7511
Seder Maw . .. 153.1929
. 753-110
Moeda .
Leers Te
. . 753-22118
fa*

1300

St., Suite 307 Nash
ville, Tennessee,37203.
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 753-3121.

well take your-Order friday.

Ikon
419-2414
Pasetfbeermees. 759-1792,
7594815 or 153-9261 ,

Swimming
Pools

SOCIAL
- CONCERNS
COMMITTEE
&
THE LEDGER
& TIMES

Western Ky. Pools
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Vacancy
- In State Approved
Licensed Family Care
Nome
753-6392
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40 OFF 5-RANCISCAN
(open stock-) earthware, 20
Lenox Temperware,(open
stock), 10. discount on entire
stock of merchandise. It's
our birthday party and we
want to give you a present.
Oct. 25 thru Nov. 4. The Side
Door.
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NBEYE i0oz.
785
Te BONE____•---16
8.75
FILET MIGNON 86z.
895
NEW IOW STNP 0.-12oz.
SEAFOOD NEW131.1116
Aon/meitzzei/ita,A,te),74e40440paace
FRENCH ONION SOUPAkeluda at/ad.360/
HAM QiiiCHE
3.75
SEAFOOD QUICHE /4516-4- am%
350
gaati-dfgaec4SHRIMP4-4,-07-210)4e-ce- 5.25
SHRIMP ALMONDINE,-4frtlio,/cezeit2-666 5.95
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:
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•
6oz. tod/uzzoivitca&v 895
LOBSTE
1 14%.
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STEAK arid LOBSTER. se,6e,aeon-Aleta/nd
9.95
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CHICKEN TEIVYAKI
1;4
SOUP n' QUICHE
-fil/giviz4ahldilait/)
(
3.25
Ham and seafood
Seafood
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L•A Specialty At

Starks Hardware
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SECURITY GUARDS: Shift Work, Excellent
fringe benefits and pay.
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Send confidential resume including salary
requirements to

•al

Industrial Relations Manager

I1.•

,
3.11.43.3J

P.O. Box 610 ..
Paris, Tennessee 38242
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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fatfrie ZUCC NINI
FRBSII VSGSTABbS5 Deep
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--Strawberry Crepe.......• .. .1.50
Gold'Rush Crepe . .
1 50
jour
Crepe du
(eirdalitfit
('‘i4461.9t4f,a2.
Cheese Cake
1.00 •

Coffee or Taster's Choice .
5
.35
Soft Drirks
Fresh I y-brewed Iced Tea . .35
45
Milk
.35
P.'ot oS Hot Tea
35
Diet Drink
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MILK

Personal Properfill)Antiques
Early American living room suite, French
Provincial coffee 'n end tables; 25.5 chest freezer
(Gipson); 17' refrigerator (Tappan); large breakfast table 'n 6 chairs (chrome); automatic washer
'n dryer;
Duncan Phyfe dining room set -- consists of large
table 'n 6 chairs (with leaf 'n pad), buffet, large
china cabinet, also a corner china. This set is from
the Margonton collection 'n all pieces are of expert
workmanship 'n mint condition - some cut glass
pieces plus other collectables.
Tools 'N Miscellaneous
One lot of gun, fishing, plumbing, 'n electrical
items; wooden storage racks; tool boxes; 3009 ft. of
Yellow Poplar lumber (planed and some boards4/5
to V" wide); Sears 34 hp air compressor; Snapper
Comet 8 hp riding mower; Yazoo self-propell
mower; hand tools galore! All-'these items are in a
large garage that contains too numerous items to
name in detail.
The above listing of items are ail in excellent condition and very clean.
Owners, leonard Burton & Fay Burton
Terms, Cash or check (with proper
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Immediate Opening
PLANT'NURSE: RN Certificate, Shift Work,
Desire industrial nursing experience.
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Personnel Office
Murray Calloway County Hospital
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RNs and I.P145 to staff new modern wing of City
County hospital. All shifts available. New salary
scale effective Nov. I, 1978. Excellent benefit
program including paid hospitalization, life in.
surance and retirement plans.
,
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12th & Poplar
753-1227 .
FREE PARKING!

A4•441-
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WE ARE NOW FRANCHISED dealers for Vernonware, Poppytrail and
Mason dinnerware. The Side
Door, 104 W. 11th. St.,
Benton, Ky.
YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEEDLINE.753-6333.
5.-L05T Arr-OUN6---- ----FOUND: A BLACK kitten,
red collar, in Canterberry
subdivision. Call 753-5763.
6. HELP WANTED
RECEPTIONEST
SECRETARY for dental
office. Send resume to P.O.
Box 32-G. .
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We copy and
photographs.
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CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
*Portraits
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MED. RARE-pi-0444A Center,
MEDIUR-•ia.44•4k 4tori,ft,

Call
Dan Miller

GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759-4600.

We now have the
Love Studio negatives.
If you -had pictures
made at Love's during
the past 25 years, we
can supply you with
reprints.
CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
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All SPECIALTIES include
our salad bar except where indicated.

NEED AN
AUCTIONEER?
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STARKS BROTHERS AUCTION COMPANY
Paul 52-i414
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Renton, Ky
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um WANT ADS
le. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
A RECENT U.S. Govern. nient Bill offering tax CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
rebates for energy con wall pipe 4" X 30", 517 88
servation
products
.110...Instulatio4 kit. 126.95._Wallin
homeowners lust
passed Hardware, Paris, TN.
October, 1978, has created
EXERCISER, 3
one of the fastest growing BleYCLE
24"
business in the country We positions, $40 10 speed
753.9778
have a limited number of bicycle, SS() Call
dealerships available for our after 5 pm
full line of energy con
$3.115 BUYS All Of THIS
servation products, Urea
Formaldehyde
Foam
1-ladien Head Penny
insulation, Cellulose Spray
1-Laterty Nickel
On Insulation, Solar Systems
1-0.affaki
Attic Fans,- Storm Doors,
1 -large Peony eng
etc..., with both installation
1•WW 11 1943 Penny
and ma
Gging training open,
but Cl
up rapidly. No
Peolows
fees. Ike are interested only
Before 1970.,
in • selling our products_
1-Wooden Nickel
Write,. A.E.C.O..
Box
1.17 Mist Peso, 25 yrs
2571, Warminster, Pa. 18674
1196*5 Peony 'arc)
Or call Mr. Casey at 215674
5723
1 &we 1960-0 Smell
12.1744URANCE
Dote Penny
I 5 Mint Penny 25 yrs.
W. we neei writing insutance
Hos Free two S 1141
on mobile homes, with 3 WI
Plus Ow Free Gift
ferent companies. For best
Plus Out free Bracher.
rates contoct Wilson In
surance and Reel Estate. 302
Seed $3.95 awl 25' postage
N 12th 753-3263.
to
JIM DOWN()6 CO.
Sone 5 Pit Ed, V•••••••• Vkloge
low. Ps 1111/16

A. HELP WANTED
COOK WANTED Appty at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Or Apply in
person only between 9 am
and 5 pm.
DEPENDABLE LADY to
livelive in and care for lady
-invalid Time off, salary,
room and board. 759 1661
GIRL WANTED TO WORK,
4 am 118T, MOrl. through
Sat Apply in person, no
phone call please
Dixie
Cream
Doughnut, 1006
Chestnut St.

t Sailly-14e.PleL

4

BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

24. MISCELLANEOUS

41. PUBLIC SALES

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

46. HOMES FOR SALE

FREEZER BEEF Choice
GIANT RUMMAGE SALE
grain fed aged beef. Front First
Christian Church, 11'1
quarter 5.45 cents a pound,
N. 5th. iSat. Oct 28, 8:00-3:00.
whole or side S 95 cents a [tomes.
• sizes._ 'kitchen
pound Hind quarter 51.05 utensils, all
decoralW. items.
cents a pound hanging Drawing
tar handmade quilt
weight Food stamps ac
at 2:00.
cepted We also do custom
Paris Meat
slaughtering
SALE, Fri.
Processing, 612 8201. One 3 PARTY YARD
warner
mile north of Paris on old and Sat. 8 pm 'Men,
and childrens clothing, hand
Murray road.
crafts. Everything prited to
sell. 711 p_a_plar St.
26. TY-RADIO
Oct.
CB RADIO, Ham equipt- YAtRID SALE 9.4, SAT.,
ment, Linears. Call 474-2718. 28. at 907 Vine. Lots of new
items Real nice childrenS
RCA 25" Color television
ctothing, tables and dishes.
console, $150. Phone 753.3384 Don't
miss this one
after 5 Orn•
YARD & GAR-AGE SALE,
__ _
•
44441. S.4.4)0406tr-27
27. MOB.HOME SALE'S-Chestnut St. at corner of N
5th Dishes, clothing, some
other
FOR SALE BY OWNER."). tools,
furniture,
Mobile home, 1978 model, household items, old and new
never used, 14 X 70. all miscellaneous items.
electric, 2 baths and 3
YARD SALE Fri and Sat.
bedrooms 411ust be seen to be
27 and 28 at 608 S 9th St.
appreciated. Call Bob Futrell Oct.
If rain, will be held following
at 753-7668 days or 753 2391 Fri.
and Sat.
nights.
YARD SALE, Fri 84,2 bunk
FOR SALE, 12 X 60 2 BR,
beds, 2 chairs, coffee maker,
extra nice. Call 489.2774.`
ladies clothes, 7,8,12 and 16.
1972 TORNADA, 12 X 52, 2 Shoes, 6,8 and 82 Childrens
bedroom, with gas heat. Call tops and shirts, size 12. Mens
753 3173.
suits, shirts and sweaters,
10 X SO MOBILE HOME in other items. 1111 Main. If
excellent conditon. On choice ?a in will beheld in basement.
shaded lot in Baywood Vista
on Kentucky Lake. This 43. REAL ESTATE
home is set up and ready to
into.
immediate
move
possesion. Contact Bobby
Futrell, 753-7668 days and
753,2394 nights.
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME. 2
Souteside Court Sc:oore
bedroom, all electric, new
Murray, Kentucky
carpet throughout, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, air
conditioner, S4900. Call 753.
3143.
28. MOB.HOME RENTS
COMMERCIAL LOT ON S.
1968 SHELBY MOBILE 12th St. 1.61 acres with over
Home. 12 X 65, 3 BR, 1 1:2 285 ft. of road frontage. Ideal
bath, central heat and air, for franchise business. Hard
to find this size lot in this
furnished. Call 753,1725.
area. Contact NELSON
HOMES
and
MOBILE
SHROAT CO REALTORS,
mobile home spaces for rent
759.1707.
at Riveria Courts. Call 7533280
•
"ti. P.otar Benton
TWO BR TRAILER, Shady
Oaks Trailer Ct. Call 7535209.
12 X 60, 2 bedroom, water
furnished. Call 753-0957.
10 X 55,2 BR mobile home on
private lot. Call Ben Nix, 7533785 after 5 pm.
29. HEATING & COOLING

BRAND NEW CABIN-Rustic
PACK TONIGHT and be
cypress
exterior. Liviag .
&inlay Sootiest - -ready for the weekend in this
room with beamed -ceiling,
completely furnished lake
Realty Sales
kitchen with stove and
front condominium, your for
(01 4446111111110
refrigerator, 2 bedrooms and
only $14,950. DONALD R
AucUoneer Realtor.
1 bath. New carpeting,
TUCKER REALTOR, 753
reser
BOYb.MAJORS
furnished with couch and
Ph 1901 ir258111 479-3713
4312.
chair, dining room table and
REAL
ESTATE
South Fulton Tenn
4 chairs, one set of bunk
47. MOTOR CYCLES
753-8080
beds, and curtains
This
1977 KAWASAKI 650, 51600
cabin is insullated. Good buy
Call 759-4104.
ices
Professional Serv
at $9,900. NELSON SHROAT
HOUSE FOR SALE BY
1972 SL. 350'.NONDA, good
With The retiredly Touch'.
CO. REALTORS. 759,1707.
OWNER. Lovely home 4
condition, $325. Call 492.8102
miles SE of Murray, 2 BR,
after 4 pm.
WE'RE SOLD OUT. If
large living area, kitchen
48. AUTO.SERVICE
and utility room. 2 car
you want 3 full time ofCAR BA,TTERILS, 36 month garage, garden spot, pasture
[ices to go to work on
puattaftee, 85 amp, $26.99.
and barn, storage building
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
the sale of your
with concrete floor. Large
USEDCARS--trees.:arrd -shrubs. New welt •
business, cottage, lake
and seteic tank. 112 acre lot,
1973 BUICK REVERIA,
QUEEN
farm
or
lot,
home,_
115' X 550, 531,000. Call 753loaded, extra sharp, $2650.
whatever you have
1463 after 6:30 pm.
Call 4)4-8822.
'ID-MAJORS
CALL US NOW - 753KOPPERUD REALTY has
Part time female. Daly
1974 BUICK REGEL, AM
REAL ESTATE
five
full-time
sales
8080 - BOYD-MAJORS
FM stereo, excellent con
help %anted. Must be
753-8080_
professionals to assist you in
dition. 'Midnight blue, white
the "ProfeSsional Ser18 years of age. No
Real Estate matters. If you
interior and white vynil top.
vices With The Frienhave a question regarding
Professional Services
Call 753.6962.
phone calls. Apply in
With The Friendly Touch"
Any phase of real estate
dly Touch." Boyd ..--3822.-COU GA R X R-7. Green
person, but NOT betactivity, give us a call at 753Majors Real Estate,
with saddle Landau top and
1222, or stop by our convkeen 11 air. and 2
interior, all the extras. Calf
105
N.
12th.
veniently
located
off
ice
at
711
B.
V. Bi-level, loaded
•
4902 after 6 pm.
759,
Main.
We
at
KOPPERUD
with
quality.
1971 CHEVROLET VAN,
3
REALTY want to be YOUR
WHY PAY RENT? When you short wheel base, 6 cly.,
bedroom,2 bath, great --Real Estate People.
shift; excellent
POSITION OPEN at the
can own this 3 bedroom brick standard
room
w/fireplace,
home at an affordable price. condition, $1175. Call 474-8842
Ledger & Times for a clerk
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
electric
heat, wali-ta.
typist. Must be proficient in
Good home in quiet neigh. after 5 pm
Call after 4 pm,759,4008.
wall carpeting. Enjoy
spelling. Full time position.
borhood with lovely land
1975 CUTLASS SUPREME,
FOR SALE HOLLOWEtN
ANAISM
fringe
Excellent
--er.aped yard. Backyard is has everything,factory tape,
benefits.
peace and quiet in this
pumpkins for the kids, also
a
home
is
neat
as
fenced
and
Applications may be picked
swivel bucket seats, with'
pie, freezer, canning and
scenic location. Call
pin throughout. All the, work reversible cushions, tilt
up at the Ledger & Times
pumpkins. Pete
eating
Today
is already done for you, so wheel, Cruise, factory mags.
Office from 8 am to 5 pm
For
ApHenson, Old Murray-Paris
don't let this opportunity Deep metallic green with
weekdays.
Rd. 753.2542.
pointment.
Boyd
pass. Phone KOPPERUD white /
1
2 top and interior,
REGISTERED
NURSES
EIOYD-MAJORS"
.
"
FOR SALE 55 Gallon drums.
Majors Real Estate,
REALTY,753-1222.
$3250. Call 753-7765.
and LPNs. Applications
Thornton Tile and Marble, S.
105
N.
12th.
REAL
ESTATE
being taken for nurses aids.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
1975 CHEVROLET Malibu,
9th. St. Murray, Ky.
Apply at Westview Nursing
753-8080
1
2 39,000 miles, $2250. Call 47/FOR RENT OR SALE /
VACUUM
SALE:
FOR
Herne, S. 16th. Murray,
2742.
acre lot ready to move on,
LAWN sweeper, only used as
EXECUTIVE
HOME.
Professional Services
WANTED REAL ESTATE
city water, $30. per month 1952 CHEVROLET, 4.000r,
Cost
demonstrator,
REALISTIC PRICE. There
With
Th.
Friendly
Tomb
Salesman, licensed in state
with option to buy. Roberts $175. 1954 3 quarter ton
wholesale 1479. Now $350.
are
a
lot
of
people
who
say
Estate, 3 miles east of Chevrolet, $150. Also a Zenith
of Kentucky. Call Wayne
Call Miller, 1-6 pm only. 1
NEWLY
REDUCED.
have
an
they
would
like
to
Murray. Call 753-3745.
Wilson Real Estate, 753.3263,
color tv, 19", $100. Call 436.
527-9904.
attractive three bedroom two
This 14 acre building
304 N. 12th. Murcay.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Lot 5429.
FOR SALE: 2 GREEN
bath home. They would
site on Bailey Road
11/2 mile east of Murray. on
WILL BE, TAKING ap1974 MONTI CARLO, nets
especially like to have one
Houses, one used 15' X 17'
plications on Saturday,
good road and 500 ft. of hwy. good, body in great shape,
with woods, creek, apfiberglass; one round, new,
with a large living room F
or
water,
no
94 East. City
October 28 from 9 am till 6
53,000 miles, $2300. 1972 El
15' diameter. Cali Miller, 1.6
dining room combination,
proximately 10 tenpm at ThorouCchbred Driverestrictions, not in a sub.n.t. 0., ...ant
linwance A.,crt tal
Dorado Cadillac, like new
large eat in kitchen with a lot
pm only, 1.527-9904.
dable
acres
all
rolled
division.
Call
753-7668
days
In at 806 Chestnut St.. %void 0156.16er. km.loss
inside and out. 67,000 miles,
of cabinets, a nice den with
LADIES LEATHER BOOTS.
753-2394
nights.
Openings are for full time
and
into
one.
Less
than
2
Call 136-5680.
$2000.
fireplace and a wooden deck
wore
3,
paid
$52
Black,
ria
753-4Mas
and part time employment
210 1. Melo
45. FARMS FOR SALE
It would even be nice to have
miles
from
city.
MAVERICK,automatIC,
759-4714
Better
1973
Call
once,
sell
$45.
Hickory
Hut
new
with the
central gas heat and air, but
100 ACRE DAIRY Farm, 31
6 cyl with air, 57095. 1973
after 5 pm.
Hurry - Now Priced at
Bar.B.Que. Also en opening
13. SALE OR TRADE
a house with all of these
Jersey Cows. Call /35-4469.
Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door,
MOBILE HOME anchoring
for a man, preferably
$20,000.
Boyd
Majors
features would be too ex
power and air, vynil fop,
44. HOMES FOR SALE
equipment now available at
retired, to cook part time CEMENT &LOCK BLDG.40'
Pensive. Right? Wrong! See
Real Estate, 105 N.
$775. Call 489.2595. •
X 48, north of Paris Tenn
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
nights.
HOUSE FOR SALE, Corner
listing
today.
this
new
Priced
12th.
One or more acres, terms,
lot, Lakeway Shores. 3 BR, 1970 PONTIAC 'GRAND
MAMIYA, 220.C: twin tens
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
at $48,900. Phone KOPPRIX, good condition, white
trade. After 7 pm,759-1739..
fireplace in living room, 2
reflex camera. Weston VI
PERUD REALTY,753-1222.
BABYSITTING JOB Wanwith black vinyl roof. Black
FOR SALE
large porches, aluminum
light meter, $175. Call 136ted My home, Lynn Grove 15. ARTICLES
EXCELLENT 11
/
2 STORY "QUALITY
interior, needs motor and
PLUS" best siding, school bus by the
2648.
area. 135-4282.
AIR COMPRESSE RS for
brick home, 3 bedrooms, describes
body work. Power and
some
this
new
3
)-726.
door,
$22,500.
Call
(
502
GAS
HEATING
Polished
STOVE
with
Murray
MAG.
4- NEW
sale at Dill Electric.
.CONVENIENT
large kitchen, living room
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
bedroom, T bath, home 6902.
air, sell for best offer. Call
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch blower, $100. Also one billy LOCATION,A4
Drive Inn Theater entrance.
_with fireplace, 214 car located in Hazel. Fireplace
753-3855.
ESTABLISHED RETAIL
MUST SELL! .2 bedroom
Goodyear goat, $15. Can be seen Noel fr om
shopping- center, carport, concrete drive, gas with
Expressions, with 2 L-60-14
heatalator,
built-in frame house with full
business with exclusive COR R ELLE
Malcolm, New Concord, 121 - groceries,
letter
$160.
white
t
Wet
_
schoolS,
3
753-5496,753-7199.
heat.
appliances, custom
built basement. All appliances
national brand product lines. all patterns, 20 piece sets, Phone: 753-7393.
S.
bedroom brick on corner lot
cabinets, heat pump, ther- and draperies stay with
Price approximately 2 times $39.99. Wallin Hardware,
ErnaTIC30
BOOK HEATERS Electric, Mat- :ALIN& f_airlane , priced at
WORLD
1977
SET
OF
mopane-windows
-ere
TN.
Paris,
only
annual.net 121 uS..._ inventOty
house. 'Gbdcf- local-ion at 602
$250. thews 40(318rw., 4-sT4ZK134.99. only $36,000. DONALD R
ency-elopi-as,
few of the quality features of
Owner retiring. Call Loretta CHAIN SAW chains, Ai inch
Call
St.
Priced
in
teens.
Vine
Wallin
Hardware,
Paris,
TN.
gun,
75312 ga. shot
-TUCKER REALTOR
this home. The price is right!
Jobs Realtors at 253-1492.
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25. Mosssenburg
after 1:30 pm. 753-9924.
interchange
"
mag.
or
3
4342
2.75
KING
Automeitic
30's. Phone' KOPPERUD
wood.
NEED EXTRA MONEY. I 20 inch. $11.92 and 24 inch, modified, 28" barrel'. Great heaters, $159.45.
'FUR
HOME-NO
NO
Wallin
REALTY,753-1222.
have listed 50 small business $14.55. Wallin Hardware, for duck hunting, $99. Call Hardware, Paris, TN.
NITURE1 We have both in
IR E. ALTORS
ideas that can be operated Paris, TN.
bath
home
this
2
bedroom,
1
753-0318 after 6 pm.
SEARS
FRANKLIN
from home to bring in that FIREPLACE
Inclosures
located on North 16th street
and
FOR
SALE,
oak
WOOD
fireplace,
like
new,
$100.
Call
needed extra cash. Send $1 with glass doors and wire
just off 121 'Bypass. Another
50".. Maple
hickory. Call 474,2359.
753-4951.
604 South 12* Street
and self addressed envelope mesh draw screens All sizes
plus.zoned for business at
- 4347
Plane(502) 753-7114
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
31. WANT TO RENT
to, Bonio Co. Apt. 8-1, P.O. arid finishes, $61.99 Wallin
DONALD
R
$11,500.
1111
nfr
?Agway, Kentucky 42071
NO'HOME - NO FURBox 968, Paducah, Ky. 42001. Hardware, Paris, TN.
ANTIQUE DUCAN FYFE
TUCKER REALTOR 753an
dining room suite, 62" X,42" STUDENT LOOKING for
,NITURE! We have
4342.
153-0)01 753-7531
table, •buttett, 6 _chairs, unfurnished apartment Can
South 12th at Sycamore
both in this 2 BR, 1
and
stove
own
supply
orginal rose velvet chair
TELEPHONE 7511051
th home located on
refrigerator. In or around
covers,$500. Call 436-2107
COMMERCIAL
Murray. Call 1.472.1016
North 16th Street just
PROPERTY
for
sale.
0;0 I IG.TI
off Hwy. 121 bypass.
Located on South 12th Street.
W.-Iuy, Sell Or Trade
32. APTS. FOR.RE NT
Ideal location for restaurant.
Another plus-zoned for
Used furniture or ApOr'any retail business. This is
business at $11,500.
. -In Business
a 137' X 183' lot, prime
pliances
Weekends & Evenings Call
Phone
business location
Since 195t"
'
Joe Kennon 436 5676
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753. I
Newly redecorated 6
753-5646
'
Bud Nail 753 41168
1222 for more Information.
room garage apart20.5 Se. Sits
lOwy Bet,
. Smith 753 3383
ment. One block from
Heed s Brandon 753 1 513
RARE FIND FOUND Ideal
FRIGIDAIRE JET ACTION
for restaurant or Music barn_
One Tucker 753 1930
university.
753-1812
or
washer, harvest gold, $70
753-7724
Its an antique general-store
901 Sycamore
/
759-4909.
Dinette set, table and 6
that's loaded with characchrome
chairs,
$40 p.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 2 ter... wide stairway with
Remington Speer y
Fond
BR mobile home with 12 X 12 balcony and railing. Call
portable typewriter, 540. Call 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
lidded room, a 'A7 acre LORETTA
JOBS
FOR SALE OR R.ENT,
436.2677.
753-7411
wooded
secluded lot. Near REALTORS at 753-1492.
C441
available Nov 1,3 BR, 1 bath
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
Call
lake.
436-2273
.
.
house with nice pool. Deposit
INCOME PROPERTY
ELECTROLUX Sales and required, family onty, no
At 1602 Calloway, nice dagies
Service in Paducah call 1
NEW BRICK
pets. Rent $300. 753-6086.
with carefree aluminum
413-6469. In Murray call Tony
4 allt brick in Westwood. Double
NICE 3. BEDROOM brick
Montgomery 753.6760.
completely rebuilt inside & out.
house. Appliances furnished.
garage, heat pump, 2 baths,
18. SEWING MACHINES
There ore 2 apartments each
References and deposit, 314
carpet, great room. Moderate
FOR SALE Used Singer N. 6th. 1 ,2474386.
with 7 bedrooms & bath. fedi
price for a home with so much
sewing machine, Z ig-Zag, all 36. RENT OR LEASE
apartment has range, disposal &
offer.
to
regular attachments Sews
new sink, new carpet. A retitle
perfect, fully guaranteed.
good piece of rental properly
Full cash price, $39.50.
near M.S.U.
Payments can be arranged,
3 Bedroom P/2 bads, central
call Martha Hopper 1.354
Sent and air, red wood deck,
6521 or write Rt. 5 Benton,
Guy Spann 753-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409
beat to F.H.A. specification
Ky.
20r So Ft
T.C. Collie 753-5122
on Shady Lane neer shopping
)9, FARM EQUIP.
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
center. Call 753-3263.
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
prods by Shot Stock, model
Small form within 3' 1 miles of
E.21, $9.99, model HD-30,
city. Has 3 bedrooms, P
$11 99, Sabre 6 model,$16.99.
Formerly TV Service Center)
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. GET SETTLED IN before
222 So 12th
753-5865
bath, excellent baseboard
FARMER SPECIAL, fence winter hits with this nice lot
heat, good well, stock barn,
222 So. 12t1
- 753-5865
Rear
controls, by Shox Stock, for trailer near Whites'
,house is brick and stone. Call
Sat., Oct. 28, at 2 p.m. at the home of Ginger Ward,
electric or battery op- Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
Rear)
753-3263.
miles .... from- Murray, all
perated, $26.95, 39.99 and
7 mile east of Puryear on 140 Hwy.
49.99. Wallin Hardware, hookups, many trailers' near
by. Only $28 per month. Call
713-2113
¶0* Shoo
Paris, TN.
460 International diesel tractor, #47 In1970 MF 300 combine, grain 753.7405 after 6 pm.
table, 33 corn head and duals. OFFICE SPACE for rent, 505
ternational hay blaer, 1435' International hay rake,
SEARCH AND SEIZE
Main St_ Call 759.1429.
Call 436-5455.
Search thru this business for
used One time, 12 ft. International disc wheel top,
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
the many advantages it could
314 raking plow, one row tobacco setter, #5 John
the
and
seize
afford
you
BROWNING Compound bow,
opportunity to make it your
Mini
Deere mower, 7 ft. blade, 2 row rotary hoe, XL-12
like new,$60. Call 4748822.
own toda.y- .business plus
Home Lite chain saw, corn-sorghum binder, 2 tracttcrtratr;-- one year Warehouse
fixtures and 'merchandise.
old. 45 lb. bear bow. Call 753..
tor manure spreaders, needs repairs, Super C
Storage Space
'Do yourself a favor go look.
0093.
LORETTA
JOBS
Call
Farm-All tractor, with plow , disc and cultivator,
For
Rent
r
MUSICAL
22.
REALTORS at 753-1192.
locust
fence post, 2 ton 1969 Chevrolet truck with
BALDWIN PIANOS and
253-4758
I
This beautiful home offers many features you've
organs, used pianos Lonardo
medal grain bed, dual hoist, 1977 350 motor just put
Piano Co., across from Post
been waiting for: Four bedrooms, three
in, 5 Beagle pups, one pair Beagles running. Other
40 X 60 FOOT
building,
Office, Paris, TN.
suitable for workshop, air
bathrooms, living room, formal dining room,
Items.
Reg. $139 950,11y $8995
FOR
SALE:
SIGNET • compresser supplied. 1215
family room with fireplace, recreation room
SILVER trombone, used one Duquid Dr. Call 753
4995.
year, like new. Call 753-0011.with fireplace, two car garage, walk out
"PIANO SMALL white used
basement. All this located on a large lot in Can4 GOATS, $100 for all. Call
spinet•bargin. Used spinet
terbury Estates. Call today for an appointment
557 Maple
piano Walnut. Repossessed 136.2257.
751 1127
spinet piano. Used grand FOP SALE FEEDER PIGS.
to see this quality built home. 753-4451.
pianos.
Practice
pianos. Call 753-0468.
AlleiagemenoW
THE
VIEW
IS
Trade in your piano for a 311. PETS-SUPPLIES.
FOREVER! Wake up
Baldwin. Easy payments AKC
REGISTERED St.
available
Lonardo Piano Bernard puppies, 4
and look out over the
Company. Across ' Post female. Call 753,5696. male, 5
lake from this new 3
Office, Paris, Tennessee."
AKC
BR, 2 bath home
REGISTEREtt
Set. Oct. 21, 1978, 9:30 am al the home piece at Mrs. leutso
SELMER SIGNET
Labrador Retriever puppy,
located on Lakeshore
one
bone, used
year. M.Call 753-0195.
Steoolvs, Hwy. 121, 21/2 wiles east of Farmington. Mrs. Stevens is in
Sat. Oct. 28th, 10 a.m., at the late Claud and Brooks
Excellent condition
Call A K C
Drive in Keniana Subsale the foNewins seed items.
for
rest
a
Ws
home
and
REGISTTRED
John Clark, 753 989.
Lawrence home /
3
4 miles north of kirksey on Hwy. 299.
division. Has many excrilor TV, 22 foot rheot type freezer, 2 years old, electric. stove, 2
SOO'S' ."USED BALDWIN spinet American Eskimo Spits, with
beds and
'MI' old kitchen eabineta, formica bedroom pieces, feather
papers. 6 months old, .$30.
tras,
just
let
us
show
list $129 950,
%Pe
Will
sell
furniture,
towels,
appliances, antiques, collector_
cases,
pillow
and
piano. Practice pianos. Used Call 753 2815.
Pillows, hand made quilts, several sheets
you
,iisties and wash (laths, ironing board, old hard rock maple cotter and
items, living room and bedroom suites, small apOrgans. Lonardo Piano Co-PARK. We
Many, many other models to choose from. liii.
Weekends I Evenings Call
end tables.' flat top trunks, several chest of drawers, 2 dressers. •
Across form Post Office, SUDSBURY
pliances, drum table, piano, rockers, victorian
groom all breeds of small
Joe 14,,n06 436 5676
recliner. several nice old chairs, toaster, mixer, canner, pressure
Paris, Tennessee."
many home models by Craig.
pictures
and
lamps,
lots
of
and medium &WS. Located in
brass bed, oak beds, dressers, ice brnt, kitchen
alladin
lanterns,
cooker, old lamps and
led
Will
753
4868
23. EXTERMINATING
town for your convenience
frames. butter milk pitcher, other pitchers, wicker egg basket and
cabinets, pie safe, feather beds, big doll,'2 bed, oak
Mary Beth Smith 153 3363
NOW IS ONE OF THE best By appointment only. Call
other wicker pieceo, wooden barrels of all lass, stone jars, crocks
table, laundry stpve, picture frames, quilts,
chairs,
We are the only factory authorized service deparbottom
1
4
-cane
rocker,
real
nice,
Hulot
Brandon
753
513
759
4140,9
arid
antique
5,
Monday Friday
times to spray under and
other stoneware.
magazine rack, oak wardrobe, books, iron skillet,
2 old pie safes, electric fan. 7-electrir heaters,aportment size air conaround your home, ii bugs, Now scheduling for holiday
Don fucker 753.1930
tment in this area.
tine
some
old.
glassware,
ditioner, several lamps, lots of dishes and
spiders, all .kinds of insects groomioN.
corn grinder,Iota more. For information call
mirroes.
2
mantle
pieces.
2
mantle
cookware.
2
.tatirtlinP of 8. Iron
and pests are looking for a 41. PUBLIC SALES
LEVEL
''' as(idlers hand tools, all kinds; cross cut saws, bean pots sevcral
ONE
114.•
UNIQUE
place to hibernetibuzder GARAGE SALE,
lawn mower and
Thursday.
_,rien ho'Xiiii, hose, rakes, shovels, good roto tiller,
v1
Design for easy relexed
your home It's warm, tFey Oct 26, 1 toe, Friday
Laranell
everyone
Something
for
items.
Oct227,
male", many more good
with
bedr.00m
Master
living!
weather.
are out of the bad
8 to 8. Toys; furniture, small
B9
.. . A •t- iniatratla Thorns-cash I onch available'
sitting room and bath area,
This makes a perfect home appliances,411 N. WM.If.
den with fireplace, plus all
for all k inds of insects. Do not
GARAGE
SALE,.
Oct
2?
end
. Formerly T.V. Service Center
the necessities, located on
delay. Call today Prevention
from 9 4; MItentebitri:
large country lot perfect for
Mayfield, Ky.2474300
is tar cheaper than repairs. 28,
Office,
, 7534844..
I.._ -222 SoBabli -things, 4449ft
438-4128
your faretty te einhey. Celt.
'irrhile and ; ROST
\,
Touch
Péôià1
The
With
A
I
People
fessional
ctothifs,
-(1, Rear).
11.
entral 100 S 13th St 753
venetian
blinds.
at
753
1192
REALTORS
3914

"Yes,
our new home is
fully protected..."

Ar!Olirl
P AGE 7-B i

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

49. USED CA
FOR SALE
Nova.$325 C.
GOOD 1969 C
College Fei
wrought iror
pasts.
1977 SILVER
excellent cot
seen at 3./nivi
159-4734 aftef
1973 TOR INC
transportatio
Call 759 1718.

' Wes

753-4451

t4,41
"\A've QOt
the Shield!"

En
Tr
iij

QURETY

5271469 753 9625

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

Donald
Tucker'
Realtor

Murray
Datsun Inc.

BOYD- M
REAL I
"153-

Murray

Sansui

Move Up To Pure Power:

I:Waldrop Resit-if

Hodge & Son, Inc.

For Sale Or Lease •

GUY SPANN
REALTY

7,11

John Smith, Realtor

Is what yo'
doubl
Lovely dee
Don't Dela:

Donnie Elliott

Come by, let us demonstrate the
power, hear the difference.

MINI
STORAGE

"Layaway Now For Christmas"

World of Sound

.

751-5646
436-2294

Hometown Boy Makes
Record.
We now have it in stock
at

WILSON .

World of Sound

AUCTION FARM EQUIPMENT SALE

ne,

creAl
Special

Underd ash
4 Powerplay
Cassette

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

Real Sharp

indash
Cassette
or
8 Track

-

"Layaway Now For Christmas"

World of Sound

4.

Otto Chester
Auction Service

IGHTS' REALTY AND AUCTION CO.

cog"-Tr^
_

Boy'

Audra W001
Warren Shi
Romer Milli

Shorty McBride Auctioneer No. 247

ESTATE
AUCTION

AUCTION SALE

Of course r
Bdrm. Bri
throughout
Shores. Pri

•

-•
r

'

artmactsicir-misiiissiditifkaCkliffareflearsarkrwri-iroroitv-v-innialgririnniai° ,0446.2Wialnieenale

--ameseseweaeles1011:011.14C:

•
'
ak
s graftEdinectujoggellisiC.Wipial

•
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ade An

UR KEYtoBuy, ell or
.r SALE
T and be
kikencl in this
ished lake
,m, your for
)0NALD R
.LTOR, 753
ES
650, 71600
NDA, good
:All 492-0102
ICE
.5, 36 month imp, $26.99.
Paris, TN.
REVERIA,
harp, $2650.

THE CLASSIFIED
49. USED CARS
FOR SALE 19011 Chevy i •
Nova,$325 Call 436.2641.
GOOD 1969 CADILLAC, 1705
College Farm Rd
Also
wrought iron fence and 3
1977 SILVER GRAND PRIX,
excellent condition Can be
seen at University Gulf. Call
759-4734 aftef5pm.
1973 TORINO WAGON, good
- transportation, 100d14 roUgh.
Call 759-1718.

KR-7. Green
dau top and
e extras. Call
m.
QLET VAR,
base, 6 cly.,
if t; excellent
S. Call 474-8842

57. SERVICES OFFER ED
• 53. SERVICES OFFERED
Sl.SERVICESOFFERED
PAINTING
753.
Call
DO
I
Window
PROFESSIONAL
boat.
1974 V.W. GOLD, good 14' POLARERART Jon
or
FLAT
for James
cleaning, 20 years ex- ROOFING,
Call 25 hp Johnson, electric start, 8762 ask
conditon, sun roof
shingles, water proofing and
son_
g
private
and
BROTHERS
Stores
perience.
motor,
trolling
seats,
swivel
BYARS
•
anytime, 759 4187.
15 years
mobile homes
homes. Call 901 782 5981.
anchor. Dilly trailer, $1275. General horne remodeling,
t
experience. Call 435 4173.
framfhg, aluminUm siding,
50. USED TRUCKS
CO11747.0842 after 5 pm.,
excellent
ROOFING,
roofing. Call 1.
Call 753-1486 WOMAN WILL DO house
references.
1967 CHEVROLET truck, V- TUNNEL HULL racing boat gutters, and
between 7 am and 3:30 pm, work. Call 759-4615.
8, automatic, long wheel and trailer. Good condition 395-4967 or I 362.495.
1976 TOYOTA Celica GT-Liff ease. camper top also coal $700.
WILL RAKE LEAVES any
ask for Shelley.
430680.
call
B & )HYDRAULICS Ser
back, 5 speed transmission, stove, Binks 7 paint fan. Call
vice calls-or in-shop repairs SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in size yard. Call 753,9101 or 753
OFFERED
SERVICES
53.
AM FM stereo tape, shadow 751-6010.
of hydraulic parts. lack or bats insulation.___Tv.e 7409.
box on rear window. Call 753
rebtiilding,-priees sterting grt material approved. Free 56. FREE COLUMN
1966 DODGE, 2 TON truck,281* before 5 pm
Also $1750. Hwy. 1346 Off 94 East. estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
P
wo
f -"
on
c
ti'
767-4256 with grain side, 2 speed axle. A
i eirAall
k."PlI
rAj
fTig
ref
WILL GIVE TO good homes
after 5 pm
Call
jobs.
small
electrical
Call 436-2788.
Contractort Inc., Cadiz, Ky. - 6 week old puppies, /
Call 753.3090
2 bird
1
*753:0762 after 5 pm.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird Call (502)9245541.
dog and 1'2 huskie. Also cats.
1973 DODGE, Adventurer,
installed, minor WET BASEMENT? We Call 437-4845.
power steering, brakes, LICENSED ELECTRICIAN screens
automatic. Brown and gold. and gas installation, will do repair work by Cliff Meegel, make wet basements dry, 57. WANTED
Chimney Sweeps. work completely guaranHat
Magic
Call 753-3090.
plumbing, heating and sewer
WANTED: MAN with corn
Call 759-4878.
teed. Call or write Morgan picker to pick 10 acres of
1959 FORD TRUCK, less cleaning Call 753-7203.
2,
RoOte
Co.,
at
Consruction
CLEANING,
engine, $100 Plenty Sharp. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN, CARPET
corn and put in the crib. Pete
reasonatile rates. Prompt Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
Call 753-5058 after 5 Pm
nson 753-2542
prompt efficient service,
efficient service Custom 42001. Phone day or night 1and
1959 FORD PICKUP. Call call Ernest White, 753-0605.
442-7026.
Care. 489-2774
Carpet
after 2.30, 435-4282.
LIGHT TRUCK Hauling and
1967 FORD VAN, 1977 Curtis yard junk. Call 753-3145.
Mathis, entertainment PIANO TUNING and repair.
center. Call 753-7861.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
1967 FORD PICKUP, good Music Center, 753 3682 or 753motor, needs paint job,$600.
714eafter6 pm.
FREE
1965 INTERNATIONAL bus.
20
MILE
Good condition. Memorial CAN'T GET those small jobs
Baptist Church, 906 Main St. around the house or mobile
Carpentry,
done?
home
DELIVERY
753-3182.
plumbing,
painting,
1 TON. 1971 Truck, remote aluminum siding, patios,
153-0t84
control color tv, Magnavox, small concrete jobs, call 436AM-FM
tape
stereo, 2562 after 5 pm.
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
chainsaw. Call 753-3506.
DO YOU need stumps mobile home odans, and patios, or U-BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy
AMPE RS
o assemble up 1o24 x 60. Buy the best for less.
removed from your yard or
LATE MODEL CAMPER land cleared of stumps? We
and
24"
Fits
to
Top.
Chevrolet
can remove stumps up
Dodge short wheel base. Like below the ground, leaving
new. $125. Also a 357 only sawdust and chips. Call
Magnum, model 19-5185. Call for free estimate, Steve Shaw
436-5680.
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 4354343.
SPECIAL Free air con
ditoners with purchase of DRIVEWAYS 8. PARKING
new 1978 Prowler Travel areas white rocked, and
Trailer. Arrowhead Camper graded. Free estimates, Call
Sale Hwy. 80 E., Mayfield, Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
Ky. 1-502-247-8187.
after 4pm.
0.1fi/HITES CAMPER SALES.
SALES at Sears
FENCE
our local Star Craft dealer.
753-2310 for
Complete line of parts and now. Call Sears for your
Non-toxic free estimates
accessories.
camper anti-freeze, $3.99 per needs..
ALL YOUR small
gallon. Located 4 miles from FOR
Murray on 94 E. Call 753- carpentry, concrete, painpaneling jobs call
and
ting
By Owner
0605.
753 9564 after 5 pm. Free
New England Salt Box,4 BR,2 baths, rustic kitchen
estimates.
cabinets with microwave, disposal and pantry.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
Breakfast area. Large great room with wood burper
your
installed
ning
fireplace. Solid oak floors and stairway.
Specifications. Call Sears
Decorated throughout with wallpaper, extra
753-2310 for tree estimates.
storage. 2 car garage and wood shed. Located on 150
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
a r _SA v_e_
-feet -lot on Hermitage Pl appointment-on/y.heating and cooling billS.
Call 753-0110.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates..

Murray State University

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS-

Entry Fee - $15.00
Tri-State Rules Apply

$4.00 - Adults
$3.00 - Students
$2.00 - Children (6-12)

-3

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00PIKE SAAVI $1.25

PRICE NIAR CUT $1.50

001 mOSP(141 / 0101154 COOLS MIMI 103 Mil

Furniture Stripping And Repair
No lyes or hot tooth used. Absolutely safe for s4woods.

Gary VanCleave 404 Walnut Street
Paris, Tennessee -.I-901-642.7560

Just Reduced

11
' 1
1116111
FOR SALE

BOYD- MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

REALTORS

(0

SERISIG THE PURCHASE AREA

'
753-8080
Murray

Mayfield

WIngo

Give a persona/ gift
for Christmas The
next few weeks are
a beautiful time for
portraits
outdoor
Made at your home
or at some of the
beautiful
places
-ordund Murray. Call
now for an ap-,
pointment We have
a large selection of
• frames

rental property

ker 753-2409
unn 753-5725

EVER STEAL A HOUSE?
- Of course not, but here is your chance to buy at a sensible price! Built in 1973,3
BrIrm. Brick, Central heat & air, large kitchen-den W/fireplace, carpeted
throughout, 2 car attached garage. Wooded lot W/lakeview in Panorama
Shores. Priced at $35,900- The first Caller Will Get It!

Boyd-Majors Real Estate
"The Professional Services WO The Friendly Touch."
Audra Moody 753-9036
Warren Shropshire 753-8271
Homer Miller 153-7519

Barbara Erwin 753-4136
8.8. Hook 753-2387
Reuben Moody 753-9036

105 North
12th Street

BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above,
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

..111111111•71111,-.111111.•

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9611, Owensboro, Ky.42301

PHONE
502-685-4961

Carter
Photographic studio
753-8298

this 3,Bdrrn., 2 bath
Is what you get! And you will love the charm- space infireplace
this winter.
B.V., double garage. Enjoy the cozy den with crackling
occupancy.
immediate
for
ready
New,
Brand
gold.
of
touches
Lovely decor with
Don't Delay - Call Today.

PROPERTY
ay, nice duplex
aluminum siding,
out inside & ou1.
partments each
s & bath. loch
range, disposal
carpet. A really

r, 1(47 In1 hay rake,
wheel top,
er, 105 John
hoe, XL-12
, 2 trac, Super C
cultivator,
truck with
tor just out
ning. Other

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

BOYD-MAJORS

"

ingor Ward,

alt,at Strert

Admission:

WHAT YOU SEE!

SALE

211'.1

NEW OFFICE HOURS

SAVE
3000.00

West Ky. Exposition Center
_9

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

a

at the

ay
n Inc.
1251 Street
)753-7114
áy 42071

52. BOATS & MOTORS

44. USED CARS

- ---- -1973 SAJAL I TE, mag wheel,
L 60514 tires, power steering,
brakes, other extras, good
condition. Also camper top
for long wheel base pickup.
Cheap Call 753-4740.

Saturday, Nov. 11th
7:30 p.m.

E.
g. factory tape,
t seats, with
ushions, tilt
factory mags.
ic green with
and interior,
7765.
Vai.0,
$2250. Call 47.4-

CARLO, runs
n great shape,
$2300. 1972 El
illac, like new
1. 67,000 miles,
-5680.
ICK, automatIC,
ir, $T095. 1973
nev I le, 4 door,
air, vynil top.
2595.
IAC :GRAND
condition, white
inyl roof. Black
s motor and
ork. Power and
best offer. Call

49. USED CARS

4 Wheel Drive
Pull

EGEL, AM
• ..ellent con
blue, white
te vynil top

T, 4d..,
quarter ton
. Also a Zenith
$100. Call 436-

41a1.41WIN410.01ICAlt

-*Antique Auction
Saturday, October 28 at 10 a.m. rain or shine, (inside), at Mr. 2. Mrs. Wayne
Blakley's Antique and Furniture Stripping Shop on Main Street in Hazel, Ky. They are
going out of business and are selling complete stock of antiques.
Will sell: iron,bed, acorn carnival dish, crocks,ironware, butter dish; several
kerosene, GWTW, floor & hanging lamps; daisy churn, fern stand, 2 treadle
sewing machines, old trunks; Seth Thomas, weight, and kitchen clocks, Empire
clock with wooden works and clawfeet ; set of 6 oak chairs, several odd oak
chairs, old seed cleaner, Duncan phyfe couch, walnut coffee table (etched
glass), cedar washing machine with wringer, picture frames,oak doll bed, iron
bird dog door stop: several each of the following,oak pieces: round and square
dining tables,.lamp tables, rockers, dressers, beZs, chairs, sideboards, library
tables (1 with clawfeet); Also 2 wicker love-'seats, rocker and magazine rack,
glass and tin door pie safes, oak desk and stark bookcase, roll front kitchen
cabinet, 2 fireplace mantels, oak wig dressers, square oak dining table and 4
chairs with rope legs, cabieetradio, cedar chest, 2 vinyl livingroom suits, old
quilts and many small items. Also a complete flowover stripping system and 3
dip tanks.
Announcements day of sale, not responsible for accidents, eats and drinks.
For your auction needs and information call

Bob W.(Frosty)Miller
Terry Shoemaker
492-8594
436-5327
AUCTIONEERS

A beautiful brick, three
bedroom, 11/2 bath home,
ca ort for three cars, cenea
tral heat and air. Located
close to Central Shopping
area. Setting on a
prbfessionally landscaped
lot.
DONALD R

TUCKER
REALTOR

I,

CALL 753-4342
Weekends & Evenings Call.
Joe Kennon 436-5676
Bud Nall 753 48b6
Pam Mavity 753-8624
Con Tucker 153-1930

of AI.TOR
.

PAIN YARDAGE WITH KOPPERUD REALTY

47

SATURDAY GAMES BRING
TOO MUCH TRAFFIC?

e

Avoid the hassel when you move out to your own
estate in wooded setting near Kentucky Lake.
Approximately 2700 square feet of living area in
this impressive home with walk-out basement.
Central heat and air, 2 fireplaces with
heatolator, extra 2-car garage with boat shed
and workshop, large screened back porch and
quality construction throughout.

to,

ud end Brooks
on Hwy. M.
ues,_collector
es, small ap• rs, victorian
box, kitchen
'2 bed, oak
mes, quilts,
, iron skillet,
on call

Lek

SO YARD LINE SEATS

•
% • 'hi/ 44
• el

Are no more desirable than this elegant home in
Canterbury F.states. This home will truly impress the most particular home hunter' Three
large, Jorge bedrooms, formal dining room with
wood parquet floor, outstanding storage areas
including vialklin closet in master bedroom,
lovely den with fireplaCe and custom-made
shelves. This home truly has all the extras, and
priced substantially below replacement cost.
Phone us today - we would love to tell you all
about thtsbrauttful hame. Priced in three's. -

DON'T FUMBLE YOUR CHANCE TO '

MARCH DOWN THE FIELD

SINGLE WING

Become a landlord instead of a renter. Good 3
bedroom home in quiet neighborhood with lovely
landscaped yard. Backyard is fenced and home
is neat as a pin throughout. All the - work is
already done for you so don't let this opportunity'
pass. Priced at only $31,800 Phone us today.

With this choice new listing in Canterbury
Estates. Outstanding 4 bedroom home with
bright and cheery den, master bedroom with adjoining private dressing room and walk-in c:oset.
You are sure to reach the goal of pleasant, comfortable living with this lovely French Provential
home. Priced in the 60's.

Additien won't be needed-this new listing has
plenty of room. This beautifully restored older
home on seven acres has 4 or 5 bedrooms, dining
room,family room, kitchen and 2 baths. Property includes 4 stall stable, 2 ether building and 3
separate fenced areas for horses. Priced
realistically - Mid 40's.

REFEREE'S WHISTLE

BLOCK THAT KICK

QUARTERBACK'S CHOICE

Energy saving 3 bedroom in Gatesborough. Heat
Will blow soon to put thishome out of play. This • The kick you feel when you write that rent check _pump, 12 inches iri-selation in ceiling,. thercute home Is located near Kentucky Lake only 10 each month:Protect yOurgelf from iriTrateff-CeTc- mopane windows, beautiful custom-designed kitmiles from Murray. Designed with the future in
tals and purchase this economy special home on chen with breakfast island, formal dining room.
mind, this home has an unusual and efficient
I acre and priced at only $13,500. Better not Home is beautifully decorated throughout. Take
floor plan. Priced in low 20's.
a jpurney to happy dream-home living and let us
hesitate on this one.
she% this charm inv. home to you. 60's.

KOPPERUD
REALTY
24 Hr. Phone
Ph. 753-1222

BRING THE WKOLE TEAM

711 Main
-Nhirray,- ity•

You'M have 6 acres 4? play the game on. 3
bedroom brick honie. Here is that rare homebuying opportunity ofagood home plus acreage
,plus close-to-town location at a reasonable price.
Central heat and air and low utility bills. Lots of
+retie, garden spots
the great ouldeorewith
and tritSide building :suitable fortorso stable Or
storage. Phone us right away! Priced at $42,500.

•
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RICH ROLLINS (11) gives to running back
Tim Foster during Murray
14-7 victoly over
Hopkinsville last Friday night. Blocking are
Mike Hibbaid (31) and Robin Roberts (84).
The
Tigers go after their third straight win Friday
in their Homecoming game against Tilghman
at
Ty Holland Stadium.

Go Tigers Go!

ed
12th grad
KeMPOR

Murray High Tigers
Vs.

-IN THE VILLAGE-

All The Way
Tigers.,
For All Your Insurance
Needs See:

Bob Nanney
Insurance Agency
107 N. 4th

753-1937

Bank of Murray
8 P.M.
Friday

Stadium
Member FDIC

CarrollTire
Service

Creative

Your

Printers,Inc.
808 Chestnut
753-2285
Murray, Ky. .

STOKES TRACTOR
AND

IMPLEMENT CO.

MP'

'Quality That Will Please .'

Industrial Rd.

7531319

With 510.00 Order
Or More

c-"wv

Acre et

Parker's Super Mkt.
2

Downtown Shopping Center

p0000m I

Purdom
Motors
Nem°bile

Pontiac I Cadillac
le!
1
CAIY,LAK

-Satisfied Customers
Are Our
Main Concern-

144 W.Main - 753-5315

1105 Pope
153-14011

II
MINI

Clinic Pharmacy
5th and Walnut

OEM WW

=fig NO MI

41).

f

Murray Eledric
System

8 a m III 11 p m Sun Thum
8 a m iii kluintutit Fr l 8 Sat
Breakfast Served 8 a m to 10 30 a in

401 Olive

All
753-6025

•••• When
You
Can't
• Watch
The Tigers

753-5321

The

Way

Tnlin
memsdurbersance
.stisucu
c:en
tih
ce K

he
or
Caflow a
ment has(
and one
burglary i
nectkx
e home
A sheril
id today
rom 12-11

ew S

StL
B:

DUNN

BRADEN METAL
IF BUILDING SYSTEMS

Hours:

North 12th St.

Prescription
Specialists
753-8302

FURNITURE WAREHOUSE

suiceitet
11
-

Pure
Vegetable

Call the

Free Delivery

Dealer

11

619 So. 9th -- 753-5719
Murray, Ky.

Chefway

Our Hours Are
Mon -Fri. 1-5
Closed Sat.

GetEm Tigers!

Ed Cain Construction Co.

Marble Manufacturer

Thornton Tile
And Marble

Massey Ferguson

UNIROYAL

The ts.44.
Thursday
several qu(
ago
Bo
corn pe nsa1
co
presented
b Billir

that he was
Kentuckycouncil on
113 oppose(

Ty Holland

-,10 Support The Tigers

Co'

Top Quality Merchandise
Guaranteed Low Prices

Hwy. 641 N.

K ENTt
Tennesse
a U.S. Ar
of a ca
"unprft-e
The ofl

Murray, Ky.

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

Tigers
Bel-Air Center

FOR D
New Ideas From Murray's
Oldest Car Deale4

Murray, Ky.

--ivefority.-Fried Chicken

Katmai, Fried ekieken,

PARKER FORD
101 Main

Before Or After The Game

763-6273

Murray- 1113 Sycamore
753-71111
Mayfield -'606 & 6th „
2474443

heo
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chi
-Ken
the
Alm

